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Abstract 

Outbreaks of infectious disease can be caused by only a few highly infectious 

individuals. These individuals are produced by variation in traits affecting contact 

between infected and susceptible individuals, the likelihood that contact results in 

infection and the duration of infection. High-risk individuals are difficult to predict 

because traditional assessments of disease transmission, such as R0, rely on 

population averages that conceal the variation that produces high transmission-risk 

phenotypes. Contact rate between infected and susceptible individuals, is primarily 

determined by behaviour whereas physiological immunity is the main determinant 

of the likelihood that contact causes infection and infection duration. I characterise 

variation in traits affecting the determinants of disease transmission and use this to 

predict individual variation in disease transmission, V. Using the fruit fly, Drosophila 

melanogaster, and its viral pathogen Drosophila C Virus, I have found pervasive and 

complex effects of genetic and sex-specific variation, mating, and infection on suites 

of behaviours, physiological traits and outcomes of infection. Many of my results 

point to an individual’s disease transmission potential being determined by genetic 

background and sex. Males, for example, typically survive DCV infection longer than 

females, however the amount of virus they shed is also determined by their genetic 

background. To predict how this variation could affect disease transmission 

dynamics, I simulated outbreaks of DCV in theoretical populations. These 

populations exhibited genetic and sex-specific variation based on my experiments 

and significantly affected population-level outbreak dynamics. Differences in these 

dynamics highlight potentially high-risk transmission classes of individuals, defined 

by their genetic background and sex. 
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Lay Summary 

Outbreaks of infectious disease can sometimes be caused by only a few highly 

infectious individuals. This presents a problem to preventing the spread of disease 

as these individuals are often difficult to identify before outbreaks occur. By 

understanding the traits that make these individuals transmit so much disease we 

can hope to prevent the outbreaks they cause. Individuals can be highly infectious 

because of variation in three key traits. Firstly, they may be highly social, meaning 

that when they become infected, they are capable of infecting more individuals. 

Alternatively, when infected, they may release larger quantities of disease-causing 

agents into the environment. Finally, they may stay infected for longer, which gives 

them more opportunities to spread disease. In this thesis, I use the fruit fly, 

Drosophila melanogaster, to measure how common sources of variation affect these 

three traits and use these measures to predict how individuals might differ in how 

much disease they spread. 

 

My experiments show that sources of variation that are seen in many other 

organisms, such as genetics and sex, cause significant amounts of variation in the 

traits that affect disease transmission. I also show that key behavioural traits such 

as how flies avoid sources of infection in the environment and how they interact with 

other flies change when individuals become sick. I use this information to simulate 

disease outbreaks and find that the differences caused by sex and genetics change 

how disease spreads. 

 

These findings suggest that an individual’s genetics and sex affect its ability to 

transmit disease. This may help identify high risk individuals before outbreaks occur.  
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Individuals differ markedly in their propensity to transmit infection to others. Many 

outbreaks of disease are often caused and maintained by a minority of individuals 

that contribute disproportionate numbers of secondary cases of infection (Lloyd-

Smith et al., 2005; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016; Woolhouse et al., 1997). This 

pattern of heterogeneity in disease transmission is so frequently observed that it has 

become generalised to the ‘20/80 rule’. The 20/80 rule denotes that during an 

outbreak of infectious disease, 80% of secondary cases are caused by just 20% of 

the population (Woolhouse et al., 1997). In extreme cases, an even smaller minority, 

known as ‘superspreaders’, accounts for this transmission (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005). 

Despite their ubiquity however, the underlying causes of variation in transmission 

are poorly understood and disease control strategies are ill-equipped to respond to 

high-risk individuals. Focusing disease control strategies on high-risk individuals 

would be more efficient and cost-effective than generalist approaches (Lloyd-Smith 

et al., 2005; Matthews et al., 2006). This has pushed understanding the determinants 

of heterogeneity in transmission to the forefront of disease ecology and 

epidemiology. 

 

A commonly used tool for assessing the outbreak risk of a particular pathogen or 

parasite in a susceptible host population is the basic reproductive number, R0 

(Anderson and May, 1981). R0 is defined as the average number of secondary cases 

caused by an infected individual in a susceptible host population (Anderson and 

May, 1981). When greater than 1, R0 predicts a disease will spread. When less than 

1, it is predicted to die out. The simplicity of R0 has made it an invaluable tool to 

quickly assess a population’s outbreak risk. The value of R0 is calculated by 

deconstructing disease transmission into three interacting components: (1) the 

contact rate between infected and susceptible individuals, (2) the likelihood that 
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contact will result in infection, termed ‘infectiousness’ and (3) the duration of the 

infectious period (VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). 

 

A major shortcoming of R0 is that by reporting the population’s average transmission, 

it conceals high risk individuals (Li et al., 2011; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; Ridenhour 

et al., 2014). Individual heterogeneity in disease transmission means that pathogens 

are less likely to invade a population however, should key high-risk individuals 

become infected, outbreaks could be explosive (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005). Many 

individual’s transmission potentials were underestimated during the 2003 outbreaks 

of SARS across South East Asia, in part due to the delayed onset of symptoms. The 

failure to identify infected individuals led to several superspreaders evading control 

methods, and as a result, one of these individuals went on to infect 76 other people 

with SARS (Shen et al., 2004).  

Figure 1. Distributions of the number of secondary cases of infection caused (V) by infected 
individuals in 3 theoretical populations distinguished by line colour. The population average 
of each population is marked by a dashed line and corresponds to that population’s basic 
reproductive number (R0), a traditional metric used to assess a population’s outbreak risk. 
This figure serves to demonstrate the inability of R0 to account for the dispersion of a 
population’s distribution.  
 

To tackle host heterogeneity in pathogen spread it is important to move beyond 

population averages and characterise individual variation in disease transmission. 

One approach is to apply the R0 framework to individuals rather than populations. 

An individual’s reproduction number, V, denotes the number of secondary cases 

produced by any individual in a given population (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005). In a 

R0 R0 R0
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population’s distribution of V, the mean is equal to R0 and high-risk individuals are 

present on the right-extreme tail (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 2. The components that underlie variation in the number of secondary cases of 
infection caused by an infected individual (V). Commonly used products of selections of 
these components have been annotated, such as b, which is used in SIR models to describe 
the rate infected individuals infect the susceptible population (Anderson and May, 1992). 
This figure is adapted from VanderWaal and Ezenwa (2016). 
 

The sources of variation in V, can be broken down into traits affecting contact rate, 

infectiousness, and infection duration (VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). Outside of 

host traits, environmental and pathogen factors can also affect determinants of V. 

High humidity, for example, alters the transmission efficiency of air-borne influenza 

by prolonging the virus’ survival outside of a host (Loosli et al., 1943). The 

importance of environmental factors are evident in the seasonal changes of 

transmission, which is seen in polio, influenza and cholera (Altizer et al., 2006; 

Grassly and Fraser, 2006). Pathogen factors also affect transmission dynamics, 

strains of dengue virus affect genotypes of their mosquito vector differently, growing 

and establishing in salivary glands faster in certain genotypes (Fontaine et al., 2018; 

Lambrechts, 2011). Hosts are infected with a broad taxonomical range of pathogens 

and parasites. The environment this infection occurs in is also continuously 

changing. In the complexity of wild host-pathogen systems, the host population is 

the constant. In order to identify high-risk hosts, investigation must focus on the host 

factors that produce high levels of transmission. Although there are many examples 

of interplay between the two (Grassly and Fraser, 2006; Hawley et al., 2011), host 

behavioural traits primarily affect contact rate, and host physiological traits primarily 

determine infectiousness and infection duration (Grassly and Fraser, 2008; 
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VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). Sex and genetics are two major sources of 

variation that determine the physiological and behavioural traits that define contact 

rate, infectiousness and infection duration. Moreover, an individual’s sex and genes 

can be used as markers to identify high-risk individuals prior to outbreaks of 

infectious disease. In this chapter, I review what is currently known about 

heterogeneity in host behaviour and physiology in a broad range of host-pathogen 

systems. Each section primarily focuses on sex-specific and genetic variation, with 

broader sources of variation discussed as an endnote. 

 

1.2  Behavioural Sources of Heterogeneity in Disease Transmission 

Host behaviour primarily influences transmission by affecting contact between 

susceptible individuals and infected conspecifics or other sources of infection, e.g. 

pathogen-containing faeces (Grassly and Fraser, 2008; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 

2016). Regarding contact with infected conspecifics, these behaviours typically 

affect an individual’s social group composition, social structure or mating system 

(Schradin, 2013). 

 

1.2.1 Genetic variation in Contact Rate Behaviours 

One of the earliest demonstrations of genetic variation in behaviour was found in the 

feeding behaviour of the nematode worm, Caenorhabditis elegans. In a relatively 

simple polymorphism, individuals tend to feed in groups or relative isolation. This 

feeding behaviour is determined by the npr-1 gene, where specific isoforms are only 

present in socially and solitary-feeding individuals, respectively. The role of npr-1, 

in the determination of feeding behaviour is so strong that transgenic expression of 

the alternate variant changes the feeding phenotype expressed by the worm (de 

Bono and Bargmann, 1998). A similar polymorphism was identified in the nest 

building behaviour of the halictid bee, Lasioglossum albipes. Here, syntaxin 1a (a 

gene that mediates the release of synaptic vesicles) has been shown to affect 

whether the facultatively social bee builds solitary or eusocial nests (Kocher et al., 

2018). Syntaxin 1a  is highly conserved across the animal kingdom and has even 
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been implicated in human autism spectrum disorders (Shpigler et al., 2017). Similar 

homology is seen in expression of vasopressin 1a receptor (avpr1a). In the prairie 

vole, Microtus ochrogaster, avpr1a affects pair-bonding and patterns of monogamy 

versus polygamy (Hammock and Young, 2005; Winslow et al., 1993). Avpr1a 

appears to affect the same socio-behavioural traits in humans (Ebstein et al., 2010; 

Israel et al., 2008; Walum et al., 2008). 

 

1.2.2   Sex variation in Contact Rate Behaviours 

Sex-specific variation in social behaviours and contact networks are widely reported 

and have a number of consequences for the respective transmission risk of males 

and females. These differences have been shown to be sensitive to a number of 

factors. Social density, for example, has a major effect on the social interactions 

exhibited by male and female red deer (Cervus elaphus). Specifically, as population 

density increases, male social interactions become more transient, but occur more 

frequently. The transience of female social interactions on the other hand, does not 

change, and their frequency initially increases at intermediate densities before 

returning to their original levels at higher densities (Vander Waal et al., 2012). 

 

Male-specific behaviours are often used to explain male-biased transmission. Many 

male mammal species for example, use scent cues in urine and faeces to assess 

social hierarchies. Should these excretions contain pathogens or parasites however, 

this behaviour increases transmission risk (Duneau and Ebert, 2012; Litvinova et al., 

2010). Similarly, testosterone production has also been linked to male-bias in 

transmission due to its positive effect on contact rates. Artificially increasing 

testosterone production in male white-footed mice (Peromyscus leucopus) 

prolonged the maintenance of contact network connections (Grear et al., 2009). 

Similar effects of testosterone on sociality have also been seen in male red grouse 

(Lagopus lagopus scoticus), where male territory size increased with testosterone 

levels (Seivwright et al., 2005). Sex-specific behavioural changes post-infection 

have also been linked to male-biased transmission. When infected with Mycoplasma 

gallisepticum, males of the house finch, Carpodacus mexicanus show reduced 
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levels of aggression. As a result of this reduced aggression, uninfected males 

preferentially aggregate with infected individuals, while females show no such 

preference (Bouwman and Hawley, 2010). 

 

While much rarer than male-bias, there are examples of variation in contact rate 

producing female-biased transmission in mammal host systems. When pregnant or 

lactating, female bank voles (Mastophorus muris), change their diet to 

accommodate the cost of gestation and parental care. A key change is an increase 

in the proportion of invertebrates in their diet. This increases female transmission 

risk as the habitats these invertebrates are found in contain more parasites and 

intermediate hosts (Grzybek et al., 2015). Female-bias is also seen in many 

invertebrate host species (Sheridan et al., 2000). Female-biased sexual 

transmission of the mite, Parobia husbandi, is also seen in the beetle, 

Chrysophtharta agricola. Here, males experience significantly more variation in 

mating success than females. As males that do not mate are not exposed to any 

transmission risk females are more likely to be infected (Seeman and Nahrung, 

2004). 

 

Many sex-specific behaviours are produced by sexual selection (Andersson and 

Simmons, 2006). Given these selection pressures often affect much more than 

behaviour, it is important to consider if the behavioural dimorphisms are 

accompanied by sexually dimorphic physiology. Sexual dimorphism in size, for 

example, is commonly observed in a range of species and can have a broad range 

of effects on transmission. For example. larger hosts are more likely to be infected 

by ectoparasites. This is seen in in the roe deer, Capreolus capreolus, where larger 

males also have greater tick burdens. Interestingly in the case of C. capreolus, 

sexual dimorphism in size accounts for the entire sex-bias in parasite prevalence 

(Kiffner et al., 2011). Another broad factor central to male and female differences in 

contact rate is the sex-ratio of a population. Sex-ratios can introduce another caveat 

to examples of sex-biased transmission. The transmission of tuberculosis in 

humans, for example, is characterised by male-biased prevalence, this may be less 
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relevant however in countries with male-skewed sex ratios such as China and India 

(Rhines, 2013). 

 

1.2.3  The Effect of Infection on Contact Rate Behaviours 

Contact rate can also be affected by the host response to environmental cues of 

pathogen presence even before infection occurs through infection avoidance 

behaviours. By preventing infection from taking place, avoidance behaviours 

circumvent the costs associated with both infection and mounting an immune 

response (Curtis, 2014). Should avoidance mechanisms fail, infection can elicit a 

number of changes to host behaviour. Infection-induced behavioural changes can 

be caused as a by-product of pathology, by the reallocation of host resources in aid 

of the immune response (sickness behaviours; Hawley et al., 2011) or by the 

pathogen or parasite promoting its transmission (parasite manipulation; Heil, 2016). 

 

1.2.4  Before Infection 

Infection avoidance behaviours are the first line of defence against pathogens and 

parasites, allowing individuals to circumvent the cost of fighting infection altogether 

(Curtis, 2014). The gregarious Caribbean spiny lobster, Panulirus argus, for 

example, has been shown to avoid infection by reducing social interactions with 

infected individuals (Behringer et al., 2006). If individuals are continually exposed to 

pathogens and parasites however, the efficiency of avoidance mechanisms may 

become irrelevant. In many social organisms, social ranking and role can be an 

important mediator of exposure risk, and as a result, the importance of infection 

avoidance behaviours. In meerkats (Suricatta suricatta), while social grooming 

reduces burdens of macroparasites, it also facilitates the transmission of 

Mycobacterium bovis (Drewe, 2009). With subordinate individuals taking part in 

more allogrooming than dominant members of the social group, they are thought of 

as key transmitters of M. bovis infection (Drewe et al., 2011). In many eusocial insect 

species, the activity of forager castes outside of the nest also makes them far more 

likely to encounter pathogens and parasites (Cremer et al., 2007; Schmid-Hempel 

and Schmid-Hempel, 1993). Many eusocial insect species mitigate the effect of this 
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increased infection risk, worker castes are often comprised of older individuals 

(Cartar, 1992; Moroń et al., 2008; Woyciechowski and Kozłowski, 1998). 

Interestingly, this also introduces an age-bias in transmission risk. 

 

Infection avoidance is utilised in a variety of contexts outside of social interactions. 

Spatial avoidance, for example, occurs when hosts avoid areas where parasites are 

detected or likely to be found. In the presence of parasitoid wasps, the spreadwing 

damselfly, Lestes sponsa, preferentially lays eggs deeper below the surface of 

ponds to reduce egg parasitism despite the greater energetic cost incurred by 

deeper aquatic oviposition (Harabis et al., 2015). 

 

Monarch butterfly (Danus plexippus) migration is also suggested to be a mechanism 

of infection avoidance as migrating individuals experience less parasitism 

(Satterfield et al., 2015). However, as parasitism reduces flight capability (Bradley 

and Altizer, 2005), it should be noted that migration’s negative effect on parasitism 

may be a by-product of the behaviour rather than its selective driving force. Hosts 

also avoid time periods of parasite activity which is known as temporal avoidance. 

In the presence of the diurnal phorid fly, Neodohrniphora curvinervis, whole colonies 

of the leaf-cutter ant, Atta cephalotes, can shift their foraging activities from daytime, 

to night-time (Orr, 1992). A number of species also avoid trophic infection by not 

eating infectious food (Alma et al., 2010; Fouks et al., 2011). The scarcity of 

cannibalism, for example, is thought to be explained by it increasing pathogen and 

parasite transmission. In tiger salamanders (Ambystoma tigrinum nebulosum), 

cannibalism was shown to positively correlate with parasite burden (Pfennig et al., 

1991). C. elegans has also been shown to avoid a broad range of bacterial 

pathogens during foraging (Meisel and Kim, 2014a; Schulenburg and Ewbank, 

2007). 

 

1.2.5     After Infection 

Should mechanisms of infection avoidance fail, and hosts become infected, 

infection can induce further suites of behavioural changes. Infection-induced 
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behavioural changes present an important problem to predicting contact rates 

between infected and susceptible individuals as they can undermine measurements 

of susceptible hosts in the absence of infection. While there are examples of 

behavioural changes with neutral effects on host-pathogen dynamics, many of these 

changes have been shown to aid host immunity or promote pathogen or parasite 

transmission (Córdoba-Aguilar et al., 2018). Sickness behaviours, are changes that 

benefit the host (Hart, 1988), and parasite manipulation are those that benefit the 

pathogen or parasite (Poulin, 1995). 

 

Sickness behaviours reallocate resources from other key host functions, such as 

foraging or mating, to bolster the immune response (Hart, 1988; Johnson, 2002). 

Changes in activity or social interactions, for example, have been used in animal 

husbandry for many years to diagnose sickness in livestock (Hart, 1988; Johnson, 

2002; Weary et al., 2009). As visual symptoms of infection, these behavioural 

changes offer a potentially useful, and non-invasive, tool to assay infection status 

and transmission risk in members of a population. To test the effect of an infection-

response while avoiding confounding pathogen effects, sickness behaviours are 

often measured by challenging hosts with lipo-polysaccharide (LPS) or heat-killed 

bacteria. LPS-challenged honey bees (Apis mellifera), for example, mount a strong 

immune response and exhibit reduced locomotor activity (Kazlauskas et al., 2016). 

Similar patterns of lethargy and reduced activity following LPS-challenge have also 

been shown in birds (Rotiroti et al., 1981) and amphibians (Llewellyn et al., 2011). 

While sickness behaviours improve host fitness by aiding immunity, they can also 

incur costs as reduced task function may lead to missed mating (Ashby and Boots, 

2015; Kolluru et al., 2009; Pai and Yan, 2003) or feeding (Adamo et al., 2010; 

Kazlauskas et al., 2016; Sullivan et al., 2016) opportunities. Alongside these costs, 

some sickness behaviours have also been shown to increase parasite transmission. 

In finches, lethargy has been shown to facilitate disease spread when infected 

individuals aggregate at feeding sites (Bouwman and Hawley, 2010). Despite these 

costs, the abundance of shared sickness behaviours across a number of animal 
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taxa provide clear evidence of their overall adaptive role (Moore, 2013; Sullivan et 

al., 2016). 

 

Parasite manipulation is also seen in many host-pathogen systems and can affect 

pre-existing host behaviours as well as produce entirely novel behaviours (Poulin, 

1995). When Cordyceps fungus, for example, infects ants and a number of its other 

insect hosts (Shang et al., 2015), it increases climbing behaviour (Fredericksen et 

al., 2017), and induces novel biting behaviour. Climbing and biting aid transmission 

by anchoring sporulating individuals above susceptible conspecifics (de Bekker et 

al., 2015). Similarly, in a broad range of mammals, rabies infection has been shown 

to increase aggression and induce hydrophobia (Fleming, 1872; Rupprecht et al., 

2002). Parasite manipulation is central to a number of multi-host systems where 

intermediate hosts are manipulated to avoid predators less in order to facilitate 

transmission through predation (Berdoy et al., 2000; Curtis, 2014; Hughes et al., 

2012). Rats infected with Toxoplasma gondii, famously become attracted to the 

odour of cat urine (Berdoy et al., 2000). 

 

Despite longstanding appreciation and acknowledgement, the interplay between 

behaviour and infection is very much an emerging field, with many important open 

questions. Given the potential for parasite manipulation of risk-taking behaviours to 

increase predation by non-host species, a longstanding question in disease ecology 

is how parasites control behaviour so tightly. Furthermore, with respect to both 

parasite manipulation and sickness behaviours, very few studies consider how host 

behaviour prior to infection influences the extent of behavioural changes following 

infection (Barron et al., 2015). With behavioural and physiological covariation 

thought to play a key role in producing outbreaks of infectious disease (White et al., 

2018), characterising infection-induced behavioural changes is central to 

understanding disease transmission. 
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1.2.6       Caveats of Relying on Contact to Study Disease Transmission 

A major barrier to using contact networks in epidemiology is that they do not 

necessarily predict an outbreak’s transmission network. While genetic or sex-based 

predispositions to social interactions are linked to transmission many extraneous 

factors can prevent transmission along contact network connections. The disparity 

between contact and transmission networks has been demonstrated using E. coli 

transmission within and between cohorts of African Elephants. Habitat overlap with 

other groups of elephants was a better predictor of the E. coli strain individuals were 

infected with than their social group. This transmission network appears to be the 

result of the indirect nature of E. coli transmission. Bacteria-containing faeces is 

shed and transmitted to conspecifics through permanent swamps rather than social 

interactions (Chiyo et al., 2014). Differences between contact and transmission 

networks can also arise through heterogeneity in other components of disease 

transmission. For example, should individuals at key points in the network be 

particularly resistant to infection, they can serve as bottlenecks to the spread of 

disease. These individuals can serve as ‘cutpoints’ between social groups as their 

removal can isolate transmission between subpopulations (Nunn et al., 2015; 

Salathé and Jones, 2010; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). 

 

1.3  Physiological Sources of Heterogeneity in Disease 

Transmission 

Differences between individuals in their physiology, including their immune 

responses, primarily influence disease transmission by affecting how infectious 

hosts are, and how long they are infectious for (Grassly and Fraser, 2008; Vander 

Waal et al., 2012). While infectiousness and infection duration often interact, they 

have relatively distinct effects on disease transmission. Infectiousness typically 

influences transmission through the quantity or quality of shed pathogens or 

parasites, whereas infection duration determines how long infected individuals have 

to make contact with, and transmit the pathogen to, susceptible individuals. A host’s 
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body condition and immune response play central roles in determining 

infectiousness and infection duration. 

 

Immune responses can aid the host response to infection through a number of 

routes. Mechanisms of resistance address the cause of infection by reducing the 

pathogen or parasite load inside the host. Alternatively, tolerance mechanisms treat 

the consequences of infection, preventing the action of pathogen or parasite 

metabolites or repairing damage cause by immunopathology. Hosts are not 

exclusively resistant or tolerant, but rather utilise mechanisms from both strategies 

to varying degrees. The combination of resistance and tolerance mechanisms 

deployed by hosts defines their defensive capacity (Schneider and Ayres, 2008). 

 

By responding to distinct aspects of host-pathogen interactions, resistance and 

tolerance have important consequences for heterogeneity in disease transmission. 

Tolerant hosts are thought to be more likely to bear a greater transmission risk than 

resistant hosts due to their strategy addressing the symptoms, rather than cause, of 

the infection. In doing so, tolerant hosts act as reservoirs, maintaining the pathogen 

or parasite population. Mouse superspreaders of Salmonella are caused by a 

tolerance mechanism that reduces the level of inflammatory myeloid cells in the 

intestine, which subsequently promotes bacterial shedding (Gopinath et al., 2014). 

The inherent risk of tolerant hosts however, assumes that resistant hosts efficiently 

reduce pathogen load. In cases where resistance is ineffective, unchecked 

pathogen load could produce sudden bursts of transmission from resistant hosts. 

Additionally, immune responses can depreciate host condition via 

immunopathology (Graham et al., 2005). The damage caused to the host by 

immunopathology reduces the number of barriers to pathogens and parasite 

proliferation and transmission. This is exploited in humans by the Cholera-causing 

bacterial pathogen, Vibrio cholorae, which aids its faecal shedding by disrupting 

the water balance of the small intestine (Gill, 1977). 
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Two useful proximate measures of infectiousness and infection duration are 

pathogen/parasite shedding and survival time/time to clearance, respectively. The 

nature of these measures varies according to the life-history traits of the host-

pathogen system. In bacterial and viral systems, shedding is measured using 

colony forming and infectious units, while parasite eggs are used in many 

macroparasite worm systems (Wilson et al., 2002). When infection is lethal or cannot 

be cleared, host survival time can act as a useful measure of infection duration. As 

survival represents the most severe outcome of infection, how it changes with 

infectious dose is often used as a measure of tolerance (Gupta and Vale, 2017; 

Lefèvre et al., 2011b). Measuring infection duration when hosts are able to clear 

infection is much more difficult. In the absence of visual symptoms of infection, such 

as mange in wolves (Almberg et al., 2015), measuring infection duration in systems 

with clearance requires continuous observation and sampling of infected individuals 

(VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). 

 

1.3.1  Genetic Variation in Physiological Sources of Transmission Heterogeneity 

Genetic variation in shedding, a key aspect of infectiousness has been 

demonstrated in a number of species. Genotypes of the ribwort plantain, Plantago 

laneolata, have been shown to vary in the number of spores shed following infection 

with the fungal pathogen, Podosphaera plantaginis (Susi et al., 2015b). Interestingly 

this genetic variation also interacted with coinfection, where multiple by multiple P. 

plantaginis strains produced the greatest number of spores (Susi et al., 2015b). 

Strains of the oat species, Avena sativa, have also been shown to differ in spore 

shedding following infection with the crown-rust disease-causing fungus, Puccina 

coronata. The Otana strain was found to be of particular interest, producing 

significantly more spores that also have a greater infectious potential than any other 

strain tested (Bruns et al., 2012). The majority of studies that measure shedding, 

focus on the quantity of infectious material shed, rather than its quality. The 

infectious quality of the bacterial pathogen, Holospora undulata, has been shown to 

vary according to the density of the host population (Magalon et al., 2010). 

Pathogen or parasite quality may therefore represent another, as yet unchecked, 
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source of transmission heterogeneity. Another important aspect of the relationship 

between shedding and infectiousness is how quickly individuals begin shedding 

after becoming infected. Genetic variation in shedding latency has been observed 

using the Ramshorn snail, Biomphlamaria glabrata, following Schistosoma mansoni 

infection. Alongside genetic variation in shedding latency, inbred lines were also 

found to differ in the number of eggs shed (Tavalire et al., 2016). 

 

Genetic variation in lifespan following infection and survival rates has also been 

characterised in a number of host-pathogen systems. For example, following 

infection with the protozoan parasite, Ophryocystis elektroscirrha, genotypes of 

monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus) have been shown to vary. Interestingly, this 

genetic variation in mortality was not affected by the infectious dose of the parasite, 

indicating no genetic variation in this measure of tolerance (Lefèvre et al., 2011b). 

Being of central importance to agriculture and selective breeding programmes, 

many domesticated and farmed animals have also been studied for genetic 

variation in survival following infection. These early studies have identified heritability 

in survival that is indicative of genetic variation. Mortality in the Atlantic Salmon, 

Salmo Salar, following infection with the furunculosis-causing bacteria, Aeromonas 

salmonicida, is highly heritable (Gjedrem et al., 1991). Although considerably 

smaller, there is also a heritable component of the mortality of cattle to 

Mycobacterium avium infection (Koets et al., 2000). 

 

1.3.2     Sex-Specific Variation in Physiological Sources of Transmission 

Heterogeneity 

In section 1.2.2, I described a number of behavioural differences between males 

and females that contribute to heterogeneity in disease transmission. In this section, 

I will discuss sex differences in physiology that could produce similar variation. Sex-

differences in physiology are apparent in the transmission of a number of human 

STDs. Although the underlying causes are not understood, in HIV-1, infected males 

are more likely to transmit the virus to females than vice versa (van Lunzen and 

Altfeld, 2014). Conversely in gonorrhoea, men are more likely to contract infection 
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than women (Hooper et al., 1978) as a result of sex-specific inflammation responses 

in the genital tracts (Edwards and Apicella, 2004). Males have also been shown to 

play a key role in transmission dynamics in the yellow-necked mouse, Apodemus 

flavicollis (Ferrari et al., 2004). Anti-helminthic treatment targeting males significantly 

reduced female parasite prevalence, treatments targeting females, had no effect on 

male parasite prevalence (Ferrari et al., 2004). While behavioural factors may 

contribute to this male-biased transmission, physiological differences appear to 

exert a greater influence with males more likely to be sick, and shedding more 

parasite eggs than females (Ferrari et al., 2004). One often proposed explanation of 

male-biased transmission is the elevated production of testosterone, which is known 

to have a number of immunosuppressive effects (Folstad and Karter, 1992; Mills et 

al., 2010). While testosterone may be important to many systems, as there are also 

examples of female biased transmission it is not the sole determinant of male-bias. 

For example, a greater proportion of female voles (Microtus gryalis) are infected with 

Heligmosomoides polygyrus, and females also shed more eggs than males 

(Sanchez et al., 2011). Female-biased shedding is also seen in the crustacean host 

Daphnia magna, where females release more bacteria (Pasteuria ramosa) spores at 

death (Thompson et al., 2017).  

 

Sex-differences in lifespan are also common to many species, and can be relatively 

extreme (Duneau and Ebert, 2012). The lifespan of many male eusocial insects, for 

example, is relatively ephemeral, in some cases lasting days, whereas females of 

the same species can live for years (Boomsma et al., 2004). Sex differences in 

lifespan chiefly affect heterogeneity in disease transmission by affecting the duration 

of an individual’s infectious period. For example, female flowers of Silene latifolia, 

typically live longer than male flowers, as they are the site of fruit development. 

However, as pollinators often vector disease, this increased lifespan creates female-

biased disease prevalence as male flowers simply drop from the plant following 

infection. In this way, male S. latifolia contribute to transmission without suffering 

from infection (Kaltz and Shykoff, 2001). Although thought of as an endosymbiont, 

interesting examples of sex-specific mortality come from Wolbachia infection in the 
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majority of its insect hosts (Brownstein et al., 2003; Charlat Sylvain et al., 2007; 

Sakamoto et al., 2007). Across many of these hosts systems, there is significant 

male-biased mortality which is thought to be caused by Wolbachia being 

transmitted through vertical, mother-offspring transmission (Bandi et al., 2001). 

 

1.3.3 Other Sources of Variation in Physiological Sources of Transmission 

Heterogeneity 

A multitude of factors outside of genetic and sex-specific variation can also affect 

patterns of shedding and lifespan following infection. Below I provide a brief 

overview of sources of variation that potentially have broad relevance to many host-

pathogen systems. Central to characterising transmission heterogeneity in wild 

systems is a grounded understanding in the many factors that can produce 

physiological variation. In this thesis however, I primarily focus on genetic and sex-

specific sources of variation. 

 

The importance of within-individual variation to transmission heterogeneity is 

beginning to be understood (Chen et al., 2013; Susi et al., 2015b; VanderWaal and 

Ezenwa, 2016). The faecal shedding of many avian intestinal parasites, for 

example, peaks in the late-afternoon (Brawner III and Hill, 1999; Martinaud et al., 

2009). This broad trend is thought to be a result of the environmental conditions 

of the late-afternoon favouring parasite viability (Martinaud et al., 2009). In 

blackbirds (Turdus merula) infected with the protozoan parasite Isospora turdi, 

the late-afternoon’s cooler temperatures and lower levels of UV radiation was 

shown to decrease parasite oocyst mortality (Martinaud et al., 2009). 

 

Another common source of variation is the ability of individuals to gather nutritional 

resources from their environment. While nutrition is essential to host condition, it can 

have negative and positive effects on transmission. For example, when fed on 

supplemented diets, domestic canaries (Serinus canaria) infected with Plasmodium 

relictum had lower parasite loads and experienced less virulence (Cornet et al., 

2014). Conversely, better host nutrition increased pathogen shedding in D. magna, 
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where the higher-quality diet was exploited by the pathogen for growth (Vale et al., 

2013). 

 

Age and senescence also affect a broad range of species and exert an important 

influence over host condition and physiological sources of transmission 

heterogeneity. Across many host systems, younger individuals are generally more 

susceptible to disease than older hosts (Garbutt et al., 2014; Grenfell and Anderson, 

1985; Hoye et al., 2012; Izhar et al., 2015). This is particularly true for host species 

with adaptive immunity, as younger individuals have had less time to garner a 

competent adaptive response to infection. In species with adaptive immunity, age 

may therefore be a particularly important source of heterogeneity as adaptive 

immunity is central to the clearance of infection (Tizard, 2009). By affecting this arm 

of the immune response, age can jointly influence traits affecting infectiousness and 

infection duration. 

 

1.4   Using Drosophila to Study Heterogeneity in Transmission 

To study and understand the underlying causes of heterogeneity in disease 

transmission, physiological and behavioural traits have to be considered together. 

The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, has been central to studying biology since 

1910, when it was used to demonstrate principles of heredity by Thomas Hunt 

Morgan (Morgan, 1910). Today, D. melanogaster is one of the most extensively 

characterised organisms in the animal kingdom, having been used as a model 

system in immunity (Apidianakis and Rahme, 2009; Govind, 2008; Kounatidis and 

Ligoxygakis, 2012; Mussabekova et al., 2017; Neyen et al., 2014), development 

(Jennings, 2011; Tolwinski, 2017), behaviour (Baier et al., 2002; Camiletti and 

Thompson, 2016; Sokolowski, 2001) and, most notably, genetics (Ayroles et al., 

2009; Bier, 2005; Hales et al., 2015; Klämbt et al., 1991). The fruit fly has been used 

to uncover striking examples of deep homology with many D. melanogaster genes 

having homologues in vertebrate species, including humans (Medzhitov et al., 1997; 

Pandey and Nichols, 2011; Quiring et al., 1994). This extensive toolkit makes D. 
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melanogaster an ideal system to study genetic and sex-specific sources of 

heterogeneity in disease transmission. Additionally, a number of bacterial, viral and 

fungal pathogen species have been characterised in D. melanogaster, all of which 

provide information for where important physiological and behavioural sources of 

host variation in disease transmission might be found (Bier and Guichard, 2012; 

Buchon et al., 2014; Govind, 2008; Lemaitre and Hoffmann, 2007). 

 

1.4.1 Using Fruit Flies to Understand Behavioural Sources of Heterogeneity in 

Disease Transmission 

While D. melanogaster is traditionally thought of as a relatively solitary species, a 

number of recent studies have shed light on complex social behaviours that are 

central to fly fitness. D. melanogaster has been shown to take part in a number of 

social behaviours, ranging from relatively simple social digging (Louis and de 

Polavieja, 2017) to the more complicated transmission of social information (Battesti 

et al., 2012). Many of these behaviours, have important consequences for contact 

rate within and between groups of D. melanogaster, affecting social organisation, 

structure and mating. Below, I describe the findings of studies that have used D. 

melanogaster to study genetic and sex-specific variation in, as well as the effect of 

infection on, fruit fly behaviour.   

 

1.4.2 Genetic Variation in fruit fly Contact Rate Behaviours 

D. melanogaster has been used to characterise the genetic variation underlying a 

range of behavioural traits (Edwards et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2017; Philippe et al., 

2016; Shorter et al., 2015). One of the more historic examples is the foraging (for) 

polymorphism, which encodes the rover and sitter phenotypes of larvae 

(Sokolowski, 1980). The for polymorphism is identified by the striking difference in 

locomotion: rovers tend to traverse large areas during foraging, while sitters cover 

a much smaller area (Sokolowski, 1980). Host dispersal plays a key role in the 

transmission of pathogens between social groups and determines where they are 

shed in the environment. In addition to affecting dispersal, for has a number of 

consequences for the genotypic composition of groups of D. melanogaster. Larger 
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social groups are more likely to be comprised of sitters as rovers are more likely to 

leave food resources once they become overcrowded or depleted (Philippe et al., 

2016). For has also been shown to affect the locomotor activity of adult D. 

melanogaster with the rover allele associated with increased locomotion after 

feeding (Pereira and Sokolowski, 1993). Adult locomotor activity has also been 

widely used to assay the role of genes in the circadian clock (Klarsfeld et al., 2003) 

which has identified a number of mutations central to determining when individuals 

are active during the day (Konopka and Benzer, 1971; Strauss, 2002). Alongside 

these mutations, studies of circadian rhythm have also uncovered natural patterns 

of genetic variation. The length of the promoter region of the clock gene, period, for 

example, affects circadian period which is intimately tied to how individuals respond 

to seasonal changes in the day and night cycle. Strikingly, the distribution of 

promoter regions across geographically distinct populations of D. melanogaster 

matched differences in seasonality and day length along these lines of latitude 

(Sawyer et al., 1997).   

 

Broad forms of genetic variation have also been observed in a number of 

parameters of D. melanogaster sociality. Monitoring contact networks has 

implicated olfaction as playing a key role in social interactions and contact rates, 

with mutations reducing and disrupting contact network connectivity (Schneider et 

al., 2012). Alongside these mutants, wildtype strains form distinct contact networks 

according to the genetic background of surrounding individuals (Schneider et al., 

2012). Multiple genetic backgrounds also differ in the number of individuals they 

preferentially aggregate with at food sites (Saltz, 2011), how closely they aggregate 

with these individuals (Anderson et al., 2016), and how quickly they make this 

decision (Lihoreau et al., 2016a). The genetic variation that has been shown in an 

array of D. melanogaster social behaviours highlights their potential use to 

predicting high-risk individuals.  
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1.4.3 Sex-Specific Variation in Contact Rate Behaviours in Fruit Flies 

Sexual competition in D. melanogaster produces a number of behavioural 

differences between males and females that affect contact rate. While both males 

and females often mate multiple times during their lifespan, how the sexes compete 

for access to mates either directly or through resources differs greatly. In D. 

melanogaster male-male aggression gains them access to mates (Baxter et al., 

2015; Chen et al., 2002; Dierick, 2007) and has been linked to a number of genes 

(Edwards et al., 2006). It is also affected by many other factors such as winner-loser 

effects (Liu et al., 2011; Penn et al., 2010; Trannoy et al., 2015) and resource 

availability (Lim et al., 2014). Male-male aggression is potentially central to 

transmission dynamics as successful males have far more connections in contact 

networks with both males they have fought, and females they have access to. 

Alongside female aggression being less costly, the costs associated with male-male 

aggression suggest males likely present a greater transmission risk, at least as a 

result of behavioural differences. Males have also been shown to stimulate female 

aggregation and oviposition site-choice by depositing the pheromone 9-tricosene 

(Lin et al., 2015). Were 9-tricosene, or similar pheromones secreted by infected 

males this may further exacerbate a male-bias in transmission risk. 

 

1.4.4 The Effect of Infection on D. melanogaster Contact Rate Behaviour in Fruit 

Flies 

Although a range of sources of variation in D. melanogaster contact rate behaviours 

have been characterised, the effect of infection is relatively understudied. How 

infection alters behaviour is central to understanding and predicting transmission as 

individuals with high-risk behaviours may express low-risk behaviours in the 

absence of infection. Drosophila C virus (DCV) (Arnold et al., 2013) and Kalithea 

virus (Palmer et al., 2018), for example, have been shown to produce marked 

reductions in the movement of D. melanogaster following infection. In the case of 

DCV, these changes are also affected by sex and the presence of the Wolbachia 

endosymbiont, which has also been shown to increase lethargy in males (Vale and 

Jardine, 2015). In these instances, measuring the movement of susceptible 
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individuals would have resulted in overestimations of their locomotion during 

infection. DCV infection has also been shown to reduce the feeding rates of female 

flies following infection (Vale and Jardine, 2016a) which may affect faecal shedding 

of DCV as feeding can increase defecation rates (Wayland et al., 2014). Reduced 

motivation to feed following DCV infection could therefore also reduce DCV 

transmission. 

 

In the interest of predicting the behaviour of infected individuals before outbreaks 

occur, it is important to note that there are examples of behaviours that are not 

affected by infection. Behavioural fever, for example, is a preference for warmer 

microclimates during infection to aid immunity through thermoregulation. Despite 

the survival benefit of behavioural fever, infection with DCV does not alter the 

preference of D. melanogaster for warmer refuges (Arnold et al., 2015). Behaviours 

that do not change following infection are hugely useful as individuals can be 

measured well in advance of outbreaks. Unfortunately, as many behaviours change 

following infection, the publication bias for ‘positive’ results may prevent behaviours 

that are unaffected by infection from entering wider circulation in the literature, 

despite their importance. Behaviours that are not affected by infection, are typically 

included as a secondary result (Arnold et al., 2013; Panteleev et al., 2007; Vale and 

Jardine, 2015). 

 

1.4.5 Using Fruit Flies to Understand Physiological Sources of Heterogeneity in 

Disease Transmission 

The genetic tractability of D. melanogaster has proven essential to dissecting the 

determinants of immune mechanisms and relating them to other species (Kounatidis 

and Ligoxygakis, 2012). To this day, D. melanogaster still serves as a fundamental 

tool to study immunity. In 2011, part of the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 

was awarded to work that identified Toll, a gene crucial to bacterial immunity in 

Drosophila and homologous to Toll-like receptors in mice (Lemaitre et al., 1996; 

Poltorak et al., 1998). Alongside the identification of many immune genes, studies 
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using D. melanogaster have revealed extensive variation in many other outcomes of 

infection relating to disease transmission.  

 

1.4.6 Variation in Pathogen Shedding in Fruit Flies 

In contrast to the many studies that measure parasite or pathogen shedding in 

mammalian hosts to study disease transmission (Ferrari et al., 2004; Gopinath et al., 

2014; Matthews et al., 2006), relatively few D. melanogaster studies have measured 

pathogen or parasite shedding (Habayeb et al., 2009a; Siva-Jothy et al., 2018b; 

Unckless, 2011) and those that do use shedding as a descriptor of pathology. 

Specifically, titres of Nora virus (Habayeb et al., 2009a) and micrograph evidence 

of Drosophila innubila Nudivirus (DiNV) (Unckless, 2011) in fly faeces have been 

used to infer faecal-oral transmission. Studies so far have not considered more 

quantitative variation in pathogen shedding which is central to transmission 

heterogeneity. This is puzzling given that faecal-oral transmission is proposed as a 

natural route of infection for a number of pathogens (Bou Sleiman et al., 2015; 

Ferreira et al., 2014; Habayeb et al., 2009a; Palmer et al., 2018). The conspicuous 

absence of pathogen shedding from the Drosophila literature is likely a result of most 

research focussing on survival or the activation of immune genes and mechanisms 

(Apidianakis and Rahme, 2009; Govind, 2008; Kounatidis and Ligoxygakis, 2012; 

Mussabekova et al., 2017; Neyen et al., 2014). 

 

1.4.7 Variation in Lifespan Following Infection in Fruit Flies 

Survival rate and lifespan following infection are some of the most studied outcomes 

of infection in D. melanogaster (Kuo and Williams, 2014; Magwire et al., 2012; Taylor 

and Kimbrell, 2007) as mortality represents the most severe outcome of infection. A 

number of sources of variation have been shown to affect the survival of D. 

melanogaster following infection with a range of pathogens and parasites. 

 

1.4.8 Genetic Variation in Lifespan Following Infection 

Genetic variation in lifespan has been demonstrated in D. melanogaster using a 

number of pathogens. Early studies demonstrated genetic variation by making 
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comparisons between geographically isolated populations of D. melanogaster. 

Genetic variation in survival following infection with the fungal pathogen, Beauveria 

bassinia, for example, was demonstrated using comparisons between genotypes 

from African and non-African countries (Tinsley et al., 2006). More recently, detailed 

genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to characterise and 

identify key immune genes and patterns of heritability in survival following infection. 

A GWAS revealed a relatively simple genetic basis to lifespan following systemic 

infection with Drosophila C virus. Coupled with functional validation by RNAi, this 

GWAS revealed that a polymorphism in the pastrel gene was responsible for 47% 

of the heritability in lifespan following DCV infection (Magwire et al., 2012). A similar 

GWAS of oral infection with the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas entomophila also 

found a significant genetic basis to survival and identified multiple modulators of 

immunity (Bou Sleiman et al., 2015). These modulators appeared to mainly influence 

gut health and pathogen load by reducing reactive oxygen species (ROS) activity 

and the prevalence of an ROS-inducing agent, while upregulating stem cell activity 

and resistance mechanisms (Bou Sleiman et al., 2015). Genetic variation in survival 

has been shown to interact with other sources of heterogeneity such as diet. 

Genotypes fed on diets with reduced levels of yeast had significantly lower survival 

rates than those able to feed on yeast ad libitum, following infection with P. 

entomophila (Kutzer et al., 2018). 

 

Given that many of the genes involved in the host response and survival following 

infection with viral, bacterial and fungal pathogen are often distinct, individuals likely 

present different transmission risks in outbreaks of different diseases. To this end, 

instances of correlated or co-occurring susceptibility to multiple pathogens are of 

particular interest to identifying high-risk individuals as they suggest certain 

individuals may bear a high transmission risk during outbreaks of different 

pathogens. In D. melanogaster, genetic variation in lifespan following infection with 

the fungal pathogen, Metarhizium anisopilae was shown to be correlated with 

lifespan following P. aeruginosa infection (Wang et al., 2017). While lifespan 

following infection may be correlated, differences in the correlations of shedding or 
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contact rate behaviours between these genetic backgrounds may lead to 

differences in transmission risk.  

 

1.4.9 Sex-Specific Variation in Lifespan Following Infection 

Male and female D. melanogaster have also been shown to frequently differ in 

lifespan following infection. The direction of this sex-difference appears to vary with 

a number of factors such as the pathogen or parasite, age and mating status. For 

example, male-biased mortality has been demonstrated following Kalithea virus 

infection (Palmer et al., 2018), while female-biased mortality is seen following B. 

bassiana infection (Taylor and Kimbrell, 2007). The female immune response to B. 

bassiana also senesces at a faster rate than the male immune response, resulting 

in the extent of this difference increasing as individuals grow older (Kubiak and 

Tinsley, 2017). Sexual reproduction introduces yet more variability to D. 

melanogaster survival following infection. The asymmetrical costs of reproduction 

can vary according to a number of ecological factors, such as familiarity with 

conspecifics (Hollis et al., 2015), female sexual attractiveness (Long et al., 2009) 

and number of mating rivals (Bretman et al., 2013). There are also more proximal 

causes of variation in lifespan that occur via sex such as the seminal fluid released 

by males during copulation which actively harms females, and increases their 

mortality following infection (Short et al., 2012). With respect to disease transmission 

in natural settings, the effect of mating on infection duration is likely prolific as virgin 

females are relatively rare. 

 

1.4.10 Other Sources of Physiological Variation in Disease Transmission 

A number of sources of variation have been identified in D. melanogaster that affect 

a range of other traits that potentially contribute to transmission heterogeneity. The 

pathogen or parasite load of individuals, for example, is a key marker of resistance 

and tolerance and is thought to be central to shedding rates (McCallum et al., 2017). 

Many studies have found extensive genetic and sex-specific variation in pathogen 

or parasite load (Duneau et al., 2017; Habayeb et al., 2009b; Lazzaro et al., 2006; 

Short et al., 2012; Vincent and Sharp, 2014) and linked it to other outcomes of 
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infection. For example, an individual’s ability to control bacterial load during the early 

stages of infection is a key predictor of survival. Interestingly, the immune response 

initially mounted by an individual appears to be determined stochastically (Duneau 

et al., 2017). This stochastic variation may also explain why there is no correlation in 

the pathogen load between infections with different species of bacteria (Lazzaro et 

al., 2006). A number of other, non-stochastic factors have also been shown to affect 

pathogen load such as mating in females which results in immunosuppression that 

enables greater bacterial loads following infection with species of Providencia (Short 

and Lazzaro, 2010). The route of infection also plays a key determining role in 

infection outcome. During systemic infection, thoracic, rather than abdominal 

injection, has been shown to further reduce survival due to injury (Chambers et al., 

2014). Infection route also determines many aspects of host-pathogen coevolution. 

The Wolbachia endosymbiont, for example, reduces mortality following oral but not 

systemic infection (Gupta et al., 2017c). 

 

1.5 Thesis Aims 

In this thesis, I use D. melanogaster and DCV as a host-pathogen system to test of 

common sources of behavioural and physiological variation in key traits, and 

outcomes of infection. I use these data to make a number of inferences and 

predictions about individual heterogeneity in disease transmission and how this 

might affect population-level transmission dynamics, with a particular focus on 

genetic and sex-specific variation. The chapters of this thesis cover sources of 

variation that affect multiple stages of infection, covering infection avoidance 

behaviours, how host physiology and behaviour changes during infection and how 

this variation could impact population-level disease dynamics. 

 

In chapter 2, I use larval and adult D. melanogaster to test the effect of infection on 

foraging in larvae and oviposition-site choice in adults. Using two choice chamber 

setups I also manipulate the infection status of individuals from a single wildtype 

strain of D. melanogaster to test how DCV alters infection avoidance. Healthy 
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mothers show an oviposition preference for non-infectious sites that is affected by 

infection and changes over time. Conversely, when foraging, larvae show no 

evidence of infection avoidance. 

 

Chapter 3 focuses on behavioural changes that occur following infection, and how 

these changes differ according to the genetic background and sex of the host. I 

measure social aggregation and locomotor activity in males and females from ten 

genetic backgrounds. Social aggregation and locomotor activity are putative 

determinants of contact rate, affecting how individuals move in their environment 

and interact with nearby conspecifics. I identify genetic variation in both traits, and 

a male-specific effect of infection in social aggregation. 

 

In chapter 4 I use males and females from the same genetic backgrounds as 

chapter 3 to test genetic and sex-specific variation in a number of physiological 

outcomes of infection that influence infectiousness and infection duration. These 

measures include the viral load and virus shedding of individuals during the first 

three days of infection and lifespan following infection and viral load at death. I then 

go on to integrate virus shedding and lifespan data with chapter 2’s social 

aggregation data to produce a framework that estimates individual DCV 

transmission potential. Finally, I characterise patterns of genetic and sex-specific 

variation in the values of transmission potential provided by this framework. 

 

Chapter 5 considers how the genetic and sex-specific variation identified in chapter 

4 would translate to population-level dynamics of disease transmission. In a 

collaborative effort, I simulate a number of populations comprised of individuals with 

traits previously measured in the lab and measure the transmission dynamics after 

randomly infecting a single individual. These in silico experiments suggest the 

genetic and sex-specific variation we see in transmission potential is capable of 

affecting population-level dynamics. Across genetic backgrounds, males generally 

pose a greater transmission risk than females.   
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Figure 3. The suites of traits and infection outcomes measured in the experiments described 
in chapter 3 and 4. These were selected to represent the three core components of disease 
transmission and include (a) DCV shedding, (b) DCV load, (c) social aggregation, (d) 
locomotor activity and (e) lifespan following DCV infection. The estimations of individual 
transmission potential (V) that are described in chapter 4 were derived from measures of 
DCV shedding, social aggregation and lifespan following DCV infection. 
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Chapter 2: Navigating Infection Risk During 
Oviposition and Cannibalistic Foraging 

 

Abstract 

Deciding where to eat and raise offspring carries important fitness consequences 

for all animals, especially if foraging, feeding and reproduction increase pathogen 

exposure. In insects with complete metamorphosis, foraging mainly occurs during 

the larval stage, while oviposition decisions are made by adult females. Selection 

for infection avoidance behaviours may therefore be developmentally uncoupled. 

Using a combination of experimental infections and behavioural choice assays, we 

tested if Drosophila melanogaster fruit flies avoid infectious environments at distinct 

developmental stages. When given conspecific fly carcasses as a food source, 

larvae did not discriminate between carcasses that were clean or infected with the 

pathogenic Drosophila C Virus (DCV), even though cannibalism was a viable route 

of DCV transmission. When laying eggs, DCV-infected females did not discriminate 

between infectious and non-infectious carcasses and laying eggs near potentially 

infectious carcasses was always preferred to sites containing only fly food. Healthy 

mothers however, laid more eggs near a clean rather than an infectious carcass. 

Avoidance during oviposition changed over time: after an initial oviposition period, 

healthy mothers stopped avoiding infectious carcasses. We interpret this result as 

a possible trade-off between managing infection risk and maximizing reproduction. 

Our findings suggest infection avoidance contributes to how mothers provision their 

offspring and underline the need to consider infection avoidance behaviours at 

multiple life-stages.  

The text of this chapter has been published (see Appendices 7.1.2). 
 
Siva-Jothy, J. A., Monteith, K.M., Vale, P. F. (2018) Navigating infection risk 
during oviposition and foraging in a holometabolous insect. Behavioral 
Ecology. Vol. 29 (6) pp.1426 -1435 
 
Katy Monteith conducted the larval foraging choice experiment described below 
and provided an initial draft of this experiment’s materials and methods section. 
I am the sole author of the remaining text, with comments on earlier drafts from 
Pedro Vale and Katy Monteith. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Behavioural immunity, the suite of behaviours that allow animals to avoid contact 

with infectious environments or conspecifics, is the first line of defence against 

infection (Curtis, 2014; Parker et al., 2011; Schaller and Park, 2011). Avoidance of 

infection relies on detecting cues of parasite presence - such as visual cues of 

infection risk or secondary pathogen metabolites - and integrating this sensory 

information to avoid sources of infection (Babin et al., 2014; Kacsoh et al., 2013; 

Kavaliers et al., 2004; Kiesecker et al., 1999; Kurz et al., 2017; Meisel et al., 2014; 

Stensmyr et al., 2012). In addition to external cues of infection risk, the internal state 

of the animal, including its physiological status as a result of prior pathogen 

exposure, may also affect the ability to detect and avoid infection (Curtis et al., 2011; 

Klemme and Karvonen, 2016; Vale and Jardine, 2016b).  

 

Avoiding contact with pathogens allows healthy individuals to escape the pathology 

that results from infection, and also prevents the deployment of the immune 

response, which may be metabolically costly and even cause immunopathology 

(Curtis, 2014; Schaller and Park, 2011; Sears et al., 2011). Despite these clear 

advantages, avoiding infection completely is rarely possible. Foraging and feeding, 

for example, are vital aspects of host ecology, and are key to reproduction and 

fitness, but they are also major routes of pathogen transmission (Hall et al. 2007; 

Lefèvre et al. 2011).  

 

Foraging and feeding are particularly important for holometabolous insect larvae, 

which devote most of their time to these behaviours. In situations of severe nutritional 

scarcity, larvae may even resort to cannibalism. For example, larvae of the fruit fly 

Drosophila melanogaster readily eat the carcasses of conspecifics following periods 

of starvation (Ahmad et al., 2015; Vijendravarma et al., 2013). Cannibalism may 

appear to be a beneficial strategy when the alternative is starvation but may increase 

the risk of trophic transmission of pathogens and parasites, especially if infected 

individuals are more likely to be targeted for cannibalism. While larvae of many 
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insect species are frequently observed to avoid infectious environments or food 

sources (de Roode and Lefèvre, 2012), it is currently unclear if trophic infection 

avoidance occurs during cannibalistic scavenging.  

 

Beyond foraging during the larval stage, choosing where to oviposit or rear offspring 

is another important life-history decision, but can be risky if individuals are unable 

to identify and avoid potentially infectious environments. The environment in which 

adult insects choose to oviposit is therefore a major determinant both of offspring 

environmental quality and infection risk (Lefèvre et al. 2011; Lefèvre et al. 2012; 

Kacsoh et al. 2013). Infection avoidance by insects during oviposition has been 

observed in response to a number of parasites and appears to be driven by diverse 

sensory cues, including avoidance of parasitoid wasp visual cues (Kacsoh et al., 

2013), and olfactory detection of bacteria and fungi (Kurz et al., 2017; Stensmyr et 

al., 2012). Together, both adult oviposition choice and larval food preference 

determine the likelihood of infection in the early life-stages of holometabolous 

insects, and therefore both behaviours play an important role in disease 

transmission dynamics (Ezenwa et al., 2016; Kiesecker et al., 1999).  

 

Here, we investigate larval foraging and adult oviposition in a holometabolous insect 

- the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster - in the context of infection avoidance. Our 

study consisted of choice assays performed on either larval or adult stage D. 

melanogaster. Fly larvae were presented with a choice of scavenging on either a 

clean, non-infectious adult fly carcass, or a carcass that had been previously 

inoculated with a systemic Drosophila C Virus (DCV) infection (Figure 1a). In a 

second experiment, we tested adult oviposition choice by giving female flies the 

choice to lay eggs on a clean food source, a clean food source also containing a 

clean carcass, and a food source containing a carcass with a systemic DCV 

infection (Figure 1b). This 3-way choice assay allowed us to examine an important 

conflict faced by mothers: a carcass may present an additional nutritional source for 

future offspring but may also present a potential risk of infection. In both experiments 
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we assessed the fitness consequences of choices at both life-stages by following 

the development of larvae or laid eggs. 

 

2.2 Materials & Methods 

Fly Lines and Rearing Conditions 

In both experiments we used laboratory stocks of D. melanogaster Oregon R (OreR). 

We kept fly stocks in plastic bottles (6oz; Genesee Scientific, San Diego, California, 

US) on a standard diet of Lewis medium (Lewis, 2014) at 18±1˚C with a 12 hour 

light:dark cycle. Stocks were tipped approximately every 21 days into new bottles. 

Before the experiments, we transferred flies to clean bottles and maintained them at 

low density (~50 flies per bottle) for a minimum of two generations at 25±1˚C with a 

12-hour light:dark cycle.  

 

Virus culture and infection 

Drosophila C Virus (DCV) is a horizontally transmitted positive-sense ssRNA virus of 

the Dicistroviridae family (Huszar and Imler, 2008). DCV infection establishes in the 

digestive, reproductive and fat tissues, resulting in a range of behavioural and 

physiological pathologies in both larval and adult stage flies, including reduced 

locomotor activity, metabolic and reproductive dysfunction, and eventually death 

(Arnold et al., 2013; Chtarbanova et al., 2014; Gupta et al., 2017; Stevanovic and 

Johnson, 2015; Vale and Jardine, 2015). The  DCV isolate used in this experiment 

was originally isolated in Charolles, France  (Jousset et al., 1977) and was grown in 

Schneider Drosophila Line 2 (DL2) as previously described (Vale and Jardine, 

2015b), serially diluted ten-fold in TRIS-HCl solution (pH=7.3), aliquoted and frozen 

at -80˚C until required. To infect flies, we bent Austerlitz insect pins (0.15mm in 

diameter) at a 90º angle ~0.5mm from the tip, dipped the tip in DCV, and inserted it 

into the soft tissue under the fly’s wing, with the fly under CO₂ anaesthesia. Control 

infections employed the same protocol but with a needle tip dipped in sterile TRIS 

solution. 
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Infection avoidance during larval foraging 

We had previously observed that fly larva would readily cannibalize dead adult fly 

carcasses (Video S1), and we hypothesized that cannibalism could be viable route 

of transmission. We would therefore expect selection for the avoidance of potentially 

infected carcasses, and so we tested if fly larvae could discriminate between healthy 

and potentially infectious fly carcasses. To generate these carcasses, we randomly 

selected 4-7-day old male and female flies from an age-matched population. For 

each sex, we stabbed half of the flies with DCV 10⁷ DCV Infectious Units (IU)/ml and 

the other half stabbed with sterile TRIS buffer. Following 6 days (to allow viral 

replication), we froze live flies at -80 ˚C until required. We confirmed the infection 

status of the carcasses using DCV-specific qRT-PCR (see below) by randomly 

picking 5 male and 5 female flies.  

 

We carried out a two-choice assay by placing ~100 fly eggs at the centre of each 

Petri dish containing ~20ml solid agar (5% sugar) and allowed the resulting 3rd instar 

larvae to forage towards either a clean fly carcass or a carcass infected with DCV, 

placed at an equidistant position from the eggs (3cm) (Figure 1a). We set up 56 

‘choice’ assays where larvae could choose between a clean or DCV infected 

carcass, and 20 ‘control’ assays, where both carcasses were clean (half of assays 

contained male carcasses, and the other half contained female carcasses). To 

differentiate between any effects of carcass degradation from a direct effect of DCV 

presence on larval choice, we also set up an additional 30 plates without fly 

carcasses, containing 10µl of DCV (10⁷DCV IU/ml) and 10µl of TRIS (two-choice; 

N=20) or only TRIS (control; N=10). 18 of the 106 plates set up across all treatments 

were excluded from the final dataset due to damage to the surface of the agar which 

could have affected larval movement. We conducted all assays at 25±1˚C with a 12-

hour light:dark cycle before being photographed after 72 hours. We marked images 

using Adobe Photoshop CS3 to count the number of larvae within each plate half 

and within an area immediately surrounding the carcasses/droplets (~2.2cm in 

diameter – see Figure 1a). 
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Larval infection status and virus quantification 

We randomly selected 10 wandering-stage larvae found immediately adjacent to 

each carcass in 20 ‘choice plates’ and one carcass in 6 ‘control plates’ to assess 

DCV infection status and quantify viral load. We performed viral quantification using 

absolute quantification of DCV RNA copies using qRT-PCR.  Total RNA was 

extracted by homogenizing the flies or larvae in TRI Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

California, US) and using Direct-zol RNA miniprep kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, 

California, US), including a DNase step. The eluted RNA was then reverse-

transcribed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, US) 

and random hexamer primers, and then diluted 1:1 with nuclease free water. The 

qRT-PCR was performed on an Applied Biosystems StepOnePlus system using Fast 

SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California, US) using the 

following forward and reverse primers, which include 5’-AT rich flaps to improve 

fluorescence (Afonina et al., 2007) (DCV_Forward:  5’ 

AATAAATCATAAGCCACTGTGATTGATACAACAGAC 3’;  DCV_Reverse: 5’ 

AATAAATCATAAGAAGCACGATACTTCTTCCAAACC 3’; with the following PCR 

cycle: 95°C for 2min followed by 40 cycles of: 95°C for 10 sec followed by 60°C for 

30 sec. Two qRT-PCR reactions (technical replicates) were carried out per sample. 

For absolute quantification of DCV, the concentrations of DCV in the samples were 

extrapolated from a standard curve created from a 10-fold serial dilution (1-10-6) of 

DCV cDNA. 

 

Larval development and infection status 

To analyse the effect of foraging choice on larval development, we removed 15 

larvae found within 2cm of infected carcasses from 20 ‘choice’ plates and from 

uninfected carcasses on 6 ‘control’ plates. We transferred larvae from each carcass 

together into plastic vials containing Lewis medium and recorded the number of 

larvae that developed into pupae and the number of eclosed adults. We froze a 

subset of these adults in TRI reagent and tested their infection status to verify DCV 

infection’s persistence through metamorphosis 
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Infection avoidance during oviposition 

Following our test of infection avoidance at the larval stage, we carried out a second 

experiment to test the oviposition preference of female D. melanogaster when 

presented with a choice of clean and potentially infectious oviposition sites. We 

made choice chambers by joining two bases of transparent plastic Petri dishes with 

adhesive tape, making a chamber 10cm in diameter and 2 cm in height.  Chambers 

contained three oviposition sites comprised of upturned caps filled with Lewis 

medium, arranged in a triangle, each site, 50mm from the other two (Figure 1b). 

Oviposition sites contained either only Lewis medium, Lewis medium and an 

uninfected fly carcass, or Lewis medium and a DCV-infected fly carcass (infection 

protocol described above).  

 

Three-day-old male and female flies were isolated as virgins and females were 

stabbed with either a virus-contaminated (108 infectious units (IU) per ml) or sterile, 

virus-free control solution. Following infection, females to be used in the oviposition 

assay were introduced to two uninfected males for mating for 72 hours. After which 

a single mated female was introduced to an oviposition chamber and placed at 25°C 

(12-hour light:dark cycle) to await oviposition. Two females (1 infected and 1 

uninfected) laid no eggs during the experiment so were excluded from the final 

dataset. In total, we measured the oviposition choice of 80 females. As DCV has 

been reported to affect D. melanogaster fecundity (Thomas-Orillard 1984; Gomariz‐

Zilber and Thomas‐Orillard 1993; Gupta et al. 2017), to account for differences in 

the total number of eggs laid by our infection treatment group we measured 

oviposition site choice by counting the number of eggs at each site rather than the 

proportion of eggs laid at the three respective sites. To count the number of eggs 

laid on each oviposition site, we took photos of individual oviposition sites with a 

Leica MC170 HD camera attachment on a Leica 0.32x/WD 200mm S8APO 

microscope (Leica microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) after females had been in the 

chambers for 24 and 48 hours. 
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Fitness consequences of oviposition site choice 

We quantified the potential fitness consequences of oviposition preference by 

transferring all oviposition sites, including carcass (if present), to individual vials and 

recorded egg-to-adult viability. We froze adults that eclosed from clutches during 

this experiment alongside one another in TRI reagent and DCV infection analysed 

using the same protocol as above. A total of 24 clutches were analysed in this way, 

we excluded 6 of these due to degradation or contamination during qPCR 

preparation. 

 

Statistical Analyses 

In the larval choice experiment, we analysed the proportion of larvae choosing a 

given plate half or carcass area; larval DCV titres; the proportion of larvae 

developing into pupae (logit transformed); and the proportion of pupae that 

developed into adult flies (logit transformed) and adult DCV titres. All response 

variables were analysed using Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) with ‘carcass sex’ 

and ‘carcass infection status’ and their interactions as fixed effects. In the adult 

oviposition experiment, we used the number of eggs laid at each oviposition site to 

assess infection avoidance. We analysed egg counts, rather than the proportion of 

eggs laid on each oviposition site, to account for potential differences in fecundity 

between infected and uninfected flies (Gomariz‐Zilber and Thomas‐Orillard, 1993; 

Gupta et al., 2017; Thomas-Orillard, 1984). The number of eggs laid was analysed 

using a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with Poisson distributed error. Our 

model used a full factorial 3-way interaction between oviposition site, maternal 

infection status and the 24-hour period eggs were laid. The total number of eggs 

laid, and the choice chamber were included as random effects, with the latter nested 

within the fly’s infection status, to account for repeated measures. The proportion of 

eggs that later eclosed as adults (egg-to-adult viability) was analysed using a GLMM 

with a binomially distributed error, with oviposition site included as a fixed effect. All 

statistical analyses and graphics were carried out and produced in R 3.3.0 using 

the ggplot2, lme4 and multcomp packages. 
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Figure 1 - Experimental design. (a) Two-choice chamber used to measure larval foraging 
choice when presented with infectious and non-infectious food sources and the life-history 
data collected after the 72-hour assay. Petri dishes were set up as either two-choice plates 
(containing an infectious and non-infectious food source) or control plates (containing only 
non-infectious food sources). Eggs were placed at the centre of each plate, allowed to hatch 
and left for 72 hours whereupon the position of larvae was recorded to assay infection 
avoidance. (b) Three-choice chamber used to assay oviposition site choice in infected and 
uninfected mothers when presented with three sites containing just food, food and a fly 
carcass and food and an infected fly carcass. The number of eggs laid at each site was 
measured twice at two 24-hour intervals. After 48 hours, oviposition sites were removed, and 
clutches were allowed to develop to adults whereupon the viral load of a randomly selected 
sub-sample was assayed.   
 
 
 
2.3 Results 

Larval flies do not avoid infectious food sources when scavenging  

Fly larvae that hatched from eggs placed in the centre of the Petri dish, dispersed 

towards and consumed the fly carcasses placed at the edges of the dish. We found 

no evidence that fly larvae can avoid infected food sources. Regardless of the 

measure of preference (plate half larvae were found in or the area surrounding each 

carcass or TRIS droplet) larvae showed no significant preference for clean or 

infected fly carcasses (Figures 2a, 2b; Table 1 – Figure S1; Appendices 7.1.1).  

(b)
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Figure 2 – Larval foraging choice. Mean±SE proportion of larvae on choice plates after 72 
hours found (a) within area 2.2cm in diameter of the non-infectious food source and (b) on 
the non-infectious food source’s half of the plate. Results from both choice (white points) and 
control plates (grey points) are shown. In the case of control plates, where only non-
infectious food sources are present, the mean±SE is derived from the proportion of larvae 
present at a randomly selected side of the plate. Food sources included droplets of TRIS, a 
male carcass or female carcass. 
 
 
DCV is transmitted to larvae when scavenging on infected carcasses 

DCV was detected in larvae collected from plates containing an infected carcass 

(Figure 3a, Table 1), confirming that scavenging infected carcasses is a viable route 

of virus transmission. As expected, larvae surrounding DCV-infected carcasses 

were found to have significantly higher DCV titres when compared to larvae 

collected from control plates (which contained only uninfected carcasses). 

However, we also detected DCV infection in larvae surrounding clean carcasses 

that were housed in a two-choice plate (containing both infected and uninfected 

carcasses) (Figure 3a), suggesting that some larvae may have moved between food 

sources in these plates during the assay.  

 

No effect of virus acquisition on larval development 

Acquiring infection by scavenging on infectious carcasses had no detectable effect 

on larval development into pupae (Figure 3b), or in the proportion of pupae that 

eclosed as adults (Figure 3c; Table 1). However, more larvae developed to pupal 

stage when they fed on a female carcass (Figure 3b; Table 1): 50% of larvae feeding 

on female carcasses reached pupation, while a significantly lower proportion (32%) 

(a) (b)
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reached pupation if they had fed on male carcasses (Figure 3b). Following pupation, 

there was no effect of carcass sex or infection status on the proportion of pupae that 

eclosed as adults (Figure 3c, Table 1– Figure S2; Appendices 7.1.1).  

 

Virus acquired during the larval stage can persist into adulthood  

We measured DCV titres in flies that eclosed as adults (Figure 3d). While no DCV 

infection was detected in flies originally collected near clean carcasses, we 

detected DCV in 9 out of 15 adult flies that were collected from infected carcasses, 

suggesting that DCV infection can persist through metamorphosis into the adult 

insect stage. 

 
Figure 3. Fitness consequences of infectious scavenging. (a) The number of DCV copies 
present in larvae, quantified immediately after choice assays having fed on an uninfected 
carcass on a control plate or a choice plate and an infected carcass from a choice plate. 
Mean±SE proportion of larvae taken from carcass sites on both choice and control plates to 
(b) pupate and (c) eclose. Larvae (and the subsequent pupae) were taken from male and 
female carcasses and varied in their infectious status, an uninfected carcass on a control 
plate (white bar), an uninfected carcass on a choice plate (grey bar) or an infected carcass 
on a choice plate (black bar). (d) The number of DCV copies present in adults derived from 
choice plate assays.  
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DCV infection increases fecundity 

In addition to measuring DCV avoidance by the number of eggs laid, we measured 

the total number of eggs laid over the course of the 48 hours. Infected mothers laid 

significantly more eggs than healthy mothers (Figure 4a; Table 2).  

 

 
 
 
Table 1. Model outputs for statistical tests performed on all experiments testing the causes 
and costs of infection avoidance in D. melanogaster larval foraging. Significant predictors 
are marked with asterisks (p<0.05=*, p<0.01=** and p<0.001=***).  
 
 

Oviposition preference changes over time and depends on the female’s infection 

status  

Female flies showed a clear preference for oviposition sites containing a carcass, 

but this choice depended on the fly infection status (Figure 4b; Table 2). The 3-way 

interaction between time, oviposition site, and the mother’s infection status was 

highly significant (Figure 4b & 4c; Table 2). This means that the oviposition sites 

 Response Predictor DF F p-value 

Larval Foraging Choice 
by Plate Half 

Carcass Sex/TRIS 2 0.599 0.741 

Carcass Infection 1 0.632 0.426 
Carcass Sex/TRIS * 
Carcass Infection  2 2.76 0.251 

 Larval Foraging Choice 
by Carcass Area 
  
  

Carcass Sex/TRIS 2 0.512 0.774 

Carcass Infection  1 3.60 0.0579 
Carcass Sex/TRIS * 
Carcass Infection  2 4.50 0.106 

Larval DCV Titre 

Carcass Sex 1 0.697 0.404 

Carcass Infection  2 6.42 0.0403* 
Carcass Sex * 
Carcass Infection  2 0.218 0.897 

Adult DCV Titre Carcass Infection 2 9.67 0.0079** 

Number of Larvae to 
Pupate 
  
  

Carcass Sex 1 13.3 0.0003*** 

Carcass Infection  2 0.0745 0.963 
Carcass Sex * 
Carcass Infection  2 0.618 0.734 

Number of Pupae to 
Eclose 

Carcass Sex 1 0.0174 0.895 

Carcass Infection  2 0.180 0.914 
Carcass Sex * 
Carcass Infection 2 0.149 0.928 
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where mothers laid their eggs changed over time in a manner dependent on the 

mother’s infection status. Within the first 24-hour period, uninfected female flies laid 

significantly more eggs at sites containing a clean carcass compared to sites with 

an infected carcass or just food (Figure 4b). Female flies infected with DCV, 

however, did not distinguish between infected and clean carcasses, but still laid 

significantly fewer eggs at sites without any carcass (Figure 4b). In the 24-48-hour 

observation period, uninfected females still laid more eggs at sites with carcasses, 

but no longer preferred the sites containing a clean carcass (Figure 4c; Table 2). 

DCV-infected females also laid more eggs at sites with an uninfected carcass 

(pairwise contrast, p<0.0001), but laid even more eggs on sites containing an 

infected carcass (pairwise contrast, p<0.001) (Figure 4c). 

 
Figure 4. Adult oviposition choice. The mean±SE number of eggs laid by infected and 
uninfected mothers (a) at the end of the 48-hour laying period in a single oviposition arena 
and at the three oviposition sites after the (b) first 24 hours of the experiment and (c) second 
24-hour period. Oviposition sites use the same colour scheme: food only oviposition sites in 
white, food and uninfected carcass sites in grey and food and infected fly carcass sites in 
black. 
 

Fitness consequences of oviposition preference 

Egg-to-adult viability differed significantly between oviposition sites and was lower 

in food-only sites compared to sites containing a carcass (Figure 5a; Table 2). 

Clutches emerging at carcass sites however, did not differ in their egg-to-adult 

viability (Figure 5a; Table 2), even though we detected significantly more DCV in 

flies that developed around DCV-infected carcasses (Figure 5b). The infection 

status of mothers did not affect egg-to-adult viability (Figure 5a; Table 2) on the viral 

load of these clutches (Figure 5b; Table 2). 
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Figure 5. Adult oviposition fitness consequences. The mean ± SE (a) proportion of eggs to 
develop through to adulthood (egg-to-adult viability) of the clutches laid during the 
oviposition site choice assay and (b) the ratio of viral RNA to fly RNA (x10-5) in clutches laid 
during the oviposition site choice assay. Oviposition sites use the same colour scheme: food 
only oviposition sites in white, food and uninfected carcass sites in grey and food and 
infected fly carcass sites in black. 
 
 

 
Table 2. Model outputs for statistical tests performed on all experiments testing the causes 
and costs of infection avoidance in D. melanogaster adult oviposition. Significant predictors 
are marked with asterisks (p<0.05=*, p<0.01=** and p<0.001=***). 

Response Predictor Df F p 

Total Eggs Laid 0-
48hrs Mother Infection 1 26.6 <0.0001*** 

Number of Eggs 
Laid 

Time 1 0.0702 0.79 

Ovi. Site 2 212 <0.0001*** 
Mother Infection 1 0.0315 0.86 

Time * Ovi. Site 2 29.8 <0.0001*** 

Time * Mother 
Infection  

1 0.0947 0.76 

Ovi. Site * Mother 
Infection  

2 7.37 0.0081** 

Time * Ovi. Site * 
Mother Infection  

2 10.5 <0.0001*** 

Egg-to-Adult Viability 

Ovi. Site 2 5.61 0.0053** 

Mother Infection  1 0.0128 0.88 
Ovi. Site * Mother 
Infection  2 0.528 0.592 

Clutch DCV Load 

Ovi. Site 2 2.55 0.0988 

Mother Infection 1 0.628 0.436 
Ovi. Site * Mother 
Infection 2 1.46 0.252 
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2.4 Discussion 

Viral infection is widespread among invertebrates (Shi et al., 2016; Webster et al., 

2015), and can cause considerable morbidity and mortality (Arnold et al., 2013; 

Escobedo-Bonilla et al., 2008; Gupta et al., 2017; Wilfert et al., 2016). We should 

therefore expect selection for mechanisms that allow hosts to detect and avoid 

infectious conspecifics or potentially infectious environments (Curtis, 2014; 

Kiesecker et al., 1999). In the present work, we examined how larval foraging and 

adult oviposition in D. melanogaster are modified in the presence of potential 

infection by the horizontally transmitted Drosophila C virus (DCV), which is known to 

cause a variety of physiological and behavioural pathology in fruit flies (Arnold et al., 

2013; Gupta et al., 2017; Stevanovic and Johnson, 2015; Vale and Jardine, 2015). 

 

Our results confirm previous findings that Drosophila larvae will actively cannibalize 

conspecific carcasses when placed in a nutrient-poor environment (Ahmad et al., 

2015; Vijendravarma et al., 2013), and go further to demonstrate that necrophagy is 

a viable route for transmission of Drosophila C Virus. The consumption of infectious 

conspecifics, either through cannibalism or necrophagy, has been demonstrated as 

a viable route of infection in a wide range of mammalian, amphibian and insect 

species (Alpers, 2008; Forbes, 2000; Pearman et al., 2004; Qureshi et al., 2000; 

Williams and Hernández, 2006). In holometabolous insects, this phenomenon has 

been particularly well investigated in Lepidoptera, where cannibalism and/or 

necrophagy of infected conspecifics has also shown to be a viable route of 

transmission of several viruses during larval development (Boots, 1998; Dhandapani 

et al., 1993; Elvira et al., 2010; Vasconcelos, 1996; Williams and Hernández, 2006). 

 

Despite the risk of acquiring infection during cannibalistic foraging, we found no 

evidence that larval-stage flies could discriminate and avoid infectious carcasses 

from clean ones. Our findings contrast with a recent study in which Drosophila larvae 

showed avoidance of food contaminated with a bacterial suspension of virulent 

Pseudomonas entomophila (Surendran et al., 2017). In the same study, avoidance 
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was no longer observed when using a less virulent strain of the bacterial pathogen, 

suggesting that external cues about the relative risk and severity of infection are key 

to avoidance behaviours (see also (Vale and Jardine 2016). The differences in 

findings likely result from different olfactory and chemo-sensory factors involved in 

viral and bacterial detection in Drosophila larvae. Furthermore, while Surendran et 

al (2017) tested evasion in 1st instar larvae, we investigated larval foraging choice 

during the 3rd instar, as this is the period of development when foraging activity and 

feeding is known to peak (Sokolowski, 2001). Given that larvae are known to actively 

migrate towards higher quality food  (Durisko and Dukas, 2013), the lack of trophic 

infection avoidance suggests that selection for avoidance of this viral infection is 

weak. Weak selection for avoidance would be expected if, for example, the fitness 

costs of DCV infection are low during larval stage infection.  

 

Our data is consistent with a low cost of infection in larvae, as the low titres of DCV 

acquired during larval feeding on infected carcasses did not have severe 

consequences for larval development. Our results contrast with a previous study on 

DCV infection of larval D. melanogaster which reported a 14% reduction in egg-to-

adult viability, and severe mortality in adults emerged from infected larvae 

(Stevanovic and Johnson 2015). Unlike the relatively natural route of pathogen 

exposure employed in our work, larva in that study were exposed to a highly-

concentrated homogenate of DCV-infected flies and exposed continuously during 

development until 4-days post-eclosion. This difference in viral exposure may 

explain the more severe costs of DCV infection compared to this study. 

 

In contrast to the lack of discrimination seen during larval foraging, we found that 

adult female flies do discriminate between different types of oviposition sites. 

Uninfected female flies laid more eggs on sites containing an uninfected or infected 

carcass and food, than a site comprised only of food despite the infection risk this 

presents. Preference for carcass-containing sites could be explained by flies 

preferring to lay eggs on sites with irregular surfaces, however as uninfected 

mothers avoid infected carcass sites, it is more likely a result of conspecific 
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carcasses offering additional nutrition that undermines or negates the infection risk 

they pose (Albeny-Simoes et al., 2014). Starved D. melanogaster larvae assess the 

nutritional value of carcasses, ranging from conspecifics to natural predators 

(Ahmad et al., 2015), and tune their foraging strategies accordingly to optimally 

forage. Clutches developing on oviposition sites with a carcass present had 

significantly higher egg-to-adult viability than food only sites despite their 

significantly greater larval density (Figure 5a). The preference we see for oviposition 

sites containing a carcass may therefore indicate that the nutritional value of 

carcasses on the oviposition sites, rather than infection risk, is a greater driver of 

oviposition-site preference.  

 

During the first 24 hours of egg laying, uninfected flies laid significantly more eggs 

around uninfected carcasses. This suggests that the presence of DCV is being 

detected and avoided during oviposition.  It is unclear which cues of DCV are 

detected by females, whether they are detecting the virus directly or cues of virus 

derived pathology in the fly carcass. Similar avoidance of pathogenic bacteria has 

been described in both D. melanogaster (Babin et al., 2014; Kurz et al., 2017; 

Stensmyr et al., 2012) and C. elegans (McMullan et al., 2012; Meisel and Kim, 2014). 

Avoidance of virus infection has also been described in a range of invertebrates, 

such as gypsy moth larvae that avoid eating leaves contaminated with virus (Parker 

et al., 2010) and lobsters that avoid virus-infected conspecifics (Behringer et al., 

2006). This avoidance likely relies on dedicated chemosensory pathways for 

olfactory cues (Kurz et al., 2017; McMullan et al., 2012; Meisel et al., 2014; Stensmyr 

et al., 2012). 

 

In the 24-48-hour period, the preference for uninfected carcasses was not observed 

(Figure 4c). We interpret this shift in oviposition-site preference as the result of a 

trade-off faced by females between minimizing DCV infection risk and maximizing 

fecundity. The finite nutritional value of each oviposition site dictates an optimal 

clutch size that each site can support. If females exceed this, fewer resources are 

available per offspring. As uninfected flies laid more eggs on non-infectious carcass 
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sites in the first 24 hours, the optimal clutch size is approached sooner than the other 

two sites. Fruit flies integrate the nutritional quality of oviposition sites into deciding 

between laying more eggs and acquiring more resources to develop more eggs 

(Lihoreau et al., 2016b), a trade-off that is also seen in a range of other organisms 

(Albeny-Simoes et al., 2014; Blaustein, 1999; Lihoreau et al., 2016b; Tjørnløv et al., 

2015). In order to maximize the number of eggs laid, females therefore appear to 

risk DCV infection by laying their eggs near an infected carcass. The relative 

nutritional value and the potential costs of DCV infection are patent in the egg-to-

adult viability of offspring from each oviposition site: the increase in viability between 

the food-only site and both the uninfected and infected carcass sites reflects the 

nutritional difference between these sites. Figure 5a suggests the benefits of 

oviposition near any carcass appear to outweigh the potential costs of virus 

infection. 

 

In contrast to uninfected females, females infected with DCV did not discriminate 

between infectious and non-infectious carcasses, laying the same number of eggs 

in either oviposition site (Figure 4b, c). Furthermore, in the second 24-hour period, 

infected females laid significantly more eggs at infectious carcass sites. We interpret 

this difference in discrimination between infected and healthy females as being 

driven by the mother’s, rather than the offspring infection risk. For infected females 

already paying the cost of infection, there is little benefit to avoiding infectious sites. 

 

In summary, our results show that D. melanogaster larvae and adults respond to 

infection risk differently during foraging and oviposition.  Notably, oviposition site 

choice was affected by the female’s infection status and the time-dependent 

nutritional value of oviposition sites. The initial DCV avoidance shown by mothers 

during oviposition may also explain why larvae do not avoid DCV during foraging. 

Alongside a relatively low cost of infection, larvae simply may not need to avoid 

infection because their mothers have evolved to avoid infectious sites where 

possible during oviposition. As larvae are not able to forage over large distances, 

their development - and ultimately their fitness - relies heavily on their mother’s 
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capacity to pick the environment that maximizes nutritional value while minimizing 

the risk of infection.  
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Chapter 3: Infection Causes Sex-Specific Changes in 
Social Aggregation Behaviour 

 

Abstract 

Host behavioural changes following infection are common and could be important 

determinants of host behavioural competence to transmit pathogens. Identifying 

potential sources of variation in these behaviours is therefore central to our 

understanding of disease transmission. Here, we test how group social aggregation 

and individual locomotor activity vary between different genotypes of male and 

female fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) following septic infection with Drosophila 

C Virus. We confirm previously reported genetic-based variation in both locomotor 

activity and social aggregation but did not detect a significant effect of DCV infection 

on fly activity or sleep patterns within the initial days following infection. However, 

DCV infection caused sex-specific effects on social aggregation, as male flies in 

most genetic backgrounds showed a general tendency to increase the distance to 

their nearest neighbour when infected. We discuss potential causes of these 

differences in the context of individual variation in immunity and relate them to 

individual variation in disease transmission.  

I am the sole author of this text, with comments on earlier drafts from Pedro Vale. 
 
Siva-Jothy, J. A., Vale, P. F. (2019) Viral infection causes sex-specific changes in 
fruit fly social aggregation behaviour. bioRXiv. 630913. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Parasitism is one of the most successful ecological relationships among living 

organisms (Dobson et al., 2008; Schmid-Hempel, 2011; Weinstein and Kuris, 2016). 

One reason for this success may be due to the many ways parasites and pathogens 

can modify host physiology and behaviour (de Roode and Lefèvre, 2012; Hart, 2011; 

Kazlauskas et al., 2016; Poulin, 2013; Vale et al., 2018). While changes to host 

physiology, and immunity in particular, following infection are well known, it is 

striking how many animals experience similar behavioural changes following 

infection (Hart, 1988; Poulin, 1995). Common behavioural responses to infection 

include eating and moving less, as well as foregoing social and sexual interactions 

(Hart, 2011, 1988; Kazlauskas et al., 2016; Lopes, 2014). Whether host behavioural 

changes in response to infection are evolved host responses, parasite 

manipulations, or a coincidental by-product of infection, they have potentially 

important consequences for disease transmission (Barron et al. 2015). This is 

particualry clear for behaviours such as individual locomotor activity or group social 

aggregation, which will directly determine how frequently individuals interact. This 

is central to disease transmission because contact rates between susceptible and 

infected individuals are one of its key determinants. Assessing how host behaviours 

that influence contact rates might change following infection is therefore central to 

understanding the spread of infectious disease.  

 

The extent to which host behaviours are modified during infection is likely to depend 

on genetic and environmental factors. Even in the absence of infection, individuals 

of some genetic backgrounds are more likely to aggregate than others (Anderson 

et al., 2016; Saltz, 2011), while males and females in a broad range of host species 

often exhibit distinct behavioural profiles (Manoli et al., 2005; Walum et al., 2008). 

How these different sources of variation influence infection-induced behavioural 

changes is relatively understudied (Barron et al., 2015). Measuring how males and 

females of different genetic backgrounds modify their behaviour during infection 
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may highlight groups of individuals with higher contact rates and offer insight into 

the potential causes of heterogeneity in pathogen spread.  

 

Testing if locomotor and aggregation behaviours change following infection, and if 

these changes differ between genetic backgrounds, is not straightforward for most 

host species. It requires knowledge of how individuals within a population differ in 

their genetic backgrounds and the ability to expose many individuals of the same 

background to infection in controlled conditions, while comparing their behavioural 

responses to infection to individuals of the same background that do not experience 

infection. For many animal species, and certainly in human populations, this type of 

intervention is either extremely challenging or not feasible. One alternative is to 

leverage the tools offered by model systems. Drosophila melanogaster, for example, 

has been widely used as a model system for behavioural genetics (Dubnau, 2014; 

Sokolowski, 2001), and used specifically to study social aggregation and locomotor 

activity (Pfeiffenberger et al., 2010; Saltz, 2011; Simon et al., 2012). Further, D. 

melanogaster is a powerful model of immunity in response to a range of bacterial 

and viral pathogens (Troha and Buchon, 2019). Previous work has shown that D. 

melanogaster exhibits a range of behavioural changes following Drosophila C Virus 

(DCV) infection, including pathogen avoidance during oviposition (Siva-Jothy et al., 

2018), and foraging (Vale and Jardine, 2016). Here, we test whether DCV infection 

changes social aggregation and locomotor activity in D. melanogaster, and if these 

effects vary with genetic background and sex.  

 

3.2 Materials & Methods 

Flies & Rearing Conditions 

We used males and females from 10 lines sourced from the Drosophila Genetic 

Resource Panel (DGRP) (Mackay et al., 2012), and are among the most and least 

susceptible genetic backgrounds to systemic Drosophila C Virus infection (Magwire 

et al., 2012). Flies were reared in plastic vials on a standard diet of Lewis medium 

at 18±1˚C with a 12 hour light:dark cycle with stocks tipped into new vials every 14 
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days. One month before the experiment, flies were transferred to incubators and 

maintained at 25±1˚C with a 12 hour light:dark cycle at low density (~10 flies per 

vial) for two generations. 

 

Virus Culture & Infection 

The Drosophila C Virus (DCV) isolate was originally isolated in Charolles, France 

(Jousset et al., 1977) and the stock used in this experiment was grown in Schneider 

Drosophila Line 2 (DL2) as previously described (Vale and Jardine, 2015c) diluted 

ten-fold (108 infectious units per ml) in TRIS-HCl solution (pH=7.3), aliquoted and 

frozen at -70˚C until required. To infect with DCV, 3-5 day old flies were pricked in 

the pleural suture with a 0.15mm diameter pin, bent at 90º ~0.5mm from the tip, 

dipped in DCV (or TRIS-HCl for controls).  

 

Measuring Drosophila Activity 

Fly activity was measured using the Drosophila Activity Monitor (DAM2 System, 

TRIKinetics), in an incubator maintained at 25°C in a 12:12 light:dark cycle 

(Pfeiffenberger et al., 2010). Single flies were either systemically infected or control 

pricked as described above, and immediately placed in a single DAM tube and 

allocated a random slot in one of 8 DAM monitor units (each unit is capable of 

housing a maximum of 32 tubes). At least one slot of each monitor unit was left empty 

and another contained an empty tube, as negative controls. While flies were 

monitored continuously for 4 complete days. Flies that died during this 4-day period 

were removed from the dataset.  

 

Activity data and statistical analyses 

Raw activity data was processed using the DAM System File Scan Software 

(Pfeiffenberger et al., 2010), and the resulting data was manipulated using Microsoft 

Excel. Activity counts for each individual fly were combined into 5-minute bins. We 

analysed fly activity data using three metrics: total locomotor activity, proportion of 

time spent asleep and the average activity when awake (Vale and Jardine, 2015c). 

Total locomotor activity refers to the sum of all recorded movements during the 4-
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day measuring period and is an outcome of how often a fly sleeps and how much it 

moves during bouts of awake activity. In Drosophila, sleep is defined as five minutes 

of continuous inactivity, sharing several features with mammalian sleep, such as 

being followed by an increased arousal threshold, and being regulated 

independently from the circadian clock (Shaw et al., 2000). To assess the proportion 

of time spent asleep, we used the proportion of all 5-min bouts (n=1152) where no 

activity was logged. To quantify awake activity, we calculated the average level of 

locomotor activity across every 5-min period where at least one instance of 

movement was recorded. Average activity when awake can help characterise 

lethargy when individuals are active, an important behavioural symptom of infection 

(Hart, 1988).  

 

Measuring social aggregation 

Social aggregation was measured in a separate experiment, by calculating the 

nearest neighbour distance (NND) between each individual fly within a group 

(Anderson et al., 2016; Clark and Evans, 1954; Simon et al., 2012). The experiment 

was conducted over five experimental blocks, each carried out over a single day, 

where each genetic background, sex and infection treatment was measured. In 

total, we measured social aggregation in 580 groups of flies, with n=14-16 groups 

per genetic background, sex and infection status combination. Social aggregation 

was measured in 55mm Petri dishes with 2% agar poured in until 3mm from the lid 

in order to limit flight. Flies were pricked with DCV or TRIS as described above and, 

under light CO2 anaesthesia, transferred to Petri dishes in groups of twelve. Due to 

reducing anaesthesia as much as possible to curtail behavioural defects associated 

with over-exposure to CO2 (Colinet and Renault, 2012), and experimenter error, 

some flies escaped Petri dishes before they were closed. A total of 448 dishes 

contained twelve flies, while 113 and 19 contained eleven and ten, respectively. 

Flies within a Petri dish were the same genetic background, sex and infection 

treatment. Once transferred, flies were left in Petri dishes to acclimate for 30 minutes. 

This acclimation period was identified in a prior experiment where it was observed 

that after 30 minutes, fly movement in arenas was minimal, as shown previously  
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(Anderson et al., 2016; Simon et al., 2012). A single image was recorded of each 

Petri dish using a 13 Megapixel camera, followed by a second image (10-20 minutes 

later). Using these images we calculated the NND using ImageJ software 

(Schneider et al., 2012), by marking flies in the centre of their thorax with the multi-

point tool. We calibrated the distance between flies in photos using the 55mm width 

of the Petri dish and calculated the nearest neighbour distance between each pair 

of flies in millimetres using the ‘NND’ package in ImageJ. These values were used 

to calculate the median NND for each petri dish (Anderson et al., 2016; Clark and 

Evans, 1954). To account for differences in body lengths between genetic 

backgrounds and sexes, we also calculated the NND using body lengths by dividing 

millimetre distances by the mean body length of a randomly selected group of 30-

40 individuals from each genetic background and sex combination.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

We tested if differences in locomotor activity and social aggregation could be 

attributed to fly genetic background or sex. Data from both experiments were 

analysed using Generalised Linear Models (GLMs). Models used a full factorial 3-

way interaction between infection status (control /infected), sex (male / female) and 

DGRP line (10 genetic backgrounds), all modelled as fixed effects.  Analysis of 

social aggregation used a model listing only the median nearest neighbour distance 

of each dish as its response variable. To assess locomotor activity, we analysed 3 

response variables in separate GLMs (total activity, proportion of time asleep, awake 

activity), adjusting the significance threshold to 0.01667 using Bonferroni correction 

to account for multiple-testing. The effect of experimental block was originally 

incorporated into our statistical analysis as a random effect in a Generalised Linear 

Mixed Model (GLMM), however it was removed as it accounted for no residual 

variance. All statistical analyses and graphics were carried out and produced in R 

3.3.0 using the ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) packages. 
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3.3 Results 

Social aggregation 

We found a significant effect of genetic background in the median nearest 

neighbour distances (NND), suggesting that there is significant genetic variation in 

this measure of social aggregation (Figure 1; Table 1).  We found no evidence of 

sexual dimorphism in social aggregation across multiple genetic backgrounds, with 

no significant interaction between sex and genetic background. However, we 

observed that while female aggregation was not affected by infection, infected 

males aggregated further apart from each other compared to uninfected males 

(Figure 1; Table 1). This increase in the NND following infection was generally 

observed in males, regardless their genetic background (Figure 1; Table 1). We also 

detected an expected sexual dimorphism in body size, where female D. 

melanogaster were typically larger than males (Figure S1; Table S1 - Appendices 

7.2.1). Incorporating this size difference into measures of social aggregation, by 

measuring body lengths between individuals did not alter the results (Figure S2; 

Table S2 - Appendices 7.2.1).  

 

Figure 1 – Mean±SE median nearest neighbour distance (NND) in millimetres (mm) of adult 
flies placed in Petri dishes for at least 30 minutes until settled. (a) Uninfected female-only 
arenas shown in blue, and infected female-only arenas in pale blue. (b) Uninfected male-
only arenas are shown in red, and infected male-only arenas in pink. The x-axis of both 
panels is ordered from the lowest to highest mean median NND of female flies of a single 
genetic background. 
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Response Predictor Df F p 

Median NND 

Genetic Background 9 5.0249 <0.0001 

Sex 1 2.7870 0.13 

Infection 1 21.1301 <0.0001 

Genetic Background * 
Sex 9 1.4112 0.19 

Genetic Background * 
Infection 9 0.9654 0.49 

Sex * Infection 1 19.6600 <0.0001 

Genetic Background * 
Sex * Infection 9 1.6729 0.12 

 
Table 1 - Model outputs for statistical tests performed on social aggregation, testing the 
causes of variation in sociality in males and females of 10 D. melanogaster genetic 
backgrounds. Significant predictors are marked with asterisks (p<0.05=*, p<0.01=** and 
p<0.001=***). 
 

 

Locomotor activity 

All three parameters of total locomotor activity, the proportion of time spent asleep 

and the average activity when awake, were affected by a combination of sex and 

genetic background (Figures 2 and 3; Table 2). However, there was no detectable 

difference in how much infected and healthy flies moved or slept, and hence no 

evidence that infection impacted on any parameter of fly locomotor activity (Figures 

2 and 3; Table 2).  
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Figure 3 – Mean±SE (A) total locomotor activity, (B) proportion of time flies spent sleeping 
and (C) mean activity while flies were awake, during the first 96 hours of DCV infection. 
Across all panels, sex and infection status are represented by colour with uninfected females 
shown in blue, infected females in pale blue, uninfected males in red, and infected males in 
pink. The order of genetic backgrounds on the x-axis of each of panel follows the ascending 
order of female flies. 
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Response Predictor Df F p 

Total Activity 

Genetic Background 9 14.83 <0.0001*** 

Sex 1 1.537 0.21 

Infection 1 0.117 0.73 

Genetic Background * Sex 9 3.0485 0.0013* 

Genetic Background * 
Infection 9 1.4125 0.18 

Sex * Infection 1 3.9707 0.047 

Genetic Background * Sex 
* Infection 9 1.9471 0.043 

Proportion of Time 
Spent Asleep 

Genetic Background 9 25.1759 <0.0001*** 

Sex 1 77.9823 <0.0001*** 

Infection 1 0.6939 0.41 

Genetic Background * Sex 9 3.444 <0.001** 

Genetic Background * 
Infection 9 0.8021 0.61 

Sex * Infection 1 0.7513 0.39 

Genetic Background * Sex 
* Infection 9 1.4612 0.16 

Awake Activity 

Genetic Background 9 8.1673 <0.0001*** 

Sex 1 0.6641 0.54 

Infection 1 0.0008 0.86 

Genetic Background * Sex 9 5.2153 0.0013* 

Genetic Background * 
Infection 9 0.8716 0.58 

Sex * Infection 1 0.8430 0.44 

Genetic Background * Sex 
* Infection 9 1.2998 0.61 

 

Table 2 – Model outputs for statistical tests performed on host activity data, testing the 
causes of variation in locomotor activity, sleep patterns and average awake activity in 
males and females of 10 D. melanogaster genetic backgrounds. Significance thresholds 
are corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction, with significant predictors are 
marked with asterisks (p<0.01667=*, p<0.001=** and p<0.0001=***). 
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3.4       Discussion 

We observed that how closely flies aggregate with one another differs with their 

genetic background. The genetic variation we observed is similar to other studies 

that have measured nearest neighbour distance (Anderson et al., 2016), as well as 

other aspects of Drosophila social behaviour, such as group size preference (Saltz, 

2011) and group composition (Philippe et al., 2016). Group composition is affected 

by the natural foraging gene polymorphism, where larvae are either sitters, which 

aggregate toward conspecifics at food sources or rovers, who are more prone to 

independent food searching behaviour. Larger groups of larvae on food patches 

are more likely to be comprised of sitters, as rovers leave food patches after 

overcrowding (Philippe et al., 2016). Genetic components of social behaviour have 

also been identified in a number of mammal species, including humans (Anacker 

and Beery, 2013; Feldman et al., 2016). In a number of vole species, variation in 

oxytocin (Parker et al., 2001; Ophir et al., 2012) and arginine vasopressin (Winslow 

et al., 1993) receptor density is associated with between-species variation in pair-

bonding and monogamy. Oxytocin receptor density has even been shown to within-

species variation in pair-bonding, changing seasonally alongside sociality in female 

meadow voles (Parker et al., 2001). 

 

Overall, our results indicate a significant sex difference in the effect of infection on 

social aggregation but no effect of infection on locomotor activity in either sex. While 

healthy male and female aggregation did not differ, once infected, males 

aggregated further apart, while female aggregation did not change. One possible 

explanation for why males aggregate further apart following infection is a sex 

difference in immunity and the costs of social aggregation (Kelly et al., 2018). 

Sexually dimorphic immunity may be particularly relevant as male D. melanogaster 

exhibit a stereotyped suite of aggressive behaviours (Baxter et al., 2015; Dierick and 

Greenspan, 2006; Dierick, 2007). While fighting can gain males access to valuable 

resources, it often incurs substantial costs (Chen et al., 2002; Lim et al., 2014). DCV 

infection could exacerbate the cost of male aggregation, as resources would also 
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need to be spent on fighting infection, which could lead to males aggregating less. 

Despite females also fighting one another, this aggression is generally less costly 

(Nilsen et al., 2004; Ueda and Kidokoro, 2002). Females may therefore still be able 

to aggregate relatively closely while fighting DCV infection. 

 

Irrespective of the metric used, we found no measurable effect of DCV infection on 

locomotor activity. Other work has shown decreases in Drosophila daily movement 

following injection with DCV, where a marked reduction is seen after 4 days of 

infection (Arnold et al., 2013). Reduced daily locomotor activity has also been 

observed in Drosophila after 3 days of infection with the DNA virus Kalithea virus 

(Palmer et al., 2018). Injecting, rather than pricking, flies with viral suspension, allows 

more precise control of infectious dosage, which could also increase infection 

severity (Neyen et al., 2014). Another potential explanation is that we infected flies 

via thoracic pricking, as opposed to abdominal injection which has been shown to 

reduce resistance to bacterial infection in Drosophila. Thoracic injury is thought to 

lower bacterial resistance through activation of damage repair mechanisms and is 

thought to be independent of immune mechanisms (Chambers et al., 2014). We 

might therefore expect to see the same effect following thoracic pricking of virus. 

Orally infecting flies shows a range of sex-specific behavioural symptoms, with sub-

lethal doses reducing daily locomotor activity in males after 3-6 days of infection 

(Gupta et al., 2017). Conversely, following oral infection with larger doses of DCV, 

females, but not males, have been shown to sleep more (Vale and Jardine, 2015c). 

These studies suggest we may not have seen an effect of DCV infection on activity, 

because infections were not severe enough to elicit behavioural symptoms or that 

any effect was concealed by a response to thoracic injury. Measuring the activity of 

flies later in infection might address these explanations, as this will enable flies to 

heal from thoracic injury and accrue a greater viral burden. 

 

A potentially important nuance to how this variation in social aggregation might 

relate to disease transmission is that it was measured in groups of individuals with 

the same genetic background, sex and infection status. We controlled these 
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sources of variation within Petri dishes to pinpoint their influence over social 

aggregation and highlight their relative importance. Variation in these characteristics 

can produce population structure that potentially biases contact between 

individuals, and therefore transmission, in a variety of ways. Individuals with shared 

genotypes can be more likely to interact due predispositions to traits such as group 

size preference (Brown and Brown, 2000; Philippe et al., 2016) and aggression (Lea 

et al., 2010). Similarly, sexual interactions between males and females, as well as 

fighting and other forms of sexual competition, further alter contact networks within 

populations (Perkins et al., 2008; Silk et al., 2018). When present together, healthy 

hosts might also be able to avoid infected conspecifics by detecting the pathogen 

or cues of its pathology (Curtis, 2014). Future work aiming to characterise the 

influence of these sources of variation on heterogeneity in contact rate should 

consider how they change with, and are changed by, population structure.  

 

The contrasting ways social aggregation and locomotor activity change following 

infection highlight the complexity of sources determining between-individual 

variation in disease transmission. This is complicated further by sex differences 

across and within these genetic backgrounds. The change induced by DCV 

infection on social aggregation but not locomotor activity also demonstrates the 

importance of considering multiple host behaviours. As locomotor activity did not 

change following infection in males or females across multiple genetic 

backgrounds, it could be a potentially useful predictor of transmission risk, as the 

locomotion of healthy hosts will approximate that of infected hosts. Similarly, healthy 

female social aggregation could be a reliable predictor of female social aggregation 

following infection as we detected no infection-induced behavioural change. 

Conversely, the distance between healthy males represents a baseline measure of 

aggregation, likely to be exceeded following infection. Importantly, while males 

move further apart when infected, some individuals still aggregate closer to one 

another than females of certain genetic backgrounds and may therefore present a 

greater transmission risk. This can be demonstrated by comparing males from the 

genetic background RAL-380 and females from RAL-75. Here, males aggregate 
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more closely when infected than females. Central to understanding the effect of this 

genetic and sex-specific variation in social aggregation and locomotor activity on 

heterogeneity in disease transmission is characterising their effect on contact rates. 

Additionally, future work should consider how these traits interact with other key 

determinants of transmission, such as infectiousness and infection duration, as 

these three components ultimately define disease transmission in conjunction with 

one another. 
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Chapter 4: Dissecting Genetic and Sex-Specific 
Host Heterogeneity in Pathogen Transmission 
Potential 

 

Abstract 

Heterogeneity in disease transmission is widespread and, when not accounted for, can 

produce unpredictable outbreaks of infectious disease. Despite this, precisely how 

different sources of variation in host traits drive heterogeneity in disease transmission is 

poorly understood. Here, we dissect the sources of variation in pathogen transmission 

using Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila C Virus as a host-pathogen model 

system. We found that infected lifespan, viral growth, virus shedding, and viral load at 

death were all significantly influenced by fly genetic background, sex and female mating 

status. To understand how variation in each of these traits may generate heterogeneity 

in disease transmission, we estimated individual transmission potential by integrating 

data on virus shedding and lifespan alongside previously collected data on social 

aggregation. We found that ~15% of the variance in between-individual heterogeneity 

in disease transmission was explained by a significant interaction between genetic and 

sex-specific variation. We also characterise the amount of variation in viral load, virus 

shedding, and lifespan following infection that could be explained by genetic 

background and sex. Amongst the determinants of individual variation in disease 

transmission these sources of host variation play roles of varying importance, with 

genetic background generally playing the largest role. Our results highlight the 

I was assisted with the RNA extraction of viral load samples by Fergal H. 
Waldron. 
 
I am the sole author of this text, with comments on earlier drafts from Pedro 
Vale.  
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importance of characterising sources of variation in multiple host traits when studying 

disease transmission at the individual-level.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Individual host heterogeneity in disease spread is commonly observed across a 

wide range of infectious diseases (Woolhouse et al., 1997; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; 

Paull et al., 2011). Such heterogeneity is so common that it has been generalised 

into the ‘20-80 rule’ because of the frequent observation that 20% of hosts contribute 

to roughly 80% of transmission (Shaw and Dobson, 1995; Wilson et al., 2002; 

Woolhouse et al., 1997). More extreme forms of heterogeneity can result in very rare 

‘superspreading’ individuals capable of causing large outbreaks of infectious 

disease in human and animal populations (Brooks-Pollock et al., 2014; Lloyd-Smith 

et al., 2005). A superspreader of particular infamy is Mary Mallon who became 

known as ‘Typhoid Mary’ by infecting over 50 people with Salmonella typhi while 

working as a cook in New York during the early 20th century (Marineli et al., 2013). 

More recently, the 2003 outbreaks of SARS in Singapore and Hong Kong were 

greatly accelerated by a few superspreading individuals who caused over 70% of 

all SARS transmission (Li et al., 2004). 

 

Outbreaks of infectious disease are often difficult to predict, especially when the 

effect of superspreaders are not accounted for by traditional assessments of 

outbreak risk. A widely used metric for the rate of pathogen spread is the basic 

reproductive number, R0, which estimates the average number of expected 

secondary infections caused by a single infected individual in a completely 

susceptible population. By focussing on the population average, R0 conceals 

outliers with a potentially higher propensity to spread disease (Lloyd-Smith et al., 

2005; Paull et al., 2012; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). A clearer understanding 

of what drives heterogeneity in disease transmission requires a framework capable 

of accounting for such between-individual variation, which could enable more 

efficient control strategies that specifically target and treat high-risk individuals 

(Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005). The importance of predicting high-risk individuals before 

outbreaks occur has pushed understanding the causes of heterogeneity in disease 
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transmission to the forefront of epidemiology and disease ecology research (Gervasi 

et al., 2015; Paull et al., 2012; Stein, 2011; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). 

 

Despite being commonplace, the underlying causes of heterogeneity in pathogen 

transmission remain elusive. Individual variation in host contact networks may be an 

important factor:  it was Typhoid Mary’s position as a cook which exposed her to so 

many susceptible individuals. However, what enabled Typhoid Mary to stay in this 

role was her status as an asymptomatic carrier of the infection, which led to her 

release from quarantine on several occasions (Marineli et al., 2013). Similarly, the 

absence of symptoms in a number of SARS superspreaders delayed their admission 

to hospital and allowed them to continue spreading the virus (Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC), 2003). These examples help demonstrate that 

achieving a detailed understanding of the sources of heterogeneity in pathogen 

transmission is challenging because it results from complex interactions between 

multiple host behavioural, physiological, and immune traits. By dissecting the 

underlying genetic and sex-specific sources of variation in these traits we can 

assess how they influence three key components of pathogen transmission: contact 

rate between infected and susceptible individuals, the likelihood that contact will 

result in infection, and the duration of infection (VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). 

 

Infected-susceptible host contact rate is predominantly determined by host 

behaviours affecting locomotion and aggregation. Contact rates are also affected 

by population density (Keeling and Rohani, 2007), social group size (Patterson and 

Ruckstuhl, 2013), and behavioural syndromes (Keiser et al., 2016). Social networks 

often exhibit extreme heterogeneity in the wild (Godfrey, 2013; Rushmore et al., 

2013) and factors such as host genotype, sex condition, age and personality have 

been demonstrated to affect social aggregation in lab systems (de Bono and 

Bargmann, 1998; Keiser et al., 2016; Saltz, 2011; Siva-Jothy and Vale, 2019). Once 

individuals acquire an infection, their ability to clear and shed pathogens is chiefly 

determined by physiological and immune mechanisms. Variation in these 

mechanisms chiefly influence the likelihood of pathogen transmission and the 
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duration of infection (Grassly and Fraser, 2008; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). 

Many genetic and environmental sources of variation in physiological immunity have 

been described (Bou Sleiman et al., 2015; Lazzaro and Little, 2009; Ponton et al., 

2013) including coinfection (Budischak et al., 2015; Lass Sandra et al., 2013), 

nutrition (Cornet et al., 2014; Vale et al., 2013), and stress (Beldomenico and Begon, 

2010; Capitanio et al., 2008). It is relevant to note that most studies have addressed 

the effects of behavioural, physiological and immune traits on transmission in 

isolation of one another. However, there is increasing evidence that transmission 

heterogeneity is often explained by coupled heterogeneities in these traits and 

patterns of covariation (Bolzoni et al., 2007; Farrington et al., 2013; White et al., 

2018). To fully understand the sources of heterogeneity in pathogen transmission, it 

is therefore essential to measure multiple behavioural, physiological, and immune 

traits in hosts. 

 

In the present work we aimed to test how common sources of variation between 

individuals (genetic background, sex and mating status) contribute to individual 

heterogeneity in pathogen transmission potential. The fruit fly, Drosophila 

melanogaster, is a powerful and genetically tractable model of infection, immunity 

and behaviour (Apidianakis and Rahme, 2009; Sokolowski, 2001). This makes it an 

ideal model system to investigate heterogeneity in pathogen transmission in the 

highly controlled conditions of a laboratory. We infected males and females from a 

range of naturally derived genotypes with Drosophila C Virus (DCV), a horizontally 

transmitted fly pathogen that causes behavioural, physiological and metabolic 

pathologies (Arnold et al., 2013; Chtarbanova et al., 2014; Gupta et al., 2017; Vale 

and Jardine, 2015d). We then quantified host traits and infection outcomes that 

directly impact pathogen transmission: (1) the infected lifespan, (2) the internal viral 

load, (3) how much virus was shed, and (4) the viral load at death (VLAD). Finally, 

we integrated these measurements alongside previously described data on 

variation in social aggregation (Siva-Jothy and Vale, 2019) into a composite metric 

of individual transmission potential, V  (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; VanderWaal and 

Ezenwa, 2016). Estimations of individual transmission potential, V, allowed us to 
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assess how genetic and sex-specific variation affects between-individual 

heterogeneity in pathogen transmission. 

 

4.2 Materials & Methods 

Flies & Rearing Conditions 

Flies used in experiments were 3-5 days old and came from ten lines of the 

Drosophila Genetic Resource Panel (DGRP). These genetic backgrounds are five of 

the most resistant and susceptible to systemic Drosophila C Virus infection (Magwire 

et al., 2012). Virgin females were isolated from males within 7 hours of eclosion. 

Mated females and males were produced by rearing one female with one male for 

24 hours. Mating was confirmed using oviposition within the following 24 hours and 

these egg’s subsequent development. Flies were reared in plastic vials on a 

standard diet of Lewis medium at 18±1˚C with a 12 hour light:dark cycle. Stocks 

were tipped into new vials approximately every 14 days. One month before the 

experiments, flies were maintained at low density (~10 flies per vial) for two 

generations at 25±1˚C with a 12 hour light:dark cycle.  

 

Virus Culture & Infection 

The Drosophila C Virus (DCV) isolate used in this experiment was originally isolated 

in Charolles, France and grown in Schneider Drosophila Line 2 (DL2) as previously 

described (Vale and Jardine, 2015b), diluted ten-fold (108 infectious units per ml) in 

TRIS-HCl solution (pH=7.3), aliquoted and frozen at -70˚C until required. To infect 

with DCV, flies were pricked in the pleural suture with a 0.15mm diameter pin, bent 

at 90º ~0.5mm from the tip, dipped in DCV. 

 

Measuring Lifespan and Viral Load at Death 

Lifespan and viral load at death were measured in the same fly. Following DCV 

infection, flies were isolated and reared in standard vials. Flies were then monitored 

every day until all individuals died, whereupon they were removed from vials, fixed 

in 50μl of TRI-reagent and frozen at -70°C, to await DCV titre at death quantification. 
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For twenty-seven of thirty treatment groups, the lifespan following infection and viral 

load at death was measured for n=17-20, three treatment groups consisted of n=7-

15 flies (Table S1). 

 

Viral Load and Shedding Measurement Setup 

Due to destructive sampling, we measured the viral load and shedding of single flies 

at a single time point, either 1-, 2- or 3-days post-infection (DPI). Following DCV 

infection, single flies were placed into 1.5ml Eppendorf tubes with ~50μl of Lewis 

medium in the bottom of the tube. To measure viral shedding, flies were transferred 

to tubes either immediately or 1 or 2 days after systemic infection for 24 hours. After 

living in these tubes for a further 24 hours, viral load samples were gathered by 

removing and homogenising flies in 50μl of TRI-reagent. Virus shedding samples 

were collected by washing tubes out with 50μl of TRI-reagent by vortexing. These 

samples were then frozen at -70°C, to await DCV quantification by qPCR. For each 

combination of sex and genetic background over the three days vial load and virus 

shedding was measured, n=7-15 flies were measured (Table S2-S4).  

 

DCV RNA Extraction 

RNA was extracted from viral load at death and viral shedding samples by Phenol-

Chloroform extraction. Samples were thawed on ice for 30 minutes before being 

incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes to allow dissociation of nucleo-protein 

complex. Samples were then centrifuged at 12,000×g for 10 minutes at 4°C after 

which large debris was removed. For phase separation, samples were shaken 

vigorously for 15 seconds, 10μl of chloroform added, incubated at room temperature 

for a further 3 minutes before being centrifuged at 12,000×g for 15 minutes at 4°C. 

Following phase separation, the upper aqueous layer was removed from each 

sample and added to 25μl of Isopropanol, tubes were then inverted twice, before 

being centrifuged at 12,000×g for 10 minutes at 4°C. Precipitated RNA was then 

washed by removing the supernatant, and re-dissolving the RNA pellet in 50μl of 

75% ethanol before being centrifuged at 7,500×g for 5 minutes at 4°C. RNA 

suspension was achieved by removing 40μl of the ethanol supernatant, allowing the 
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rest to dry by evaporation and dissolving the remaining RNA pellet in 20μl of RNase-

free water. We extracted RNA from flies after 1, 2 or 3 days of infection using a semi-

automatic MagMAX Express Particle Processor using the MagMAX-96 total RNA 

isolation kit manufacturer’s protocol (Life Technologies, 2011) with the elution step 

extended to 18 minutes. RNA samples were stored at -70°C to await reverse 

transcription. 

 

Reverse transcription & qPCR Protocol 

Extracted RNA was reverse-transcribed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase and 

random hexamer primers, before being diluted 1:1 with nuclease free water. cDNA 

samples were stored at -20°C to await qPCR analysis. DCV titre was quantified by 

qPCR using Fast SYBR Green Master Mix in an Applied Biosystems StepOnePlus 

system. Samples were exposed to a PCR cycle of 95°C for 2 minutes followed by 

40 cycles of: 95°C for 10 seconds followed by 60°C for 30 seconds. Forward and 

reverse primers used included 5’-AT rich flaps to improve fluorescence 

(DCV_Forward:  5’ AATAAATCATAAGCCACTGTGATTGATACAACAGAC 3’; DCV 

Reverse: 5’ AATAAATCATAAGAAGCACGATACTTCTTCCAAACC 3’). Across all 

plates, two technical replicates were carried out per sample. DCV titre was 

calculated by absolute quantification, using a standard curve created from a 10-fold 

serial dilution (1-10-12) of DCV cDNA. Our detection threshold was calculated for 

each plate using the point at which two samples on our standard curve gave the 

same Ct value. The point of redundancy in a standard curve was taken to be 

equivalent to 0 viral particles. Due to our detection protocol measuring viral copies 

of RNA, we cannot comment on the viability of any detected virus. We transformed 

our measurements of viral RNA in order for them to represent the amount of virus 

growing inside a whole fly rather than the amount in the qPCR well sample. To 

account for dilution between RNA extraction and qPCR we transformed DCV RNA 

samples by a factor of 3125, to represent the amount of DCV growing in, or shed 

by, flies. The mean qPCR efficiency was 116% with a standard error of ±2.9%. 
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Calculating Between-Individual Variation in Transmission Potential, V 

 We used measures of virus shedding, lifespan following infection, and social 

aggregation to predict individual transmission potential. We integrated these 

measures based on a simple framework that describes transmission potential as a 

function of contact rate between susceptible and infected individuals, the likelihood 

that such contact will result in infection, and the duration of the infectious period 

(VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). Using previously analysed data on social 

aggregation (Siva-Jothy and Vale, 2019; see Chapter 2), we used nearest neighbour 

distance as a measure of contact rate. Flies that aggregated more closely to 

conspecifics, have a higher contact rate, and are therefore more likely to spread 

DCV. We also assume that transmission likelihood increases with virus shedding. 

We therefore take the amount of virus shed by flies as a proximate measure of the 

likelihood that contact will result in infection. Using these traits, individual 

transmission potential, V, was calculated as: 

Aggregation distance, lifespan following infection and virus shedding were all 

measured in separate experiments. Therefore, to calculate V as a measure of 

individual transmission potential, we simulated theoretical individuals by 

bootstrapping trait values sampled from each of these three datasets. We simulated 

60 individuals for each combination of sex and genetic background, assuming no 

specific covariance structure between traits, that is, all possible trait combinations 

were considered. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Across all experiments, generalised linear models (GLMs) were used to analyse 

continuous response variables and logistic regressions were used to analyse 

proportions. An effect of sex or mating was analysed in separate models comparing 

males or virgin females to the same dataset of mated females, respectively. 
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To analyse lifespan, two GLMs were constructed containing a three-way interaction 

between genetic background, VLAD, and sex or mating (Table S6). The two GLMs 

for VLAD, contained either a two-way interaction between genetic background and 

sex or a two-way interaction between genetic background and mating (Table S6). 

 

Due to zero-inflation, we used two models to sequentially analyse both viral load and 

virus shedding data. Viral load and virus shedding are broken down into qualitative 

(the proportion of non-zero values) and quantitative variation (differences between 

non-zero values). First, we conducted logistic regressions on all of the values in 

these datasets and analysed the proportion of values that were greater than zero. 

Logistic regressions analysing sex-differences in viral load included DPI (a 3-level 

factor: 1, 2 or 3 days) and an interaction between genetic background and sex 

(Table S6). For analysing the effect of mating in females on viral load, logistic 

regressions included DPI and an interaction between genetic background and 

mating (Table S6). Logistic regressions of virus shedding used a similar model that 

also included quantitative viral load as a predictor (Table S6). After these logistic 

regressions, zeroes were removed from all datasets to analyse the subset of 

positive-values. The GLMs used to analyse these subsets included the same 

predictors as their corresponding logistic regressions, for viral load: an interaction 

between genetic background and sex or mating, alongside DPI, with the inclusion 

of quantitative viral load for virus shedding (Table S6). 

 

Due to zero-inflation V was also analysed with a logistic regression followed by a 

GLM. A logistic regression was used to analyse the proportion of V values that were 

greater than zero with a two-way interaction between sex and genetic background 

as predictors (Table S6). Zero-values of V were then removed from the dataset, and 

a GLM was used to analyse differences in the size of V, with an interaction between 

sex and genetic background included as a predictor (Table S6). 
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We calculated the amount of deviance and variance explained by predictors in 

logistic regressions and GLMs, respectively, by dividing the total deviance or 

variance explained by the model. Where appropriate, we corrected for multiple 

testing using Bonferroni correction. All statistical analyses and graphics produced 

in R 3.3.0 using the ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016), lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and 

multcomp (Hothorn et al., 2008) packages. 

 

4.3      Results 

Lifespan Following Infection 

Infected lifespan varied significantly between males and females and the extent of 

this variation differed between host genetic backgrounds (Figure 1a; Table 1). 

Genetic background explained the most variance of any predictor across models 

assessing mating (7%) and sex (10.9%). Interactions with sex and mating also 

explained a further 2.7% and 1.5%, respectively (Figure 5; Table 1). We found no 

evidence that mating affected the lifespan of females following DCV infection (Figure 

1a; Table 1). Viral load at death (VLAD) was not affected by genetic background, 

sex or female mating status (Figure 1b; Table 2), and flies that died sooner following 

infection had greater VLAD than those that died later (Figure 1c; Table 1). 
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Figure 1. Mean±SE (a) lifespan in days following infection and (b) the viral load at death in 
males (red), mated females (blue), and virgin females (pale blue) of ten genetic 
backgrounds. The x-axis shows the line number form the DGRP panel and is in ascending 
order according to male flies. (c) the relationship between lifespan following infection and 
the viral load of flies at death. Each point is an individual male (red), mated female (blue), or 
virgin female (pale blue) fly. The nature of this relationship within each genetic background 
is represented by a line of best fit with outlier backgrounds labelled.  
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Table 1. Model outputs for the generalized linear modelling tests performed on lifespan 
following DCV infection. The VLAD acronym is used in place of ‘viral load at death’. Separate 
analyses were used to test the effect of sex and mating in females.  
 

Table 2. Model outputs for the generalized linear modelling tests performed on the viral load 
at death of flies infected with DCV. Separate analyses were used to test the effect of sex and 
mating in females. 
 

 

Response 
Variable 

Predictor Df F %Variance 
Explained 

p-value  

Lifespan 
Following 
Infection 

Sex 1 2.00 0.6 0.16  

Genetic Background 9 3.92 10.9 <0.0001  

VLAD 1 38.9 12.1 <0.0001  
Sex*Genetic 
Background 9 0.96 2.7 0.47  

Sex*VLAD 1 5.46 1.7 0.02  
Genetic 
Background*VLAD 9 0.63 1.8 0.77  

Sex*Genetic 
Background*VLAD 9 2.67 7.4 0.005  

Mating 1 2.74 0.9 0.099  

Genetic Background 8 2.43 7.0 0.01  

VLAD 1 32.3 10.2 <0.0001  
Mating*Genetic 
Background 8 0.54 1.5 0.84  

Mating*VLAD 1 3.78 1.2 0.053  
Genetic 
Background*VLAD 8 1.71 4.9 0.087  

Mating*Genetic 
Background*VLAD 8 1.46 4.2 0.16  

 

Response 
Variable 

Predictor Df F % Variance 
Explained 

p-value  

Viral Load at 
Death (VLAD) 

Sex 1 0.17 0.05 0.68  

Genetic 
Background 9 0.96 2.53 0.47  

Sex*Genetic 
Background 9 0.92 2.43 0.50  

Mating 1 1.90 0.57 0.17  

Genetic 
Background 8 1.30 3.5 0.24  

Mating*Genetic 
Background 8 0.93 2.49 0.50  
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Viral Load 

A substantial number of flies did not have detectable loads of DCV. These zero-

values reflect qualitative variation and are likely caused by viral titres below the 

detection threshold of our qPCR and therefore reflect individuals with very low DCV 

loads, or no virus at all. We found extensive genetic variation in qualitative DCV load 

(Figure 2a; Table 3) which was affected by sex (Figure 2a; Table 3) and female 

mating status (Figure 2a; Table 3). Relatively little deviance was explained by sex 

(0.002%), mating (0.13%), or genetic background in models testing sex (1.18%) and 

mating (2.83%) effects. The predictors that explained the most deviance were the 

interactions between genetic background and sex (5.58%) or mating (4.92%) 

(Figure 5; Table 3). The size of non-zero DCV loads reflects quantitative variation 

and was affected by similar interactions between mating and sex with genetic 

background (Figure 2b; Table 4). While <1% of variance was explained by sex and 

mating, much more was explained by genetic background (7.94% and 11%) 

alongside its interactions with sex (19.2%) and mating (4.38%; Figure 5; Table 4). 

 

The number of detectable DCV loads decreased following 1-day post-infection 

(pairwise comparison, p<0.0001) and remained lower than day 1 at day 3 (pairwise 

comparison, p=0.0016). There were significant changes in quantitative DCV load 

variation over the first three days of infection. Viral load peaked 2-days post-infection 

(pairwise comparison, p=0.0012), before decreasing to the same level as 1-day 

post-infection at 3-days post-infection (pairwise comparison, p=0.068).  
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Figure 2. Mean±SE (a) proportion of flies with non-zero loads of DCV over the first 3 days of 
infection (day 1, 2 and 3 come first second and third, respectively) and the (b) viral titre of 
flies with non-zero DCV loads over the first 3 days of infection. Numbers in each panel denote 
the genetic background in the DGRP panel, while the colour of bars, points and lines 
represent sex and mating status. Males are shown in red, mated females in blue, and virgin 
females in pale blue. 
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Response 
Variable Predictor Df X2 % Deviance 

Explained p-value 

Qualitative 
DCV Load 

Sex 1 0.019 0.002 0.89 
Genetic 
Background 

9 9.58 1.18 0.39 

DPI 2 36.6 4.52 <0.0001 
Sex*Genetic 
Background 

9 45.2 5.58 <0.0001 

Mating 1 1.01 0.13 0.31 
Genetic 
Background 

8 22.4 2.83 0.008 

DPI 2 27.2 3.43 <0.0001 
Sex*Genetic 
Background 

8 39 4.92 <0.0001 

 
 
Table 3. Model outputs for the binomial logistic regression conducted on qualitative DCV 
loads (the proportion of non-zero DCV loads). The DPI acronym is used in place of ‘days 
post-infection’. Separate analyses were used to test the effect of sex and mating in females. 
 
 

Table 4. Model outputs for the GLM analysis conducted on quantitative DCV load (the titres 
of non-zero DCV loads). The DPI acronym is used in place of ‘days post-infection’. Separate 
analyses were used to test the effect of sex and mating in females. 
 

Response 
Variable 

Predictor DF F % Variance 
Explained 

p-value  

Quantitative 
DCV Load 

Sex 1 0.0062 0.003 0.94  

Genetic 
Background 9 2.24 7.94 0.02  

DPI 2 3.37 2.65 0.036  

Sex* Genetic 
Background 9 5.41 19.2 <0.0001  

Mating 1 0.68 0.26 0.41  

Genetic 
Background 8 3.18 11.0 0.0012  

DPI 2 4.66 3.60 0.01  

Mating* 
Genetic 
Background 

8 1.42 4.38 0.19  
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Virus Shedding 

Similar to measures of viral load, we did not detect DCV in the shedding of a number 

of flies. Here, we interpret zeroes to be reflective of individuals that shed very low 

titres of DCV, or no virus at all. Qualitative variation in DCV shedding was 

significantly affected by genetic background, with sex modulating the extent of this 

difference (Figure 3a; Table 5). Sex however, explained <1% of the deviance, while 

genetic background and its interaction with sex explained 2.2% and 3.07% (Figure 

5). Mating did not affect qualitative DCV shedding (Figure 3a; Table 5) and 

explained <1% of the deviance (Figure 5; Table 5). In flies where DCV was detected 

in shedding, quantitative DCV shedding was affected by genetic background and 

the extent of this variation was determined by female mating status, but not sex 

(Figure 3b; Table 6). The amount of variance explained by sex and in our models 

was <1%, in comparison with genetic background (9.48% and 5.82%) and its 

interactions with sex (8.87%) or mating (6.53%) (Figure 5; Table 6). Qualitative and 

quantitative DCV shedding peaked at day 2 (Figures 3a; Tables 5 & 6, pairwise 

comparisons, p<0.0001). Across all treatment groups, there was no significant 

relationship between viral load and shedding (Figure S1; Table 6). 
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Figure 3. Mean±SE (a) proportion of flies shedding non-zero titres of DCV over the first 3 
days of infection (day 1, 2 and 3 come first second and third, respectively) and the (b) titre 
of the non-zero virus shedding subset over the first 3 days of infection. Panels denote genetic 
background, while the colour of bars, points and lines represent sex and mating status. 
Males are shown in red, mated females in blue, and virgin females in pale blue. 
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Table 5. Model outputs for the GLM analysis conducted on qualitative DCV shedding (the 
proportion of sheddings with non-zero readings of DCV). The DPI acronym is used in place 
of ‘days post-infection’. Separate analyses were used to test the effect of sex and mating in 
females. 
 
 

 
Table 6. Model outputs for the GLM analysis conducted on quantitative DCV shedding (the 
subset of shedding with non-zero readings of DCV). The DPI acronym is used in place of 
‘days post-infection’. Separate analyses were used to test the effect of sex and mating in 
females. 

Response 
Variable Predictor Df χ2 % Deviance 

Explained p-value  

Qualitative 
DCV 

Shedding 

Sex 1 4.93 0.64 0.026  

Genetic 
Background 9 17.6 2.27 0.04  

Viral Load 1 0.03 0.004 0.85  

DPI 2 25.1 3.25 <0.0001  

Sex*Genetic 
Background 9 23.8 3.07 0.005  

Mating 1 1.33 0.18 0.25  

Genetic 
Background 8 19.0 2.53 0.025  

Viral Load 1 1.10 0.15 0.29  

DPI 2 7.66 1.02 0.022  

Mating*Genetic 
Background 8 8.12 1.08 0.42  

 

Response 
Variable Predictor Df F % Variance 

Explained p-value  

Quantitative 
DCV 

Shedding 

Sex 1 0.67 0.28 0.42  

Genetic 
Background 9 2.52 9.48 0.009  

Viral Load 1 5.03 4.21 0.007  

DPI 2 0.23 0.095 0.63  

Sex*Genetic 
Background 9 1.73 6.53 0.082  

Mating 1 0.22 0.098 0.64  

Genetic 
Background 8 1.44 5.82 0.17  

Viral Load 1 11.2 10.1 <0.0001  

DPI 2 0.18 0.08 0.67  

Mating*Genetic 
Background 8 2.46 8.87 0.014  
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Variation in Transmission Potential, V 

We incorporated the lifespan and virus shedding data described above alongside 

previously gathered data on genetic and sex-specific variation in social aggregation 

to calculate individual disease transmission potential, V (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; 

VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). As a result of many flies not shedding DCV (Figure 

3a), the distribution of transmission potential, V, was zero-inflated (Figure 4a). Zero 

values of V represent individuals with no transmission risk (Figure 4a), as flies that 

shed no virus had no transmission potential, irrespective of their aggregation and 

lifespan. The distribution of V was also characterised by a right-extreme tail, 

comprised of individuals with high-risk transmission potentials relative to the 

population average (Figure 4a). Qualitative variation in V (the proportion of flies 

where V>0) differed between males and females with the extent of this difference 

also determined by genetic background (Figure 4b; Table 7). Sex (0.28%), genetic 

background (2.3%) and the interaction between the two (2.83%) explained relatively 

little deviance in our models (Figure 5; Table 7). In quantitative variation in V, sex 

explained <1%, while genetic background and its interaction with sex explained 

4.13% and 11.4% of variance respectively (Figure 5; Table 8). 
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Figure 4. (a) the population-level distribution of transmission potential (V) relative to the mean 
of the population. The red dashed line demarcates the average transmission potential of the 
population (similar to R0), a traditional metric used to describe a population’s outbreak risk. 
The mean±SE of (b) the proportion of flies with a non-zero transmission potential and (c) the 
transmission potential of flies with a non-zero transmission potential. In figure panels (b) and 
(c) sex denoted and marked by colour with males in red and females in blue. The x-axis of 
panels (b) and (c) is in ascending order of the male genetic backgrounds. 
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Table 7. Model outputs for the logistic regression analysis conducted on qualitative V (the 
proportion of non-zero V values). 
 

 
Table 8. Model outputs for the GLM analysis conducted on quantitative V (the subset with 
non-zero V values).  
 

 
Figure 5. Summary of the percentage of variance or deviance explained by a subset of 
predictors in analyses of disease transmission potential and outcomes of infection. 
Predictors involving mating (top 3 rows) and sex (bottom 3 rows) refer to the variance and 
deviance explained by models comparing mated females with virgin females and mated 
females with mated males, respectively (Table S6). 

Response 
Variable Predictor Df χ2 % Deviance 

Explained p-value  

Qualitative 
V 

Sex 1 4.58 0.28 0.032  

Line 9 38.2 2.30 <0.0001  

Sex*Line 9 47.0 2.83 <0.0001  

 

Response 
Variable Predictor Df F % Variance 

Explained p-value  

Quantitative 
V 

Sex 1 0.077 0.01 0.78  

Line 9 2.51 4.13 0.008  

Sex*Line 9 6.94 11.4 <0.0001  
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4.4 Discussion 

We identified genetic and sex-specific variation in three key outcomes of DCV 

infection: lifespan following infection, virus shedding, and virus load. When 

combined with social aggregation data, this variation resulted in genetic and sex-

specific variation in individual transmission potential, V. While all of these outcomes 

of infection influence transmission potential, due to many individuals not shedding 

any virus, virus shedding exerted more influence over V than variation in lifespan 

following infection and social aggregation. Due to this central role, below we discuss 

potential explanations for the effect of mating, as well as genetic and sex-specific 

variation on virus shedding, and link these to genetic and sex-specific variation in 

V. 

 

4.4.1 The effect of host genetic background in generating heterogeneity in 

transmission  

The genetic variation in virus shedding affected both qualitative and quantitative 

variation in DCV shedding. As the distributions of neither social aggregation nor 

lifespan following infection were zero-inflated, variation in virus shedding appears to 

be a key determinant of qualitative and quantitative variation in V. Differences 

between genetic backgrounds in qualitative shedding was a key determinant of 

variation in V, as there is no risk of pathogen transmission in the absence of 

shedding. Among individuals that shed DCV, between-individual heterogeneity in V 

was achieved through different routes. Some genetic backgrounds, such as males 

from RAL-818, showed a high proportion of individuals that are likely to spread DCV 

(Figure 4b), but only to relatively few individuals (Figure 4c). Conversely, other 

groups, such as females of the RAL-380 genetic backgrounds, showed one of the 

lowest proportions of individuals able to achieve transmission (Figure 4b), but the 

individuals that did achieve transmission include outliers with values of V that were 

orders of magnitude higher than the population average (Figure 4c). 
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Quantitative and qualitative variation in DCV shedding differed in how they were 

affected by host genetic background. Qualitative variation was affected by genetic 

background as part of an interaction with host sex, while this interaction has no 

significant effect on quantitative DCV shedding (Tables 5 & 6). Similar differences 

are seen in the amount of deviance and variance genetic background explains in 

models of qualitative and quantitative variation in DCV shedding. Genetic 

background accounts for only 2.27% of deviance in qualitative DCV shedding 

whereas it accounts for 9.48% of the variance in quantitative DCV shedding (Figure 

5). Genetic variation therefore appears to play an important role in determining 

shedding and affects qualitative and quantitative shedding in different ways. Similar 

effects of genetic backgrounds on parasite shedding have been reported in the 

Ramshorn snail species, Biomphlamaria glabrata, during infection with Schistosoma 

mansoni. Genetic backgrounds differ in how many parasite eggs they shed and how 

quickly they start shedding after infection (Tavalire et al., 2016). The differences we 

see in the proportion of flies shedding DCV may be caused by a similar pattern of 

variation in individual’s delaying virus shedding. Delaying the onset of shedding 

could be affected by a range of DCV infection symptoms. These include paralysis 

of muscles in the crop organ of the foregut, abdominal swelling, broad nutritional 

stress and reduced defecation rate (Chtarbanova et al., 2014). 

 

Genetic background also appears to play a key role in transmission potential, we 

detected a significant effect on both qualitative and quantitative variation in V. The 

amount of deviance and variance explained by genetic background does not hugely 

differ (2.3% and 4.13%, respectively). However, when part of an interaction with sex, 

genetic background accounts for 11.4% of the variance in quantitative variation in 

DCV shedding, whereas this same interaction only accounts for 2.83% of the 

deviance in qualitative variation in shedding (Figure 5). Alongside other studies, this 

highlights the potential significance of genetic variation in pathogen shedding to 

generating transmission heterogeneity. For example, genetic variation in 

transmission was demonstrated using families of turbot fish (Scophthalmus 

maximus) which produced outbreaks that differed in how quickly individuals 
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showed symptoms of infection and died (Anacleto et al., 2019). Shedding may 

underlie this genetic variation in transmission as it was not directly measured and 

there were no significant differences in infection duration and contact rate 

(Anacleto et al., 2019). Common garden experiments have revealed shedding 

dynamics capable of influencing the population-level transmission dynamics of wild 

populations of the plant, Plantago lanceolata. In controlled laboratory settings, multi-

strain coinfection was shown to increase the number of spores released of the fungal 

pathogen, Podosphaera plantaginis. Measures of natural populations have also 

demonstrated outbreak severity increases at higher levels of coinfection (Susi et al., 

2015a). The relationship between spore shedding and coinfection has also been 

shown to be affected by host genotype, with genotypes significantly differing in the 

number of spores released over a number of days post-infection (Susi et al., 2015b). 

Genetic variation in transmission potential has also been demonstrated in the 

freshwater ciliate, Paramecium caudatum, following Holospora undulata infection 

(Fellous et al., 2012). The genotype of the first individual to be infected was a key 

determinant of pathogen transmission as host genotype appears to affect the 

infectious potential of shed pathogens (Fellous et al., 2012). H. undulata 

infectiousness increases with host population density, as reduced variation in 

contact rate makes infectiousness the primary determinant of transmission 

(Magalon et al., 2010). 

 

4.4.2 The effect of host sex in generating heterogeneity in transmission  

We also observed clear qualitative and quantitative differences in V between males 

and females, which is suggestive of sex-specific variation in disease transmission. 

While the extent of any difference between males and females is also determined 

by genetic background, a greater proportion of males tend to transmit DCV than 

females across these backgrounds. In DCV shedding, a greater proportion of males 

from several genetic backgrounds (RAL-379, RAL-738 and RAL-818) shed DCV 

than females (Figure 3a). Interestingly, we see significant sex-specific differences 

in qualitative, but not quantitative, variation in DCV shedding. Other work has also 

shown a number of sex differences in pathogen and parasite shedding (Sanchez et 
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al., 2011; Sheridan et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2017). Often these biases link to 

differences in the selection pressures applied by sexual reproduction (Duneau and 

Ebert, 2012). Comparisons of mated and virgin female flies revealed mating effects 

which produced quantitative, but not qualitative, differences in shedding. While we 

did not measure V in virgin females, this mating effect may offer explanations for the 

sex differences seen in shedding and therefore V. 

 

Sex-specific variation in qualitative differences in shedding exerts a significant 

influence over shedding (Figure 3a). It is important to note however, that in isolation, 

sex accounts for a miniscule 0.64% of the deviance in qualitative variation in 

shedding. Sex appears to play a more important role in conjunction with genetic 

background, the interaction between the two explaining 3.07% of deviance (Figure 

5). While significant, sex-specific variation may play a relatively minor role in 

shedding. A variety of factors appear to underlie sex-differences in shedding across 

host-pathogen systems. For example, male-biased infection is common to many 

mammal hosts but generally absent from arthropod hosts (Sheridan et al., 2000). In 

the water flea, Daphnia magna, parasite spores are released into the environment 

upon death and females have been shown to release significantly more than males 

(Thompson et al., 2017). In the vole, Microtus gryalis, the faeces of females contains 

significantly more parasite eggs than that of males (Sanchez et al., 2011). Given that 

we see female-biased mortality to DCV infection (Figure 1a), it is perhaps surprising 

that shedding is not also female-biased. This could be due to shedding being 

measured during the first three days of infection, whereas mortality occurred much 

later. We might therefore see sex-differences in shedding during the later stages of 

infection. 

 

Both the qualitative and quantitative differences in V between males and females 

were determined alongside genetic background. While sex explained very little 

deviance and variance in qualitative and quantitative variation in V (Figure 6), its 

interaction with genetic background explained 2.83% and 11.4 %, respectively. Sex 

could therefore be an important source of variation in individual disease 
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transmission. Sex differences in transmission or virus shedding, lifespan and social 

aggregation are commonly observed in a wide range of species (Duneau and Ebert, 

2012; Ferrari et al., 2004; Kaltz and Shykoff, 2001; Sanchez et al., 2011). Sex-

specific variation has been relatively well-studied because sexes are easily 

distinguished in the wild, and examples of sexual dimorphism in physiological and 

behavioural traits are relatively common (Duneau and Ebert, 2012). Many 

mammalian hosts exhibit male-biased transmission (Ezenwa et al., 2016; Grear et 

al., 2012; Luong et al., 2009; Rhines, 2013), although there are exceptions of female-

bias (Sanchez et al., 2011). In the white-footed mouse, Peromyscus leucopus, male-

biased transmission is thought to be driven by sex differences in contact network 

connectivity, which has been linked to testosterone production (Foo et al., 2017; 

Grear et al., 2012). Testosterone may be particularly relevant to transmission as its 

immunosuppressive (Foo et al., 2017) effects may also alter infectiousness and 

infection duration. 

 

4.4.3 Female Mating Status in Shedding 

Mated and virgin females did not qualitatively differ in DCV shedding; however, 

individuals did exhibit quantitative variation in shedding. While a negligible amount 

of the variance in quantitative shedding was explained by mating, the interaction 

between mating and genetic background explained 8.87% of the variance (Figure 

5). This suggests that alongside host genetic background, mating might exert an 

important level of influence over shedding. One potential explanation for this mating 

effect are post-mating physiological changes in the intestine that can increase 

defecation rates (Apger-McGlaughon and Wolfner, 2013). However, if this change 

is responsible for the significant effect of female mating, the virgin females from 

particular genetic backgrounds that shed more than mated females (Figure 3b) may 

be tolerant to these physiological changes. Relatively few have considered how 

mating affects aspects of disease transmission outside of contact rates (Altizer et 

al., 2003; Thrall et al., 2000). Particularly alongside other work in Drosophila that has 

demonstrated female-specific costs of infection (Kubiak and Tinsley, 2017; Short et 
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al., 2012), this result highlights the importance of mating-induced physiological 

changes to transmission heterogeneity. 

 

The difference between qualitative and quantitative variation in shedding relates 

to assumptions regarding how often DCV is shed. If DCV is always present in 

shedding, measures of zero reflect quantities of virus that are below the detection 

threshold of qPCR. While this could result in infectious individuals evading detection, 

as oral infection typically requires very high dosage (Gupta et al., 2017; Palmer et 

al., 2018), low-titre zero-values pose a smaller transmission risk. If DCV is not always 

shed, within-individual variation in when shedding occurs could be central to 

transmission heterogeneity (Chen et al., 2013). This is particularly relevant to our 

study as virus shedding was only measured at a single time point per fly, and we 

do not know how shedding, and therefore V, may change over time. Within-host, 

temporal variation in shedding is observed in a range of host-pathogen systems 

(Chen et al., 2013; Matthews et al., 2006; Mideo et al., 2008). For example, avian 

hosts tend to shed more parasites during the late afternoon (Brawner III and Hill, 

1999; Martinaud et al., 2009). 

 

By combining measures of virus shedding, lifespan and social aggregation into a 

simple framework our work demonstrates that genetic and sex-specific variation can 

affect individual heterogeneity in disease transmission potential. We also show that 

genetic and sex-specific variation, as well as mating, can produce variation 

outcomes of infection. Alongside its interaction with sex, genetic background 

explains 5.41% of qualitative, and 15.54% of quantitative, individual variation in 

transmission potential. While our results do not implicate a particular genetic 

background, males generally present a greater transmission risk than females. In 

addition to highlighting high-risk individuals, our results are congruous with the 

observation that the majority of infected individuals produce very few, if any, 

secondary cases of infection. Non-infectious individuals are particularly relevant to 

predicting outbreaks of infectious disease as they obscure high-risk individuals in 

traditional, population-wide estimations of outbreak risk. Our findings demonstrate 
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the benefit of using a model laboratory system as well established as D. 

melanogaster to study disease transmission. The number of available protocols and 

methodologies are central to considering multiple traits central to disease 

transmission and holistically studying their underlying determinants.  
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Chapter 5: Population-Level Disease Dynamics 
Reflect Individual Heterogeneities in Transmission 

 
Abstract 

Host heterogeneity in disease transmission is widespread and presents a major 

hurdle to predicting and minimizing pathogen spread. Using the Drosophila 

melanogaster model system infected with Drosophila C virus, we integrate empirical 

measurements of individual host heterogeneity in social aggregation, virus 

shedding, and disease-induced mortality into an epidemiological framework that 

simulates outbreaks of infectious disease within theoretical populations. We use 

these simulations to calculate individual variation in disease transmission and 

apportion this variation to specific components of transmission: social network 

degree distribution, infectiousness, and infection duration. The empirically-

observed variation produces substantial differences in individual transmission 

potential, providing evidence for genetic and sex-specific effects on disease 

dynamics at a population level. Manipulating variation in social network connectivity, 

infectiousness, and infection duration in simulated populations reveals these 

components affect disease transmission in clear and distinct ways. We report the 

implications of this genetic and sex-specific variation in disease transmission and 

discuss implications for appropriate control methods given the relative contributions 

made by social aggregation, virus shedding, and infection duration to transmission 

in other host-pathogen systems. 

Lauren White and I collaboratively designed the simulation experiments 
described below. The simulations and random forest analysis were performed 
by Lauren White, who also provided an initial draft of their associated 
methods sections.  
 
I am the sole author of this text, with comments on earlier drafts from Meggan 
Craft, Lauren White and Pedro Vale. 
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5.1       Introduction 

Individual  heterogeneity in host traits affecting disease transmission has major 

consequences for the predictability and severity of outbreaks of infectious disease, 

and in extreme cases can lead to ‘superspreaders’ or ‘supershedders’ of infection 

(Craft, 2015; Gopinath et al., 2014; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; White et al., 2017). An 

individual’s transmission potential can be described as a function of its contact with 

susceptible individuals, the likelihood of that contact resulting in infection, and the 

length of time that individual remains infectious (Anderson and May, 1981; 

VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). While the underlying causes of heterogeneity in 

transmission are poorly understood, each of these components may be affected by 

genetic variation in pathogen traits, the behavioural and physiological traits of the 

host, and their interaction with environmental factors (Hawley and Altizer, 2011; 

Lopes et al., 2016; Susi et al., 2015b; Vale et al., 2013). While the effects of host 

contact behaviour on heterogeneity in pathogen transmission have been widely 

investigated (Keiser et al., 2017; Lloyd-Smith et al., 2004; May and Anderson, 1987), 

the role of variation in host physiological traits in generating heterogenous pathogen 

transmission are less clearly understood (VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016; White et 

al., 2018). Moreover, the relative roles of these traits, and how they interact with one 

another in natural systems remain difficult to isolate and quantify. 

 

One commonly used descriptor of how likely a disease is to spread through a 

population is the basic reproductive number, R0, which denotes the mean number 

of secondary cases caused by an infected individual in a susceptible population 

(Anderson and May, 1981; Elderd et al., 2013). R0 is one the most widely used 

metrics in epidemiology, commonly used to predict outbreaks of infectious disease 

and as a theoretical tool to model pathogen evolution (Gandon et al., 2016). 

However, a potential  shortcoming of R0 is that it reflects population averages, 

making it a poor predictor of disease outbreaks that arise due to extreme individual 

heterogeneity in transmission (Cross et al., 2007; James O Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; 

Lloyd-Smith et al., 2006). One way to address this shortcoming is to move beyond 
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the population average transmission reflected in R0, and measure the R0 equivalent 

for each individual in that population,  termed V (James O Lloyd-Smith et al., 2005; 

Lloyd-Smith et al., 2006; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). This approach has the 

advantage of explicitly measuring the distribution of individual transmission (where 

the mean of the distribution is R0) and can be useful in identifying individuals at the 

most extreme of this distribution which could be likely superspreaders of infection. 

Another advantage of applying the basic reproduction number to individuals is that 

it provides an experimentally tractable framework to partition the variance in 

individual transmission among a range of behavioural, physiological and immune 

phenotypes that may lead to variation in V (VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016) 

 

Notwithstanding these advantages, quantifying the behavioural, physiological and 

immune traits underlying the number of infections produced by a single individual 

remains tremendously challenging, particularly in wild or natural disease settings. 

One potentially useful approach is to measure V and its components by 

experimentally infecting model systems under controlled laboratory settings in order 

to quantify the roles of physiological and behavioural host heterogeneity on 

pathogen transmission (Keiser et al., 2016; Lopes et al., 2016; Susi et al., 2015a; 

Vale et al., 2013). This experimental approach offers the advantage of minimising 

environmental variation and allowing highly replicated measurements of individual 

host traits. However, such studies may be limited in their ability to extrapolate the 

effects of measured at the level of individual hosts to population-level epidemic 

dynamics. Mathematical modelling/in silico experiments are a useful tool to 

efficiently test different hypotheses in larger/scaled up populations and infer 

patterns across scales (Lloyd-Smith et al., 2009), but many theoretical studies often 

rely on assumptions about the extent of heterogeneity in host traits, in the absence 

of adequate empirical information (McCallum et al., 2017; VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 

2016). The ideal approach is therefore to use mathematical modelling of 

epidemiological dynamics where as many parameters as possible are informed by 

experimental data measured on individual hosts in controlled laboratory settings. 
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Here we use this approach combining experiment and theory to test how population-

level disease transmission dynamics are affected by empirically measured levels of 

variation in pathogen shedding, lifespan following infection and social aggregation. 

We previously measured individual-level variation in behavioural and physiological 

traits that are relevant to pathogen transmission in the fruit fly (Drosophila 

melanogaster) when infected with its viral pathogen Drosophila C Virus (DCV; see 

chapters 3 & 4). These experiments leveraged genetic and sex-specific sources of 

variation in three traits that likely affect DCV transmission which occurs via larval or 

adult feeding (Keebaugh and Schlenke, 2014): the degree of group-level social 

aggregation (as an indicator of potential contact rate); mortality rate (which defines 

the duration of infection); and how much DCV each individual sheds into their 

environment (as a proxy measure of infectiousness). 

 

We address three questions about the interactions of different types of behavioural 

and physiological heterogeneity in pathogen transmission. First, we asked if genetic 

and sex-specific variation in social aggregation, virus shedding, and duration of 

infection – as measured in lab setting – would result in different predicted epidemics 

in theoretical populations. In this initial set of simulations, theoretical populations 

were comprised of individuals with traits that were representative of the phenotypic 

heterogeneity in males or females of a single genetic background. By simulating 

and comparing epidemics in host populations comprised of a single sex and one 

genetic background, we focused on genetic and sex-specific sources of variation 

in disease transmission. 

 

Second, to test the relative importance of the genetic background and sex of the 

index case vs. group composition and how variation in transmission potential is 

affected by the diversity of the susceptible population, we simulated epidemics in 

populations where individuals’ traits are sampled from a larger phenotypic 

distribution, including males and females from ten genetic backgrounds. In these 

simulations, we varied the genetic background and sex of the index case. 
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Third, to test the relative importance of variation in specific host traits on epidemic 

dynamics, we compared epidemic dynamics of populations exhibiting empirically-

measured levels of variation in social aggregation, viral shedding and mortality, to 

populations where we constrained variation in these traits to the population mean.  

 

5.2       Materials & Methods 

Measuring social aggregation, viral shedding and infection duration in infected D. 

melanogaster 

Simulations were parameterised using experimental data on host aggregation, 

mortality, and viral shedding described in Chapters 3 and 4. Readers are directed 

to that publication for a detailed description of data collection. Briefly, we 

established systemic infections with DCV in ten lines (Table 1) from the Drosophila 

Genetic Resource Panel (DGRP) (Mackay et al., 2012), chosen because they are 

extremes of susceptibility to DCV systemic infection (Magwire et al., 2012). DCV was 

cultured and prepared as described previously (Siva-Jothy et al., 2018a). Systemic 

infections were achieved by pricking flies in the thorax near the pleural suture with 

a 0.5mm entomological needle dipped in DCV (Merkling and van Rij, 2015). To 

measure lifespan following DCV infection, single flies were monitored daily until 

dead. DCV shedding was measured 1, 2, and 3 days after infection in 1.5ml 

Eppendorf tubes. Flies were removed from tubes after 24 hours and processed for 

qRT-PCR. DCV shed into the tube was collected by adding 100μl of TRI-reagent 

and thoroughly vortexing. TRI-reagent was removed for RNA extraction and reverse 

transcription before being quantified by qPCR (Siva-Jothy et al., 2018a). To measure 

social aggregation, photos were taken of groups of 10-12 flies of the same genetic 

background, sex and infection status, in 55mm petri dishes. The mean number of 

neighbours each individual in a Petri dish had within circles of a 10mm, 15mm and 

20mm threshold radius was calculated using the coordinates of each fly generated 

with the ImageJ multipoint tool.  
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Simulation Methods 

We used these empirical measurements from D. melanogaster to develop an 

individual-based, stochastic, static network model that tests how the sex-specific 

and genetic variation in viral shedding, susceptibility and social aggregation 

translates to differences in disease dynamics. Using a susceptible-infected (SI) 

model we simulated DCV transmission in a closed population with no births and 

where infected individuals can die (Anderson and May, 1992). Alongside empirically 

measured traits, we also tested the effect of pathogen viability and the relative 

infectiousness of supershedders. The effects of all parameters on outbreak 

dynamics were tested in a fully-factorial design. For each parameter set, 500 

simulations were conducted for a population of 1000 individuals over the course of 

1000 time steps (Tables 1, 2 & 3). Key metrics to measure outbreak dynamics 

included: fadeout likelihood, maximum number of infected individuals, outbreak 

duration, and time to maximum number of infected individuals. Code to conduct 

these simulations was written in R (Version 3.4.4) and is available at: 

https://github.com/whit1951/Drosophila 

 

Social network degree distribution. To generate a simulated contact network 

reflecting contact rates of different phenotypes, we used a proxy for social 

aggregation: the number of neighbours within a set threshold radius. Individuals 

(nodes) within the prescribed threshold radius share an edge where transmission is 

possible. Using the number of neighbours within this radius for each fly, we derived 

a functional degree distribution for our simulated populations of interest. From this 

empirical degree distribution, we sampled 1000 times based on the number of 

individuals needed for the simulated network. This produced a network where the 

number of connections between nodes (mean degree rather than network density) 

was maintained between empirical and simulated populations. The dynamics of 

faecal-oral DCV transmission are poorly understood (Huszar and Imler, 2008; 

Webster et al., 2015), but the virus is seen to readily proliferate through laboratory 

stocks of Drosophila (Kapun et al., 2010). To account for this and assess the relative 

importance of possible direct transmission routes, we consider the number of 
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neighbours within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another and derive simulated social 

networks from these distinct degree distributions. Transmission is only possible 

between infected (I) and susceptible (S) flies within this set infectious distance. 

Importantly, using social aggregation as a proximate measure of contact rate 

assumes the likelihood of contact with DCV is proportional to an individual’s 

proximity to an infected fly. 

 

Infectiousness 

We estimated infectiousness (κj) for any given infected individual, j, from our 

empirical measurements of viral shedding. The untransformed distribution of this 

data is highly skewed and zero-inflated, with some rare flies shedding exceedingly 

high viral titres (i.e., so-called supershedders), and others not shedding any virus at 

all (within the technical limit of detection). To account for this disparity, we used the 

natural log to transform our viral load shed distribution and divided these values by 

the greatest amount of virus shed, constraining infectiousness values between 0 

and 1.  

 

The amount of virus needed to ensure transmission is unclear. To account for this, 

we considered a ‘scaled infectiousness’ (η) parameter which had two levels, 1 or 2. 

This parameter reflects two hypotheses: (1) only supershedders at the upper end of 

our shedding distribution ensure 100% transmission, with all other individuals having 

a probability less than one; or (2) average and non-zero shedders could still shed 

enough to ensure infection, but supershedders increase the likelihood of 

transmission relative to average counterparts. The two levels of scaled 

infectiousness, 1 and 2, were implemented by multiplying our measure of 

infectiousness (κj) by 1 or 2 respectively.  

 

Another factor that may affect transmission is the viability of DCV in the environment 

without a host. To account for this, we included a transmission efficiency (τ) 

parameter into our model. The three levels, τ=0.1, 0.5, or 1, altered infectiousness 

by multiplying the infectiousness value by 0.1, 0.5, and 1 respectively. The levels of 
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transmission efficiency correspond to 10, 50, and 100% probability of transmission. 

Both scaled infectiousness (η) and transmission efficiency (τ) were held constant in 

simulations unless specifically mentioned. 

 

Infection duration 

 DCV results in death for infected flies, making our empirical measurement of the 

time between inoculation and death an ideal measure of infection duration (µ). We 

calculated mortality rate as the inverse of empirical disease-related mortality for a 

given population. Once infected, individuals experienced a weighted coin flip 

probability of dying [b (1, 1/ µ)] at each time step.  

 

Transmission rate 

Combining all the elements above, transmission rate 𝛽"# between a susceptible 

individual (i) and infectious host (j) is subject to the infectiousness of the infectious 

host (κj), the scaled infectiousness (η=1 or 2), the transmission efficiency of the 

pathogen (τ=0.1, 0.5 or 1), and whether or not an edge exists in the network between 

individuals i and j $𝑥"# = 	 (10+,: 

𝛽"# = 𝜅#𝜂𝜏𝑥"# 

 

With individual-specific disease related mortality (µj), transmission rate translates to 

differences in the number of susceptible (S) and infected (I) individuals at each time 

step according to: 

𝑆123 = −5𝛽"#𝑆"𝐼# 

 

𝐼123 =5𝛽"#𝑆"𝐼# −	5𝜇#𝐼#	 

 

For each individual at each time step, infection and mortality were stochastic 

processes governed by Bernoulli draws, e.g., 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖@𝛽"#A and 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝜇#). 
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Theoretical simulation #1 

The effect of genetic and sex-specific variation in social aggregation, viral shedding 

and susceptibility on pathogen transmission potential. We scaled-up empirical 

degree distributions for males and females of our ten genetic backgrounds to a 

theoretical population size of 1000. In each simulated population, flies were of the 

same sex and genetic background. We allowed infectiousness, duration of infection, 

and social aggregation to vary based on empirical measurements for each 

combination of sex and genetic background. For each individual simulation, we 

generated a new network from the scaled-up degree distribution, and randomly 

selected an individual from the network to start as the index case. 

 

 
Table 1. Factorial design and specifications for simulations testing the effect of genetic and 
sex-specific variation in social aggregation, viral shedding and susceptibility on population-
level disease dynamics. We conducted 500 replicates per parameter set with 1000 
individuals in the network. Simulations were allowed to run for 1000-time steps. 
 

Theoretical simulation #2 

The effect of population diversity on pathogen transmission potential. Many natural 

host populations have highly variable levels of diversity which can significantly affect 

Parameter Levels 

Genetic background RAL-59, RAL-75, RAL-138, RAL-373, RAL-

379, RAL-380, RAL-502, RAL-738, RAL-765, 

RAL-818 

Sex Female, Male 

Threshold radius (r) 10mm, 15mm, 20mm 
 

Pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) 0.1, 0.5, 1 
 

Scaled infectiousness (η) 1, 2 
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host-pathogen dynamics (Ostfeld and Keesing, 2012). To test if differences in 

transmission potential are robust to the diversity of the index case, we simulated 

populations where males and females of all ten genetic backgrounds were 

combined in equal proportion. More specifically, the simulated, scaled-up 

populations of 1000 individuals were comprised of 20 sub-populations each 

containing 50 sampled individuals drawn from the larger experimental distribution 

for each respective line/sex combo. Individuals maintained their respective 

empirical distributions for aggregation, infectiousness, and duration of infection 

according to their genetic background and sex combination. These simulated 

populations therefore reflect a relatively diverse population. We then varied which 

genetic background and sex combination served as the index case with 500 

replicates per index case phenotype (Table 2). 

 

 
Table 2. Factorial design and specifications for simulations testing the effect of susceptible 
host diversity on disease transmission potential. We conducted 500 replicates per parameter 
set on networks of 1000 individuals (20 subgroups of 50 individuals each representing each 
sex/line combo). Simulations ran for 1000-time steps. 
 

Theoretical simulation #3 

The consequences of variation in social aggregation, viral shedding and disease-

related mortality on disease dynamics. To determine the relative importance of 

empirical variation in social aggregation, viral shedding, and disease-related 

mortality on disease transmission in a heterogeneous population, we simulated 

Parameter Levels 

Index genetic background RAL-59, RAL-75, RAL-138, RAL-373, RAL-379, RAL-380, RAL-

502, RAL-738, RAL-765, RAL-818 

Index sex Female, Male 

Threshold radius (r) 10mm, 15mm, 20mm 
 

Pathogen transmission 

efficiency (τ) 

0.1, 0.5, 1 
 

Scaled infectiousness (η) 1, 2 
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populations derived from the variation seen across all genetic backgrounds and 

both sexes. To determine the effect of population-level variation, we systematically 

constrained the variation in all three host traits to the population’s mean, individually 

and alongside one another. During these simulations, the unconstrained traits were 

free to vary according to the empirical measurements (Table 3). In the case of 

degree of the network, we rounded this value to ensure a whole number, which is 

essential for contact network formation (e.g. an individual cannot have 2.5 contacts).  

For example, to look at the effect of social aggregation by itself, we allowed social 

aggregation to take on the degree distribution of the entire heterogenous population, 

but constrained viral shedding and infection duration to the empirically-measured 

means across all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. 

 

 
Table 3. Experimental design for Experiment 3. We conducted 500 replicates per parameter 
set. Simulations ran for 1000-time steps. 
 

Random Forest Analysis  

Parsing out the effects of individual variables in simulation modelling can be 

challenging because of collinear effects and sensitivity of frequentist measures of 

significance to sample size (White et al., 2014). Random forest analysis is a machine 

Parameter Levels 

Threshold radius (r) 10mm, 15mm, 20mm 
 

Pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) 0.1, 0.5, 1 
 

Scaled infectiousness (η) 1, 2 

Number of nodes in simulated network 1000 

Vary social aggregation TRUE, FALSE 

Vary infectiousness TRUE, FALSE 

Vary infection duration TRUE, FALSE 
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learning approach that readily handles non-linear relationships between variables 

(Cutler et al., 2007). Here we utilize the cforest function from the party package in R 

to look at variable importance scores, which reflect the relative influence of each 

variable in the prediction of the random forest model (Breiman, 2001; Strobl et al., 

2009). The party package, in particular, addresses some of the potential biases of 

the original randomForest package that may result from continuous variables or 

variables with more categories (Strobl et al., 2009). For each theoretical experiment, 

we generated 1000 trees – at this level, no changes in variable importance order 

resulted from changes in the random seed suggesting a robust ranking order (Strobl 

et al., 2009). We reported variable importance scores as mean decrease in 

accuracy (a measure of permutation importance rather than node impurity), which 

describes the loss in accuracy resulting from randomly permuting the given variable 

(Strobl et al., 2009, 2007). 

 

Outbreak Descriptors 

We used five metrics to measure and characterise simulated outbreaks of infectious 

disease: fadeout likelihood, basic reproductive number (R0), maximum number of 

infected individuals, the time taken to reach the maximum number of infected 

individuals, and outbreak duration. Fadeout likelihood represents the probability of 

an outbreak not occurring following the infection of the index case. It is the 

proportion of index cases that fail to transmit infection to at least one susceptible 

individual before dying from infection. We use R0 as a measure of the number of 

secondary cases of infection caused by the index case for the duration of the 

simulation.  

 
 
5.3        Results 

As described in the Methods, in theoretical experiments 1 and 2, we tested full-

factorial combinations of genetic background, sex, threshold radius, transmission 

efficiency and scaled infectiousness. In experiment 3, we tested full-factorial 

combinations of variation in infectiousness, social aggregation and infection 
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duration, threshold radius, transmission efficiency and scaled infectiousness. Here, 

we present results with a threshold radius of 15mm, a transmission efficiency of 1, 

and a scaled infectiousness of 2 (Figure 1). We focussed on this combination of 

parameters to promote pathogen transmission in our simulations, while also allowing 

us to subsequently test the importance of direct transmission by comparing the 

15mm threshold radius to 10mm and 20mm. 

 

Our findings were robust to changes in the values of various combinations of sex, 

genetic background and variation in infectiousness, social aggregation and/or 

infection duration, alongside transmission efficiency, scaled infectiousness and 

threshold radius. Summary figures describing the fadeout likelihood, basic 

reproductive number (R0), maximum number of infected individuals, the time taken 

to reach the maximum number of infected individuals, and outbreak duration, for 

every parameter combination are available in the Chapter 5 Appendices (Figures 

S1-12). 

 

5.3.1 Theoretical experiment #1 

Individual variation in host infectiousness, social aggregation, and infection duration 

produced variation in population-level, pathogen transmission dynamics. 

The variation in empirical treatment groups produced distinct outbreaks of infectious 

disease in populations comprised solely of one genetic background and sex 

(Figures 1-2). Random forest analysis suggested that the two top predictors for 

outbreak likelihood were genetic and sex-specific variation (Figure 3a). Given a 

successful outbreak, host genetic and sex-specific variation also affected the 

maximum number of infected individuals at any given time step (Figures 2b & 3b) 

and outbreak duration (Figures 2c & 3c). However, host genetic background and 

sex were less important than the threshold radius used to derive social network 

degree distribution for both outcomes (Figure 3b & 3c) and less important than 

transmission efficiency for predicting the maximum number of infected individuals 

(Figure 3b). 
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Figure 3. Results of variable importance analysis for theoretical experiment #1 with n=1000 
trees using cforest function from the party package in R. Simulation variables are listed on 
x-axis. Y-axis describes variable importance (mean decrease in accuracy [MDA]). Which 
variables most determine: (A) whether the infection spread beyond initially infected 
individual? If so, which factors determine: (B) how many individuals infection reaches? and 
(C) how long it lasts? 
 

5.3.2 Theoretical experiment #2 

Effects of the index case outweighed by heterogeneity in the susceptible population. 

The genetic background or sex of the index case did not alter outbreak dynamics 

in diverse populations where 20 empirical treatment groups were equally sampled 

to create a heterogeneous population (Figure 4a & 5). This was true for all outbreak 

descriptors (Figure 4 & 5). With no variation across empirical treatment groups, the 

importance of threshold radius, transmission efficiency, and scaled infectiousness 

influenced outbreaks, but in a consistent and predictable manner. Values conducive 

to greater infectiousness produced more likely and larger outbreaks (Figure 4a & 5). 

Based on the random forest analysis, threshold radius and transmission efficiency 

were the top two predictors for fadeout likelihood, maximum number of infected 

individuals (Figure 5), outbreak duration, and R0 (Figure S13). 
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Figure 5. Results of variable importance analysis for Experiment #2 with n=1000 trees using 
cforest function from the party package in R. Variables are listed on x-axis. Y-axis describes 
variable importance (mean decrease in accuracy [MDA]). Which variables most determine: 
(A) whether the infection spread beyond initially infected individual? If so, which factors 
determine (B) how many individuals became infected? 
 

5.3.3 Theoretical experiment #3 

Variation in infectiousness made outbreaks less likely to occur, spread to fewer 

individuals, and persist in the population for longer. 

Constraining the infectiousness of a population to the mean (0.23, 0.46 for scaled 

infectiousness (η) levels 1 and 2, respectively) of the empirical distribution increased 

the outbreak severity. This is clearly seen in outbreak time courses (Figure 6), 

making outbreaks more likely (Figure 7a), infect more individuals (Figure 6 & 7b), 

and persist in the population for longer (Figure 6 & 7c). The only parameter that was 

not positively affected by constraining infectiousness to the mean was the time taken 

to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (Figure 7c). Here, limiting 

variation in infectiousness made outbreaks more predictable, reducing the variance 

of the time taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (Figure 7c). 

According to the random forest analysis, variation in infectiousness was the top 

predictor for whether or not an outbreak spread beyond the initially infected 

individual (Figure 8a). 
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Variation in social aggregation makes outbreaks more severe. It does not, however, 

influence outbreak likelihood. 

When social network degree distribution of simulated populations was confined to 

the mean of the empirical data (2, 3 and 4 for threshold radii of 10, 15 and 20mm 

respectively), outbreaks became less severe (Figure 6). Simulated DCV spread to 

fewer individuals (Figure 7b), at a slower rate (Figure 7c) and was quicker to die-out 

than in simulations where all three transmission components varied freely (Figure 

7d). 

 

Variation in disease-related mortality did not affect epidemic outcomes. 

When constrained to the mean of the empirical data (13.6 days), we found disease-

related mortality had little to no effect on any aspect of disease outbreak (Figure 6). 

Constraining variation in disease-related mortality did not alter outbreak likelihood 

or severity (Figures 6 & 7a-c). This is supported by the random forest analysis which 

identified infection duration as the least important predictor across outbreak metrics 

(Figure 8a-c). 

 

Variation in infectiousness, followed by social aggregation, is the most influential 

component of transmission. 

An increase in the maximum number of infected individuals is only seen when 

variation in infectiousness is constrained. Interestingly the same effect is seen in 

simulations where other traits are constrained alongside virus shedding, despite this 

differing substantially from the effects of social aggregation and infection duration 

when constrained alone (Figure 6-8). A similar, overruling effect is seen when social 

aggregation and infection duration are constrained simultaneously, and virus 

shedding varies freely; outbreak dynamics are similar to the cases where only 

aggregation is constrained (Figure 6-8).  
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Figure 8. Results of variable importance analysis for Experiment 3 with n=1000 trees using 
cforest function from the party package in R. Variables are listed on x-axis. Y-axis describes 
variable importance (mean decrease in accuracy [MDA]). Which variables most determine: 
(A) whether the infection spread beyond initially infected individual? If so, which factors 
determine (B) how many individuals become infected and (C) how long it lasts. 
 

 

Increasing the threshold radius increased outbreak severity but not likelihood. 

Manipulating the distance transmission can occur over, across all three theoretical 

experiments, made outbreaks more severe (Figure 9), but was not as strong a 

predictor of outbreak likelihood (Figure 3, 5 & 8). Furthermore, we can see a non-

linear relationship in the threshold radius when variation in social aggregation, virus 

shedding, and disease-related mortality were constrained to the population mean. 

When simulations derived social network according to one of three definitions of 

contact (10, 15 and 20mm), we see stark differences between 10 and 15mm, when 

compared to 15 and 20mm, indicating an important threshold value for the distance 

social interactions are drawn over. This distance was the most important predictor 

of outbreak parameters across almost all simulations (Figure 3, 5 & 8). 
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Figure 9. Simulation time courses of populations where aggregation, infectiousness and 
duration variation are fixed to the mean of the empirical population’s variation independently 
of genetic background and sex. A total of 3 radii were used to derive population social 
networks from empirically measured data, 10mm (red), 15mm (grey) and 20mm (black). 
Parameters outside of this infectious radius were constrained to one value; transmission 
efficiency =1 and scaled infectiousness =2. 
 
 

5.4        Discussion 

We found substantial between-individual differences in disease transmission, 

constituting genetic and sex-specific variation in transmission potential. Crucially, in 

relatively homogenous populations comprised of single sex and genotype 

combinations, heterogeneity in the index case produced major differences in 

population-level outbreak dynamics, including making outbreaks more likely, 

broader reaching, and longer lasting. Despite the size of some of these differences 

however, variation in the index case’s transmission potential exerted little influence 

over population-level outbreak dynamics in diverse host populations. We also found 

that population-level variation in social aggregation, virus shedding, and disease-

related mortality affected outbreak dynamics in starkly contrasting ways. This effect 

appeared to be linked to the population-level distribution of each respective host 

trait, with factors such as skewness and zero-inflation influencing how variation in 

each trait affected outbreak dynamics. Here, we discuss the traits of individuals that 

posed the greatest transmission risk and why they pose less risk in diverse 

susceptible populations. We also analyse the potential effects of “supersponges”, 
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that represent no transmission risk to the susceptible population, and reflect on the 

broader implications of these results for mitigating the spread of disease in other 

host-pathogen systems. 

 

To limit the pathogen transmission from high-risk individuals often requires 

expensive and continuous monitoring by experts. Focussing on classes of high-risk 

individuals is a more pragmatic approach to reducing the effect of heterogeneity in 

transmission potential, requiring less intensive monitoring protocols (Drewe, 2009; 

VanderWaal and Ezenwa, 2016). Additionally, as classes of individuals are identified 

using ranges of physiological or behavioural traits, classes are potentially more 

generalisable to other host-pathogen systems (e.g. sex, social dominance). In 

theoretical experiment 1, males from the RAL-818 genetic background were not only 

more likely to start an outbreak of infectious disease, but these outbreaks were also 

more severe than in other populations. This suggests these males represent a class 

of individuals with a high transmission risk. Interestingly, high-risk males are seen in 

a number of host-pathogen systems (Ferrari et al., 2004; Grear et al., 2009). While 

high-risk male classes can be produced by a range of traits pertaining to sex-

specific ecology or physiology, their occurrence across systems is likely driven by 

sexual selection shaping male traits affecting transmission (Zuk and McKean, 1996). 

For example, in the yellow-necked mouse, Apodemus flavicollis, males are thought 

to be a high-risk class due to a range of sex differences in their immune response, 

home range and contact rates (Ferrari et al., 2004). Moreover, as male Drosophila 

exhibit a number of other traits with the potential to alter their transmission potential, 

such as male-male fighting (Baxter et al., 2015), the transmission risk of RAL-818 

males could increase further. 

 

High-risk individuals, such as superspreaders, present a danger to current methods 

of disease control because they are capable of starting outbreaks of infectious 

disease that are difficult to predict and amplifying them once transmission begins 

(Craft and Caillaud, 2011; Keiser et al., 2017). This has driven pre-emptively 

identifying high-risk individuals to the forefront of epidemiology and disease 
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ecology. However, in the second theoretical experiment we conducted, we found 

that starting outbreaks with individuals that differed in transmission potential, did not 

affect outbreak dynamics in diverse susceptible populations. The diversity of the 

susceptible population acted as an effective buffer to disease transmission, through 

low-competency individuals surrounding high-risk individuals. This effectively 

isolates high-risk individuals from the rest of the population. Our results suggest 

outbreaks are not solely driven by the traits of rare, high-risk individuals, but are also 

affected by the traits of the susceptible population. This finding overtly reflects a 

major strength of host diversity, increased protection from pathogens and parasites 

(Lively, 2010; Ostfeld and Keesing, 2012). This finding bears a number of similarities 

with the broad observation that host diversity is central to the spread of disease 

(Altermatt and Ebert, 2008; Lively, 2010; Ostfeld and Keesing, 2012). The 

importance of host diversity to disease transmission is exemplified by the rapid 

spread of disease in crop monocultures due to crops being comprised of individuals 

with similar susceptibility (Mitchell et al., 2002; Pilet et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2000). A 

diverse host population exposes disease-causing agents to different environments 

that can apply unique selection pressures which prevent their proliferation. Similar 

transmission dynamics have also been observed in laboratory populations of the 

social spider, Stegodyphus dumicola, where transmission of a bacterial pathogen 

was affected by the boldness of the index case and the individuals it interacted with 

(Keiser et al., 2017). Together with our results, these findings do not suggest 

diversity in the susceptible population is a universal buffer to the effects of between-

individual heterogeneity in disease transmission. Instead, this work highlights the 

necessity to characterise population diversity in the context of social interactions 

and networks as these may determine the relevance of this diversity. There are many 

traits across systems that bias social interactions, for example, such as sexual 

receptivity or personality type (Keiser et al., 2016). Should these traits bias contact 

between transmission classes, this may explain why social and contact networks 

rarely match.  
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Extreme phenotypes often play a key role in between-individual heterogeneity in 

disease transmission. However, being a relative term, ‘extreme’ phenotypes are 

defined by population-level variation. Constraining population-level variation in the 

amount of virus shed following infection to the population mean increased outbreak 

likelihood and severity. This was likely a result of the huge zero-inflation of the 

distribution of virus shedding, where many infected individuals did not shed virus. 

These individuals, previously termed ‘supersponges’ (Barron et al., 2015), represent 

the left-most extreme of the population distribution, and bore no transmission risk. 

‘Supersponges’ present a potential explanation to the widely observed 20-80 rule 

across a range of host-pathogen and parasite systems, where, during an outbreak 

of infectious disease, 20% of hosts are responsible for 80% of transmission 

(Woolhouse et al., 1997). While some of the individuals that do not transmit infection 

may simply not get any transmission opportunity, others may be supersponges and 

therefore incapable of transmitting disease. 

 

An important caveat of our results is that because we did not measure social 

aggregation, virus shedding and lifespan simultaneously we cannot account for how 

they might covary in individuals. We therefore allow them to co-occur in hosts 

randomly, which may contradict associations produced in nature or predicted by 

hypotheses (Réale et al., 2010; Vazquez-Prokopec et al., 2016). This is particularly 

true for how we derived contact between susceptible and infected individuals from 

empirical data on social aggregation. An important caveat of contact in our 

simulations is that it is derived from social aggregation arenas containing 10-12 flies 

and measuring 55mm wide. We considered populations of 1000 individuals whose 

social network was derived by scaling-up the aggregation of considerably smaller 

populations. This approach was necessitated by the experimental demands of 

measuring social aggregation (Simon et al., 2012). However, it would be pertinent 

to experimentally test how Drosophila social aggregation changes with population 

size, particularly as this is a common issue where empirical data is integrated with 

in silico work. Moreover, larger populations often have different structures and more 

modular social networks which have been shown to facilitate or prevent the spread 
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of disease (Nunn et al., 2015; Sah et al., 2017). As our social aggregation data 

comes from Petri dishes containing only males or females from a single genetic 

background, we cannot account for how aggregation might change in more diverse 

and larger populations. Additionally, as very little is known about DCV transmission, 

the distance DCV transmission was able to occur over was inherently arbitrary, 

despite this issue being accounted for by threshold radius. Understanding how 

distance affects pathogen transmission or definitions of what constitutes a contact 

is a hugely influential relationship which is poorly described in many host-pathogen 

systems (White et al., 2018). The high levels of control in laboratory populations of 

Drosophila offer an ideal system to characterise this relationship.    

 

Our work bears a number of consequences for understanding how between-

individual heterogeneity in disease transmission is determined and how it could 

affect outbreak dynamics. We show that variation in key traits in individuals can 

dramatically affect population-level transmission, surmounting to genetic and sex-

specific variation in transmission potential. Importantly, the influence of this variation 

is dramatically affected by susceptible population diversity and the distribution of 

population-level variation. These results support the observations of other systems 

that suggest the traits of susceptible individuals can exert significant influence over 

transmission. This is particularly relevant to populations with low genetic diversity, 

such as agricultural monocultures, as this lack of diversity increases the risk of 

explosive outbreaks (Pilet et al., 2006; Wallace and Wallace, 2015; Zhu et al., 2000). 

This result also applies to organisms with structured populations, such as familial 

herds, or nests, as this structure could produce localised groups of high-risk 

individuals. Our work posits the merits of integrating data collected in highly 

controlled laboratory experiments with simulations capable of extrapolating this 

information to larger populations. Simulation experiments may also help generate 

hypotheses of particular interest in a laboratory setting (Restif et al., 2012). Given 

that there are many other protocols available to the D. melanogaster model system, 

as well as many other systems, our holistic approach provides an ideal tool to 
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furthering our understanding of how rare, high-risk individuals affect population-level 

transmission dynamics.  
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Chapter 6: General Discussion 

6.1    Overview 

The primary aim of this thesis was to characterise the effect of broad sources of 

variation underlying between-individual heterogeneity in disease transmission, 

using D. melanogaster as a host and DCV as a pathogen. While D. melanogaster 

has been used to study key aspects of transmission such as virus shedding 

(Habayeb et al., 2009a), this thesis is the first body of work to consider multiple 

behavioural and physiological traits together and to integrate them into a simulation 

framework that relates them to disease transmission. With the exception of chapter 

2, which tests the effect of infection on avoidance behaviours, this thesis focussed 

on the effect of genetic and sex-specific variation on transmission heterogeneity. My 

studies have considered the effect of genetic and sex-specific variation on multiple 

behaviours, physiological traits and outcomes of infection. Combining these 

patterns of variation has revealed genetic and sex-specific variation in transmission 

potential capable of influencing population-level disease transmission dynamics. 

Here, I summarise the findings of these experiments and discuss their implications 

and limitations, before finally commenting on directions for future research. 

 

In Chapter 2, I tested the effect of infection on infection avoidance during larval 

foraging and adult oviposition. I found that larvae did not distinguish between 

infectious and non-infectious carcasses during cannibalistic foraging, and that this 

was not affected by infection. Conversely, during oviposition, females exhibited a 

preference for non-infectious sites that was affected by infection as well as the site’s 

available resources. I suggest that infection avoidance during oviposition-site 

choice accounts for the absence of such avoidance during larval foraging as 

mothers determine the environment in which larvae forage and grow. 

 

The experiments of Chapter 3 tested the effect of infection, as well as sex-specific, 

and genetic variation, on locomotor activity and social aggregation over two 
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separate experiments. I identified a male-specific decrease in social aggregation 

following DCV infection that is potentially explained by the costs incurred via male-

male aggression being exacerbated by infection. I also observed broad patterns of 

genetic variation in social aggregation and locomotor activity, which taken together 

with the male-specific decrease in social aggregation suggest the potential for sex-

specific and genetic variation in disease transmission. 

 

Chapter 4 is also comprised of two experiments, the first, measured late-stage 

infection outcomes: lifespan following infection and viral load at death (VLAD), while 

the second measured virus shedding and viral load during the first 3 days of 

infection. Both experiments measured the effect of mating as well as, sex-specific 

and genetic variation on these outcomes of infection using males and females from 

the same genetic backgrounds as the social aggregation experiments in Chapter 3. 

These experiments show complex patterns of genetic and sex-specific variation in 

all infection outcomes, with the exception of VLAD which is not affected by sex or 

genetic background. I combine the data on lifespan and virus shedding, with the 

previously collected data on social aggregation to provide a simple estimate of 

individual variation in transmission, V. Analysis of V, revealed significant genetic and 

sex-specific variation in transmission potential that explained ~15% of between-

individual heterogeneity. 

 

In Chapter 5, I used an epidemiological model and measured several transmission 

parameters after constraining the diversity of theoretical populations or variation in 

virus shedding, lifespan and social aggregation was limited. Susceptible population 

diversity had a major impact on transmission dynamics, with low-risk individuals 

acting as effective buffer to transmission when connected to high-risk individuals. 

Constraining variation in virus shedding, lifespan and social aggregation revealed 

these components were affecting population-level transmission dynamics in starkly 

contrasting ways. The epidemiological model described in chapter 5 provides 
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evidence of sex-specific and genetic variation in individual disease transmission 

that is capable of influencing population-level transmission dynamics. 

 

6.2      Key Findings & Implications 

The work described in my thesis has broken down heterogeneity in disease 

transmission into behavioural and physiological sources of variation and consider 

how they are affected by genetic and sex-specific key sources of variation. My fifth 

chapter is a consolidation of these findings, using virus shedding, social 

aggregation and lifespan following infection to inform epidemiological models. In 

the section below, I discuss some of my thesis’ main findings and their broader 

implications on our understanding of heterogeneity in disease transmission. I focus 

on the importance of genetic variation to disease transmission potential and the 

necessity of considering multiple host traits, with a particular emphasis on 

behaviour. 

 

6.1.1    Genetic Variation Contributes to Transmission Heterogeneity 

While genetic variation has been observed in a broad range of the traits that affect 

disease transmission, very few studies have identified a genetic component to 

variation in disease transmission. This thesis has demonstrated the potential 

importance of genetic variation in transmission heterogeneity through two 

frameworks that estimate disease transmission. Significant genetic variation in 

disease transmission suggests an individual’s transmission potential is, at least 

partially, encoded by its genes. This has two major implications. 

 

Firstly, identifying the genes involved in, or associated with, disease transmission 

would enable high-risk individuals to be identified before outbreaks of infectious 

disease occur. D. melanogaster is particularly amenable to GWAS, a tool particularly 

proficient at identifying major-effect genes (Mackay et al., 2012). However, given 

the involvement of highly variable infection outcomes, and multiple behavioural, and 

physiological traits in producing transmission heterogeneity, methods better able to 
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identify minor-effect genes (QTL mapping) and epistatic interactions (restricted 

partitioning methods; RPM) may be more appropriate (Culverhouse et al., 2004; 

Korte and Farlow, 2013; Mackay, 2001). Once identified, genes involved in disease 

transmission would provide tools to further study and characterise transmission 

heterogeneity using D. melanogaster. The epidemiological models in Chapter 5 

suggest the traits of the index case are not always sufficient to produce an outbreak 

of disease. High or low transmission-risk mutants, however, could be used to test 

the extent to which transmission network position does limit initial outbreak dynamics 

and whether this can be overcome in certain criteria. Given the homology of certain 

genes between D. melanogaster and vertebrates (Ferreira et al., 2014; Lemaitre et 

al., 1996), transmission gene homologues may offer useful insights into transmission 

heterogeneity in other host-pathogen systems that cannot be studied in the lab. 

 

The second major implication of detecting genetic variation in disease transmission 

is the potential for selection to produce transmission heterogeneity. Transmission is 

an integral part of pathogen and parasite fitness, which suggests there would be a 

selective advantage to infecting high-risk hosts. Selection pressures favouring the 

infection of high-risk hosts however, could interact with or be offset by host variation 

in infection exposure risk. Understanding the selective pressures that produce 

higher levels of transmission would also affect the predictability of transmission 

heterogeneity to change over time. Artificial selection could be used in variety of 

settings to lower individual’s transmission risks. Selecting for lower disease 

transmission in crop agriculture, for example, could prove essential as crop 

monocultures are often vulnerable to rapid disease spread (Pilet et al., 2006; Zhu et 

al., 2000). It is important to note however that the viability of selecting for traits that 

reduce disease transmission depends on the traits being selected for not affecting 

crop production. 

 

6.1.2   Sex-Specific Variation Contributes to Transmission Heterogeneity 

Many studies of disease transmission report sex-specific variation, and apportion 

this to particular differences in male and female ecology, such as reduced immunity 
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(Adelman and Hawley, 2017; Mills et al., 2010) or more connected contact networks 

(Grear et al., 2009). Males were generally observed to have greater values of V and 

simulated all-male populations experienced outbreaks that infected more 

individuals than all-female populations. Male-bias in transmission suggests that the 

decrease in male social aggregation following infection is overshadowed by males 

shedding more virus. This sex difference suggests that the sexually dimorphic traits 

of D. melanogaster would serve as useful, non-intrusive identifiers of transmission 

risk. 

 

Not only does the sex-difference in transmission provide a potentially viable marker 

of transmission risk but it may also point to differences in sexual selection underlying 

transmission heterogeneity. One possible explanation for the male-specific increase 

in social aggregation, for example, is the increased costs of male-male aggression 

being exacerbated by DCV infection. Similarly, differences in virus shedding 

between male and female D. melanogaster, may be a result of sexual dimorphism 

in gut morphology (Regan et al., 2016). The sexual dimorphism seen in a range of 

other traits (Apger-McGlaughon and Wolfner, 2013; Kubiak and Tinsley, 2017; Vale 

and Jardine, 2015) may help characterise many other factors that affect 

transmission heterogeneity. The sex-difference we see in transmission potential and 

a number of its underlying traits demonstrate a major limitation of only studying traits 

in female D. melanogaster (Bou Sleiman et al., 2015; Habayeb et al., 2009a; 

Longdon et al., 2011; Magwire et al., 2012). While sex-differences are not always 

relevant to the hypotheses of these studies, ignoring males overlooks an important 

source of variation. For example, the study that originally identified the involvement 

of pastrel in DCV susceptibility only used females (Magwire et al., 2012). My data 

on lifespan following infection however, suggests that males survive DCV infection 

longer than females. 
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6.1.3 It is Important to Measure Variation in Multiple Traits to Characterise 

Transmission Heterogeneity 

In order to understand heterogeneity in disease transmission it is essential to 

consider a broad range of behavioural and physiological traits as well as a number 

of outcomes of infection. Overlooking the influence of particular traits on 

transmission could lead to inaccurate estimates of heterogeneity. This is evident in 

the various sex-differences seen across the behavioural and physiological traits I 

measured. The male-specific decrease in social aggregation, for example, would 

suggest males pose less transmission risk than females. Conversely, the reverse is 

suggested by the greater male lifespan following infection. This is also evident even 

within the behavioural traits I measured, some of which (e.g. infection avoidance 

during oviposition-site choice) are only relevant to females, and others only have 

effects on males (e.g. social aggregation). Interestingly, the relative importance of 

variation in certain traits to outbreak simulations where population-level variation was 

constrained to the mean appeared to be determined by the distribution of that trait 

through the population. The gaussian distribution of lifespan following infection 

meant that constraining variation to the mean had very little effect on transmission 

dynamics. Conversely, as a result of removing zero-inflation, constraining variation 

virus shedding resulted in dramatic increases in outbreak severity. This suggests 

that in addition to measuring multiple traits, it is also essential to characterise 

population-level variation in order to identify extreme phenotypes that may have 

disproportionate effects on transmission. 

 

6.3      Limitations 

The work in this thesis provides a number of useful insights to understanding 

transmission heterogeneity, however it is important to recognise some of this work’s 

limitations. Here, I summarise the main limitations that should be addressed by 

future research. 
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6.3.1 Population Structure 

Measuring social aggregation in groups comprised of the same sex and genetic 

background allows estimations of the effect of these sources of variation on social 

aggregation, however, this experimental design cannot account for population 

structure. This may affect how relatable the results of my experiments in Chapter 5 

are to wild systems where population structure is commonplace.  A number of innate 

or learned biases can promote individuals to socialise or aggregate with particular 

conspecifics and avoid others (Durisko et al., 2014; Perkins et al., 2008; Philippe et 

al., 2016). Biases in social interactions can promote or prevent transmission, 

depending on the traits of individuals that infected hosts interact with. Genetic 

variation has been shown to affect group size preference in adult D. melanogaster 

(Saltz, 2011) and in larvae, the genotypic composition of groups changes with group 

size (Philippe et al., 2016). 

 

Mating-associated behaviours will arise in populations containing males and 

females and will introduce a number of potentially significant biases to social 

interactions between and within sexes. In D. melanogaster, males compete for 

access to females through fighting behaviour (Baxter et al., 2015). Alongside the 

short-term increase in male-male interactions this behaviour may produce longer 

lasting consequences for social interactions with losing these bouts having long-

lasting consequences for behaviour such as reduced fighting and social isolation 

(Trannoy et al., 2015). Given their increased access to females, males that win bouts 

of aggression may represent key spreaders of disease. Courtship and copulation 

introduce further complexity and biases to interactions between males and females. 

Not only do sexual interactions increase contact between males and females, but 

copulation also incurs several female-biased costs (Short et al., 2012) which may 

promote transmission. Conversely, sexual interactions can promote female 

immunity, with courtship signals from males having been shown to upregulate the 

immune gene Turandot M in the presence of a sexually-transmitted fungal pathogen 

(Zhong et al., 2013). 
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6.3.2 Within-Individual Variation in Disease Transmission 

In Chapter 3, I measured social aggregation 30 minutes after adding flies to a petri 

dish, this measure does not account for how social aggregation might change over 

time. Similarly, in Chapter 4, while I measured virus shedding and viral load at 

different time points, due to destructive sampling, these variables were only 

measured once per individual. By simultaneously measuring virus shedding and 

viral load I was able to test whether the amount of virus shed by an individual was 

affected by how much was growing inside it, but this design obscures how virus 

shedding and load changes within individuals over time. Within-individual variation 

in these traits may have a number of effects on how transmission potentials change 

over time and is thought to be another major source of transmission heterogeneity 

(Chen et al., 2013). Within-individual variation represents a particularly significant 

problem to disease control methods as it requires more regular and vigilant 

monitoring of infected individuals. Patterns of within-individual variation are 

particularly important to pathogen or parasite shedding and have been identified in 

a number of species (Brawner III and Hill, 1999; Chen et al., 2013; Gopinath et al., 

2014; Martinaud et al., 2009; Misof, 2004; Schiffer et al., 2014; Tavalire et al., 2016; 

Williams et al., 2014). Unfortunately, as viral load sampling is inherently destructive, 

there is very little scope to measure within individual variation. However, how virus 

shedding changes over time could be measured by transferring individuals into new 

food-containing Eppendorf tubes every 24 hours. 

 

Estimations of V did not account for this change in virus shedding over time and 

while simulated outbreaks of DCV occurred over multiple time steps, virus shedding 

was assumed to be constant within individuals. Within-individual variation in virus 

shedding may therefore have a number of important consequences for estimations 

of V and simulations of outbreaks in theoretical populations. 

 

The male-specific decrease in social aggregation following infection also 

demonstrates the potential for within-individual variation in social aggregation. As 

outbreak simulations utilised a static contact network, where connections did not 
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change over time, within-individual variation in social aggregation could affect 

transmission heterogeneity. The static contact network design may also have led to 

more individuals becoming isolated from transmission. When they are infected, 

isolated individuals are unable to transmit infection to the susceptible populations 

and when they are susceptible, they are protected from transmission. Isolation from 

transmission can occur when connected nodes die from infection or shed no DCV. 

Dynamic contact networks, where connections between individuals are more 

transient and freely form would prevent isolation from the transmission networks and 

likely begin to capture the importance of within-individual variation in social 

aggregation. How social aggregation changes over time could be measured in a 

similar experiment to that seen in Chapter 3, but where aggregation is measured at 

multiple time points. Video tracking software is also becoming increasingly used to 

understand complex social interactions in both D. melanogaster (Dankert et al., 

2009; Slawson et al., 2009), and a number of other species (Hong et al., 2015; 

Mersch et al., 2013; Weissbrod et al., 2013). 

 

6.3.3 Covariation between Behavioural and Physiological Traits 

Covariation and coupled heterogeneities are thought to be central to producing 

high-risk individuals (Hawley and Altizer, 2011; Vazquez-Prokopec et al., 2016; 

White et al., 2018). Individuals that exhibit high pathogen or parasite shedding while 

also being gregarious, for example, are likely to expose many susceptible 

individuals to infection. Covariation between relatively disparate traits may also be 

expected in certain cases, with selection suggested to favour individuals that heavily 

invest in either short or long-term strategies (Réale et al., 2010). 

 

To measure virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan following infection, 

required three separate experimental designs, preventing the measurement of these 

three traits in the same individual. As a result, my data offers no information on the 

extent of phenotypic covariation. In epidemiological models, I assumed no 

covariation between virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan following 

infection and drew values randomly from treatment group data. Mathematical 
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models have demonstrated the potential for positive and negative covariation 

between behavioural and physiological traits to affect outbreak dynamics (White et 

al., 2018). The nature of covariation between virus shedding, social aggregation and 

lifespan following infection could be addressed similarly, by incorporating 

phenotypic covariation into how individual traits are assigned. However, simulating 

these patterns of covariation entails making further assumptions regarding the 

extent of covariation and does not account for potential genetic or sex-specific 

differences. This could be overcome by designing experiments that measure 

multiple traits in the same individuals and using the levels of covariation observed 

to inform how individual traits are produced in simulations.   

 

6.3.4   Variation in the Risk of Acquiring Infection 

This thesis has focussed on understanding variation in traits that, when present in 

infected individuals, increases their ability to infect susceptible individuals. 

However, a number of traits can increase a susceptible individual’s likelihood of 

becoming infected (Dizney and Dearing, 2013; Drewe, 2009). The traits that 

increase infection risk are often distinct from those that promote transmission. As 

transmission is determined by infected and susceptible individuals, competent 

‘receivers’ present another source of heterogeneity to transmission that acts as a 

major barrier to our understanding. Despite many studies reporting measures of 

disease prevalence in wild host-pathogen systems (Doeschl-Wilson et al., 2011; 

Ferrari et al., 2004; Rhines, 2013; Williams et al., 2014), like transmission 

heterogeneity, relatively little is known regarding infection exposure heterogeneity. 

 

Infection exposure is primarily determined by an individual’s ability to avoid and 

subsequently resist infection. Given that a high infection risk is inherently more 

detrimental to individual fitness than a high transmission risk, competent receivers 

should only be favoured by selection under certain circumstances. For example, 

bolder individuals are more prone to exploring novel or new environments, in 

laboratory populations of wood frog (Lithobates sylvaticus) larvae, bolder individuals 

experienced higher levels of parasitism (Koprivnikar Janet et al., 2012). In the social 
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spider, Stegodyphus dumicola, boldness has also been shown to promote 

transmission between nestmates (Keiser et al., 2016). Future work should aim to 

identify and characterise the traits that influence an individual’s risk of acquiring 

infection from an infected individual alongside the traits that promote transmission. 

 

6.4    Future Directions 

A major contribution of this thesis is the establishment of D. melanogaster as a model 

to study disease transmission and its heterogeneity. Alongside this work, emerging 

techniques to study behaviour in the fruit fly (Itskov et al., 2014; Ja et al., 2007; 

Slawson et al., 2009; Wayland et al., 2014) offer an avenue of research with immense 

untapped potential. In this section, I discuss future directions of research that, using 

D. melanogaster, would further characterise individual heterogeneity in disease 

transmission and address limitations of my experiments. 

 

6.4.1 Directly Measure Disease Transmission 

Directly measuring the effect of genetic and sex-specific variation on disease 

transmission would provide useful information on the efficacy of my estimations of V 

and outbreak simulations. In order to be relatable to the measures taken in this 

thesis’ experiments, this should be done using DCV. A barrier to understanding how 

DCV transmission dynamics change over time is that successful transmission is 

detected through destructive sampling, which can only be taken at a single time 

point. Host-pathogen systems with visual symptoms of infection would address this 

issue by using visual symptoms to infer transmission (Almberg et al., 2015; Anacleto 

et al., 2019). However, while DCV can result in abdominal swelling in the later stages 

of infection, there are no clear visual symptoms of early stage infection (Chtarbanova 

et al., 2014). I attempted to develop a non-invasive method of detecting DCV 

infection that used a mutant that fluoresced following activation of the viral immune 

gene, vir-1 (Dostert et al., 2005). This protocol eventually failed however as GFP 

activation was relatively unreliable following faecal-oral transmission. Enhancing the 

expression of GFPs following vir-1 activation may address this problem. Another 
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potential solution that would enable disease transmission to be measured in D. 

melanogaster is the use of fluorescent pathogens, which has been employed to 

validate transmission of a cuticular bacterial pathogen within social spider 

(Stegodyphus dumicola) colonies (Keiser et al., 2016). 

 

6.4.2 Test the Effect of Disease Control Methods 

Many disease control methods prevent transmission by altering infectiousness, 

contact rate or the duration of the infectious period. Using an epidemiological model, 

I tested the effect of limiting variation in virus shedding, social aggregation and 

lifespan following infection to the mean of the population. Manipulating variation in 

ways that approximate disease control methods could offer an effective way of 

identifying the control strategies that best respond to transmission heterogeneity. 

Quarantine control methods, for example, could be simulated by limiting the network 

connections of infected individuals after a certain number of time steps have 

elapsed. A key finding of simulations was the relatively negligible effect of 

constraining lifespan following infection to the population mean. I attributed this to 

the normality of the population-level distribution of lifespan following infection as 

removing individuals lying to either side of the mean affects both extremes equally, 

whereas more dispersed distributions affect one extreme greater than the other. 

However, given that in many cases, modern medicine acts to extend the life of sick 

patients or promote host tolerance (Vale et al., 2014), the effect of lifespan following 

infection on transmission may be affected by incorporating treatment methods into 

simulations. The effect of increasing tolerance could be modelled by incorporating 

‘treated’ individuals with an increased lifespan following infection. It would also be 

possible to then test how the potentially negative effects of increased tolerance 

could be accounted for by other disease control methods such as quarantining, 

which would work to reduce infected individual contact rates. 

 

6.4.3 Characterise the Route of Transmission and its Determinants 

A more mechanistic understanding of how traits affect the process of disease 

transmission is crucial to understanding the importance of the genetic and sex-
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specific variation I have reported in this thesis. It is currently not known, for example, 

how closely flies need to aggregate to facilitate transmission and how long DCV is 

able to survive in the environment outside of a host. My simulations of DCV outbreaks 

accounted for uncertainty in pathogen viability and transmission distance by 

considering multiple levels of variation in both of these factors. However, it is 

important to note that there may be important sources of variation in these factors 

that may influence pathogen transmission. For example, DCV shed by hosts of a 

particular genetic background or sex may be more viable than those shed by other 

hosts. Variation in infectious potential has been seen in the bacterial pathogen 

Holospora undulata where relaxed selection pressures on transmission increased 

the pathogen’s ability to infect its host (Magalon et al., 2010). Alongside detailing 

these relatively external factors, future research should aim to characterise the 

importance of particular factors relative to one another. For example, in my 

estimations of disease transmission I assumed that variation in virus shedding, 

social aggregation and lifespan following infection were equally important. However, 

were virus shedding found to be more central to transmission heterogeneity than 

social aggregation, extreme shedding phenotypes will be far more influential to 

transmission than extreme aggregation phenotypes. Understanding the factors that 

drive disease transmission relative to one another will provide essential information 

regarding which traits control methods should prioritise.  
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Appendices 

7.1     Chapter 2  

7.1.1  Supplementary Figures 

 
Figure S1. Larval foraging choice. Distribution of effect sizes for relationships observed 
between infected and non-infected food sources when larval foraging avoidance was 
measured according to plate area (grey) and half (black). Plots show Cohen’s d (± 95% 
confidence interval). 
 
 

 
Figure S2. Pupal eclosion rates. Distribution of effect sizes for relationships observed 
between males and females according to carcass infection and sex on pupal eclosion rates. 
Plots show Cohen’s d (± 95% confidence interval). 
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currently unclear if  trophic infection avoidance occurs during can-
nibalistic scavenging.

Beyond foraging during the larval stage, choosing where to 
oviposit or rear offspring is another important life-history deci-
sion, but can be risky if  individuals are unable to identify and 
avoid potentially infectious environments. The environment in 
which adult insects choose to oviposit is therefore a major deter-
minant both of  offspring environmental quality and infection risk 
(Lefèvre and Roode et al. 2012; Lefèvre et al. 2012; Kacsoh et al. 
2013). Infection avoidance by insects during oviposition has been 
observed in response to a number of  parasites and appears to 
be driven by diverse sensory cues, including avoidance of  para-
sitoid wasp visual cues (Kacsoh et al. 2013), and olfactory detec-
tion of  bacteria and fungi (Stensmyr et al. 2012; Kurz et al. 2017). 
Together, both adult oviposition choice and larval food prefer-
ence determine the likelihood of  infection in the early life-stages 
of  holometabolous insects, and therefore both behaviors play an 
important role in disease transmission dynamics (Kiesecker et  al. 
1999; Ezenwa et al. 2016).

Here, we investigate larval foraging and adult oviposition in 
a holometabolous insect—the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster—in 
the context of  infection avoidance. Our study consisted of  choice 
assays performed on either larval or adult stage D.  melanogaster. 
Fly larvae were presented with a choice of  scavenging on either 

a clean, noninfectious adult fly carcass, or a carcass that had been 
previously inoculated with a systemic Drosophila C Virus (DCV) 
infection (Figure 1a). In a second experiment, we tested adult ovipo-
sition choice by giving female flies the choice to lay eggs on a clean 
food source, a clean food source also containing a clean carcass, 
and a food source containing a carcass with a systemic DCV infec-
tion (Figure 1b). This 3-way choice assay allowed us to examine an 
important conflict faced by mothers: a carcass may present an addi-
tional nutritional source for future offspring but may also present 
a potential risk of  infection. In both experiments, we assessed the 
fitness consequences of  choices at both life-stages by following the 
development of  larvae or laid eggs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly lines and rearing conditions

In both experiments, we used laboratory stocks of  D.  melanogaster 
Oregon R (OreR). We kept fly stocks in plastic bottles (6oz; Genesee 
Scientific, San Diego, CA) on a standard diet of  Lewis medium 
(Lewis 2014) at 18 ± 1 °C with a 12-h light:dark cycle. Stocks were 
tipped approximately every 21  days into new bottles. Before the 
experiments, we transferred flies to clean bottles and maintained 
them at low density (~50 flies per bottle) for a minimum of  2 
generations at 25 ± 1 °C with a 12-h light:dark cycle.

(a) (b)

TRIS Droplet

TRISDCV

(n=20) (n=28) (n=28)

TRIS TRISDCV DCV

Female Carcass

Larval Foraging Adult Oviposition

Male Carcass Unexposed females (n=40 assays)

DCV-exposed females (n=40 assays)

48 hours of  egg laying

Fly & Food Food Infected Fly
& Food

TRIS Droplet

TRIS TRIS

(n=10) (n=10)

Egg-to-adult viability &
qPCR for DCV in eclosed adults

Egg-to-adult viability &
qPCR for DCV in eclosed adults

(n=10)

TRIS TRIS TRISTRIS

Female Carcass Male Carcass

Figure 1
Experimental design. (a) Two-choice chamber used to measure larval foraging choice when presented with infectious and noninfectious food sources and the 
life-history data collected 24 h after the 72-h assay. Petri dishes were set up as either 2-choice plates (containing a DCV infectious and noninfectious TRIS 
droplet or food source) or control plates (containing only noninfectious TRIS droplets or food sources). Eggs were placed at the center of  each plate, allowed 
to hatch and left for 72 h whereupon the position of  larvae was recorded to assay infection avoidance. (b) Three-choice chamber used to assay oviposition site 
choice in infected and uninfected mothers when presented with 3 sites containing just food, food and a fly carcass, and food and an infected fly carcass. The 
number of  eggs laid at each site was measured twice at two 24-h intervals. After 48 h, oviposition sites were removed and clutches were allowed to develop to 
adults whereupon the viral load of  a randomly selected subsample was assayed.
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Virus culture and infection
DCV is a horizontally transmitted positive-sense ssRNA virus of  
the Dicistroviridae family (Huszar and Imler 2008). DCV infection 
establishes in the digestive, reproductive and fat tissues, resulting in 
a range of  behavioral and physiological pathologies in both larval 
and adult stage flies, including reduced locomotor activity, meta-
bolic and reproductive dysfunction, and eventually death (Arnold 
et al. 2013; Chtarbanova et al. 2014; Stevanovic and Johnson 2015; 
Vale and Jardine 2015; Gupta et al. 2017). The DCV isolate used in 
this experiment was originally isolated in Charolles, France (Jousset 
et al. 1977) and was grown in Schneider Drosophila Line 2 (DL2) 
as previously described (Vale and Jardine 2015), serially diluted 
ten-fold in TRIS-HCl solution (pH = 7.3), aliquoted and frozen at 
−80 °C until required. To infect flies, we bent Austerlitz insect pins 
(0.15 mm in diameter) at a 90° angle ~0.5 mm from the tip, dipped 
the tip in DCV, and inserted it into the intersegmental membrane 
under the fly’s wing, with the fly under CO2 anesthesia. Control 
infections employed the same protocol but with a needle tip dipped 
in sterile TRIS solution.

Infection avoidance during larval foraging
We had previously observed that fly larva would readily cannibalize 
dead adult fly carcasses (Supplementary Video S1), and we hypoth-
esized that cannibalism could be viable route of  transmission. We 
would therefore expect selection for the avoidance of  potentially 
infected carcasses, and so we tested if  healthy fly larvae could dis-
criminate between healthy and potentially infectious fly carcasses. 
To generate these carcasses, we randomly selected 4–7-day-old male 
and female flies from an age-matched population. For each sex, we 
stabbed half  of  the flies with DCV 107 DCV Infectious Units (IU)/
mL and the other half  stabbed with sterile TRIS buffer. Following 
6 days (to allow viral replication), we froze live flies at −80 °C until 
required. We confirmed the infection status of  the carcasses using 
DCV-specific quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) 
(see below) by randomly picking 5 male and 5 female flies.

We carried out a 2-choice assay by placing ~100 fly eggs at the 
center of  each Petri dish containing ~20 mL solid agar (5% sugar) 
and allowed the resulting 3rd instar larvae to forage towards either 
a clean fly carcass or a carcass infected with DCV, placed at an 
equidistant positon from the eggs (3 cm) (Figure 1a). Eggs were col-
lected from apple-agar plates placed in a population cage contain-
ing approximately 1500 adult flies for 24 h. Eggs were suspended in 
Ringer’s solution and then pipetted as 10 µL squirts onto the agar 
plates. We set up 56  “choice” assays where healthy larvae could 
choose between a clean or DCV-infected carcass, and 20 “control” 
assays, where both carcasses were clean (half  of  assays contained 
male carcasses, and the other half  contained female carcasses). 
Infection avoidance was analyzed by comparing the preference 
or larvae when given a choice between infected and clean carcass 
(choice plate) to the preference when both carcasses are clean (con-
trol plates). To differentiate between any effects of  carcass degrada-
tion from a direct effect of  DCV presence on healthy larval choice, 
we also set up an additional 30 plates without fly carcasses, contain-
ing 10 µL of  DCV (107DCV IU/mL) and 10 µL of  TRIS (2-choice; 
N = 20) or only TRIS (control; N = 10). Eighteen of  the 106 plates 
set up across all treatments were excluded from the final dataset 
due to damage to the surface of  the agar which could have affected 
larval movement. We conducted all assays at 25 ± 1 °C with a 12-h 
light:dark cycle before being photographed after 72 h. We marked 
images using Adobe Photoshop CS3 to count the number of  larvae 

within each plate half  and within an area immediately surrounding 
the carcasses/droplets (~2.2 cm in diameter—see Figure 1a).

Larval infection status and virus quantification
After 96 h, we randomly selected 10 larvae found on or within the 
closest proximity to each carcass in 20 “choice plates” and one carcass 
in 6  “control plates” to assess DCV infection status and quantify 
viral load in these pooled groups of  10 larvae. We performed viral 
quantification using absolute quantification of  DCV RNA copies 
using qRT-PCR. Total RNA was extracted by homogenizing the flies 
or larvae in TRI Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and using Direct-
zol RNA miniprep kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA), including a DNase 
step. The eluted RNA was then reverse-transcribed with M-MLV 
reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI) and random hexamer 
primers, and then diluted 1:1 with nuclease free water. The qRT-PCR 
was performed on an Applied Biosystems StepOnePlus system using 
Fast SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) 
using the following forward and reverse primers, which include 5′-AT 
rich flaps to improve fluorescence (Afonina et al. 2007) (DCV_Forward: 
5′ AATAAATCATAAGCCACTGTGATTGATACAACAGAC 3′;  
DCV_Reverse: 5′ AATAAATCATAAGAAGCACGATAC 
TTCTTCCAAACC 3′; with the following PCR cycle: 95  °C for 
2 min followed by 40 cycles of: 95 °C for 10 s followed by 60 °C for 
30 s. Two qRT-PCR reactions (technical replicates) were carried out 
per sample. For absolute quantification of  DCV, the concentrations of  
DCV in the samples were extrapolated from a standard curve created 
from a 10-fold serial dilution (1–10−6) of  DCV cDNA. We considered 
any amplification obtained above a Ct-value of  36 to be a false 
positive and took them as zero-values during statistical analysis. This 
Ct cut-off was chosen because it corresponds to the theoretical limit 
of  detection of  a single DNA copy given a reaction efficiency close to 
100% (Caraguel et al. 2011), and is supported by our standard curves 
where Ct 36 corresponded to 1-10 DCV copies. Furthermore, several 
of  our samples with Ct>36 presented melt curves with multiple peaks 
indicating a limit for accurate detection of  DCV.

Larval development and infection status
To analyze the effect of  foraging choice on larval development, 
after 96  h we removed 15 larvae found on or within the closest 
proximity to each carcass from 20  “choice” plates and from one 
carcass on 6  “control” plates. We transferred larvae from each 
carcass together into plastic vials containing Lewis medium and 
recorded the number of  larvae that developed into pupae and the 
number of  eclosed adults. We froze a subset of  these adults in TRI 
reagent and tested their infection status to verify DCV infection’s 
persistence through metamorphosis

Infection avoidance during oviposition
Following our test of  infection avoidance at the larval stage, we car-
ried out a second experiment to test the oviposition preference of  
female D.  melanogaster when presented with a choice of  clean and 
potentially infectious oviposition sites. We made choice chambers 
by joining 2 bases of  transparent plastic Petri dishes with adhesive 
tape, making a chamber 10  cm in diameter and 2  cm in height. 
Chambers contained 3 oviposition sites comprised of  upturned 
caps filled with Lewis medium, arranged in a triangle, each site, 
50 mm from the other two (Figure 1b). Oviposition sites contained 
either only Lewis medium, Lewis medium and an uninfected 
female fly carcass, or Lewis medium and a DCV-infected female 
fly carcass (infection protocol described above). Fly carcasses were 
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obtained using the protocol described above but with an infectious 
dose of  108 DCV IU/mL.

Three-day-old male and female flies were isolated as virgins and 
females were stabbed with either a virus-contaminated (108 DCV 
IU/mL) or sterile, virus-free control solution. Following infection, 
females to be used in the oviposition assay were introduced to 2 unin-
fected males for mating for 72 h. After which a single mated female 
was introduced to an oviposition chamber and placed at 25 °C (12-h 
light:dark cycle) to await oviposition. Two females (1 infected and 
1 uninfected) laid no eggs during the experiment so were excluded 
from the final dataset. In total, we measured the oviposition choice of  
80 females. As DCV has been reported to affect D. melanogaster fecun-
dity (Thomas-Orillard 1984; Gomariz‐Zilber and Thomas‐Orillard 
1993; Gupta et al. 2017), we measure infection avoidance during ovi-
position using the number, rather than proportion, of  eggs laid at a 
particular site. To count the number of  eggs laid on each oviposi-
tion site, we took photos of  individual oviposition sites with a Leica 
MC170 HD camera attachment on a Leica 0.32×/WD 200  mm 
S8APO microscope (Leica microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) after 
females had been in the chambers for 24 and 48 h.

Fitness consequences of oviposition site choice
We quantified the potential fitness consequences of  oviposition 
preference by transferring all oviposition sites, including carcass 
(if  present), to individual vials and recorded egg-to-adult viability. 
We pooled adults that eclosed from clutches during this experiment 
together in TRI reagent and analyzed DCV infection using the 
same protocol as above. A total of  24 clutches were analyzed in this 
way; we excluded 6 of  these due to degradation or contamination 
during qPCR preparation.

Statistical analyses
In the larval choice experiment, we analyzed the proportion of  lar-
vae choosing a given plate half  or carcass area; larval DCV titers; 
the proportion of  larvae developing into pupae (logit transformed); 
and the proportion of  pupae that developed into adult flies (logit 
transformed) and adult DCV titres. All response variables, except 
adult DCV titres, were analyzed using Generalized Linear Models 
(GLMs) with “carcass sex” and “carcass infection status” and their 
interactions as fixed effects. Adult DCV titres in flies originally col-
lected from an uninfected or infected carcasses were compared 

using a Mann–Whitney U test. In the adult oviposition experiment, 
we used the number of  eggs laid at each oviposition site to assess 
infection avoidance. We analyzed egg counts, rather than the pro-
portion of  eggs laid on each oviposition site, to account for poten-
tial differences in fecundity between infected and uninfected flies 
(Thomas-Orillard 1984; Gomariz‐Zilber and Thomas‐Orillard 
1993; Gupta et  al. 2017). The number of  eggs laid was analyzed 
using a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with Poisson dis-
tributed error. Our model used a full factorial 3-way interaction 
between oviposition site, maternal infection status and the 24-h per-
iod eggs were laid. The total number of  eggs laid and the choice 
chamber were included as random effects, with the latter nested 
within the fly’s infection status, to account for repeated measures. 
The proportion of  eggs that later eclosed as adults (egg-to-adult 
viability) was analyzed using a GLMM with a binomially distrib-
uted error, with oviposition site included as a fixed effect. All sta-
tistical analyses and graphics were carried out and produced in R 
3.3.0 using the ggplot2  (Wickham et al. 2016), lme4  (Bates et al. 2018: 
4), and multcomp (Hothorn et al. 2017) packages.

RESULTS
Larval flies do not avoid infectious food sources 
when scavenging

Fly larvae that hatched from eggs placed in the center of  the Petri 
dish, dispersed towards and consumed the fly carcasses placed at 
the edges of  the dish (Supplementary Video S1). We found no evi-
dence that fly larvae can avoid infected food sources. Regardless of  
the measure of  preference (plate half  larvae were found in or the 
area surrounding each carcass or TRIS droplet) larvae on choice 
plates showed no significant preference for clean or infected fly 
carcasses when compared to larvae on control plates (Figure 2a,b; 
Table 1). While the borderline significance of  this effect could indi-
cate a general trend of  larvae avoiding infected carcasses, we found 
the effect size (Cohen’s d) to be close to zero with relatively narrow 
confidence intervals (Supplementary Figure 1).

DCV is transmitted to larvae when scavenging on 
infected carcasses
DCV was detected in larvae collected from plates contain-
ing an infected carcass (Figure  3a, Table  1), confirming that 
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Figure 2
Larval foraging choice. Mean ± SE proportion of  larvae on choice plates after 72 h found (a) within area 2.2 cm in diameter of  the noninfectious food source 
and (b) on the noninfectious food source’s half  of  the plate. Results from both choice (white points) and control plates (gray points) are shown. In the case of  
control plates, where only noninfectious food sources are present, the mean ± SE is derived from the proportion of  larvae present at a randomly selected side 
of  the plate. Food sources included droplets of  TRIS, a male carcass or female carcass.
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scavenging infected carcasses is a viable route of  virus transmis-
sion. As expected, larvae surrounding DCV-infected carcasses 
were found to have significantly higher DCV titers when com-
pared to larvae collected from control plates (which contained 
only uninfected carcasses). However, we also detected DCV infec-
tion in larvae surrounding clean carcasses that were housed in a 
2-choice plate (containing both infected and uninfected carcasses) 
(Figure 3a), suggesting that some larvae may have moved between 
food sources in these plates during the assay.

No effect of virus acquisition on larval 
development
Acquiring infection by scavenging on infectious carcasses 
had no detectable effect on larval development into pupae 
(Figure 3b), or in the proportion of  pupae that eclosed as adults 
(Figure 3c; Table 1). However, more larvae developed to pupal 
stage when they fed on a female carcass (Figure  3b; Table  1): 
50% of  larvae feeding on female carcasses reached pupation, 
while a significantly lower proportion (32%) reached pupation 
if  they had fed on male carcasses (Figure 3b). Following pupa-
tion, there was no effect of  carcass sex or infection status on the 
proportion of  pupae that eclosed as adults (Figure 3c, Table 1; 
Supplementary Figure 2).

Virus acquired during the larval stage can persist 
into adulthood
We measured DCV titers in flies that eclosed as adults (Figure 3d). 
While no DCV infection was detected in flies originally collected 
near clean carcasses, we detected DCV in 9 out of  15 adult flies 
that were collected from infected carcasses, suggesting that DCV 
infection can persist through metamorphosis into the adult insect 
stage. The amount of  virus in flies that were collected from infected 
carcasses was significantly higher than those collected from unin-
fected carcasses (U = 12, P = 0.029, one-tailed).

DCV infection increases fecundity
In addition to measuring DCV avoidance by the number of  eggs 
laid, we measured the total number of  eggs laid over the course of  
the 48 h. Infected mothers laid significantly more eggs than healthy 
mothers (Figure 4a; Table 2).

Oviposition preference changes over time and 
depends on the female’s infection status
The oviposition sites where mothers laid their eggs changed over 
time in a manner dependent on the mother’s infection status, as 
indicated by the significant 3-way interaction between time, ovipo-
sition site, and the mother’s infection status (Figure 4b,c; Table 2). 
This means that within the first 24-h period, uninfected female flies 
laid significantly more eggs at sites containing a clean carcass com-
pared to sites with an infected carcass or just food (Figure 4b; pair-
wise contrasts, P < 0.001). Female flies infected with DCV, however, 
did not distinguish between infected and clean carcasses, but still 
laid significantly fewer eggs at sites without any carcass (Figure 4b; 
pairwise contrasts, P < 0.0001). In the 24–48-h observation period, 
uninfected females still laid more eggs at sites with carcasses, but 
no longer preferred the sites containing a clean carcass (Figure 4c, 
Table  2; pairwise contrast, P  =  0.99). DCV-infected females also 
laid more eggs at sites with an uninfected carcass (pairwise contrast, 
P < 0.0001), but laid even more eggs on sites containing an infected 
carcass (Figure 4c; pairwise contrast, P < 0.001).

Fitness consequences of oviposition preference
Egg-to-adult viability differed significantly between oviposition 
sites and was lower in food-only sites compared to sites containing 
a carcass (Figure  5a; Table  2). Clutches emerging at carcass sites 
however, did not differ in their egg-to-adult viability (Figure  5a; 
Table  2), even though we detected significantly more DCV in 
flies that developed around DCV-infected carcasses (Figure  5b). 
The infection status of  mothers did not affect egg-to-adult via-
bility (Figure  5a; Table  2) or on the viral load of  these clutches 
(Figure 5b; Table 2).

DISCUSSION
Viral infection is widespread among invertebrates (Webster et  al. 
2015; Shi et  al. 2016), and can cause considerable morbidity and 
mortality (Escobedo-Bonilla et al. 2008; Arnold et al. 2013; Wilfert 
et  al. 2016; Gupta et  al. 2017). We should therefore expect selec-
tion for mechanisms that allow hosts to detect and avoid infectious 
conspecifics or potentially infectious environments (Kiesecker et al. 
1999; Curtis 2014). In the present work, we examined how larval 

Table 1
Model outputs for statistical tests performed on all experiments testing the causes and costs of  infection avoidance in 
D. melanogaster larval foraging

Response Predictor df F P-value

Larval Foraging Choice by Plate Half Carcass Sex/TRIS 2 0.599 0.741
Carcass Infection 1 0.632 0.426
Carcass Sex/TRIS × Carcass Infection 2 2.76 0.251

Larval Foraging Choice by Carcass Area Carcass Sex/TRIS 2 0.512 0.774
Carcass Infection 1 3.60 0.0579
Carcass Sex/TRIS × Carcass Infection 2 4.50 0.106

Larval DCV Titre Carcass Sex 1 0.998 0.329
Carcass Infection 2 5.84 0.0248*
Carcass Sex × Carcass Infection 2 0.340 0.566

Number of  Larvae to Pupate Carcass Sex 1 13.3 0.0003***
Carcass Infection 2 0.0745 0.963
Carcass Sex × Carcass Infection 2 0.618 0.734

Number of  Pupae to Eclose Carcass Sex 1 0.0174 0.895
Carcass Infection 2 0.180 0.914
Carcass Sex × Carcass Infection 2 0.149 0.928

Significant predictors are marked with asterisks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001).
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foraging and adult oviposition in D.  melanogaster are modified in 
the presence of  potential infection by the horizontally transmit-
ted DCV, which is known to cause a variety of  physiological and 
behavioral pathology in fruit flies (Arnold et al. 2013; Chtarbanova 
et al. 2014; Stevanovic and Johnson 2015; Vale and Jardine 2015; 
Gupta et al. 2017).

Our results confirm previous findings that Drosophila larvae will 
actively cannibalize conspecific carcasses when placed in a nutrient-
poor environment (Vijendravarma et al. 2013; Ahmad et al. 2015), 
and go further to demonstrate that necrophagy is a viable route for 
transmission of  DCV. The consumption of  infectious conspecifics, 
either through cannibalism or necrophagy, has been demonstrated 
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Adult oviposition choice. The mean ± SE number of  eggs laid by infected and uninfected mothers (a) at the end of  the 48-h laying period in a single 
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Figure 3
Fitness consequences of  infectious scavenging. (a) The number of  DCV copies present in larvae, quantified immediately after choice assays having fed on 
an uninfected carcass on a control plate or a choice plate and an infected carcass from a choice plate. Samples with Ct >36 during amplification by qPCR 
were beyond the detection limit (see Methods for details) and are colored white. Mean ± SE proportion of  larvae taken from carcass sites on both choice and 
control plates to (b) pupate and (c) eclose. Significant differences between groups are indicated by different letters. Larvae (and the subsequent pupae) were 
taken from male and female carcasses and varied in their infectious status, an uninfected carcass on a control plate (white bar), an uninfected carcass on a 
choice plate (gray bar) or an infected carcass on a choice plate (black bar). (d) The number of  DCV copies present in adults derived from choice plate assays.
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as a viable route of  infection in a wide range of  mammalian, 
amphibian and insect species (Forbes 2000; Qureshi et  al. 2000; 
Pearman et al. 2004; Williams and Hernández 2006; Alpers 2008). 
In holometabolous insects, this phenomenon has been particu-
larly well investigated in Lepidoptera, where cannibalism and/or 
necrophagy of  infected conspecifics has also shown to be a viable 
route of  transmission of  several viruses during larval development 
(Dhandapani et  al. 1993; Vasconcelos 1996; Boots 1998; Williams 
and Hernández 2006; Elvira et al. 2010).

Despite the risk of  acquiring infection during cannibalistic forag-
ing, we found no evidence that larval-stage flies could discriminate 
and avoid infectious carcasses from clean ones. Our findings con-
trast with a recent study in which Drosophila larvae showed avoid-
ance of  food contaminated with a bacterial suspension of  virulent 
Pseudomonas entomophila (Surendran et  al. 2017). In the same study, 
avoidance was no longer observed when using a less virulent strain 
of  the bacterial pathogen, suggesting that external cues about the 
relative risk and severity of  infection are key to avoidance behaviors 
(see also (Vale and Jardine 2017). The differences in findings likely 
result from different olfactory and chemo-sensory factors involved 
in viral and bacterial detection in Drosophila larvae. Furthermore, 
while Surendran et al (2017) tested evasion in 1st instar larvae, we 

investigated larval foraging choice during the 3rd instar, as this is 
the period of  development when foraging activity and feeding is 
known to peak (Sokolowski 2001). Given that larvae are known to 
actively migrate towards higher quality food (Durisko and Dukas 
2013), the lack of  trophic infection avoidance suggests that selec-
tion for avoidance of  this viral infection is weak. Weak selection for 
avoidance would be expected if, for example, the fitness costs of  
DCV infection are low during larval stage infection.

Our data is consistent with a low cost of  infection in larvae, as 
the low titers of  DCV acquired during larval feeding on infected 
carcasses did not have severe consequences for larval development. 
Our results contrast with a previous study on DCV infection of  lar-
val D. melanogaster which reported a 14% reduction in egg-to-adult 
viability, and severe mortality in adults emerged from infected lar-
vae (Stevanovic and Johnson 2015). Unlike the relatively natural 
route of  pathogen exposure employed in our work, larva in that 
study were exposed to a highly-concentrated homogenate of  DCV-
infected flies and exposed continuously during development until 
4-days posteclosion. This difference in viral exposure may explain 
the more severe costs of  DCV infection compared to this study.

In contrast to the lack of  discrimination seen during larval for-
aging, we found that adult female flies do discriminate between 

Table 2
Model outputs for statistical tests performed on all experiments testing the causes and costs of  infection avoidance in 
D. melanogaster adult oviposition

Response Predictor df F P

Total Eggs Laid 0-48hrs Mother Infection 1 26.6 <0.0001***
Number of  Eggs Laid Time 1 0.0702 0.79

Ovi. Site 2 212 <0.0001***
Mother Infection 1 0.0315 0.86
Time × Ovi. Site 2 29.8 <0.0001***
Time × Mother Infection 1 0.0947 0.76
Ovi. Site × Mother Infection 2 7.37 0.0081**
Time × Ovi. Site × Mother Infection 2 10.5 <0.0001***

Egg-to-Adult Viability Ovi. Site 2 5.61 0.0053**
Mother Infection 1 0.0128 0.88
Ovi. Site × Mother Infection 2 0.528 0.592

Clutch DCV Load Ovi. Site 2 2.55 0.0988
Mother Infection 1 0.628 0.436
Ovi. Site × Mother Infection 2 1.46 0.252

The oviposition site in the choice chamber is shortened to “Ovi. Site” throughout. Significant predictors are marked with asterisks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and 
***P < 0.001).
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Figure 5
Adult oviposition fitness consequences. The mean ± SE (a) proportion of  eggs to develop through to adulthood (egg-to-adult viability) of  the clutches laid 
during the oviposition site choice assay and (b) the ratio of  viral RNA to fly RNA (×10−5) in clutches laid during the oviposition site choice assay. Oviposition 
sites use the same color scheme: food only oviposition sites in white, food and uninfected carcass sites in grey and food and infected fly carcass sites in black. 
Significant differences between treatment groups are indicated by different letters.
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different types of  oviposition sites. Uninfected female flies laid 
more eggs on sites containing an uninfected or infected carcass 
and food, than a site comprised only of  food despite the infection 
risk this presents. Preference for carcass-containing sites could be 
explained by flies preferring to lay eggs on sites with irregular sur-
faces, however as uninfected mothers avoid infected carcass sites, 
it is more likely a result of  conspecific carcasses offering additional 
nutrition that undermines or negates the infection risk they pose 
(Albeny-Simões et al. 2014). Starved D. melanogaster larvae assess the 
nutritional value of  carcasses, ranging from conspecifics to natural 
predators (Ahmad et  al. 2015), and tune their foraging strategies 
accordingly to optimally forage. Clutches developing on oviposition 
sites with a carcass present had significantly higher egg-to-adult 
viability than food only sites despite their significantly greater larval 
density (Figure 5a). The preference we see for oviposition sites con-
taining a carcass may therefore indicate that the nutritional value 
of  carcasses on the oviposition sites, rather than infection risk, is a 
greater driver of  oviposition-site preference.

During the first 24 h of  egg laying, uninfected flies laid signifi-
cantly more eggs around uninfected carcasses. This suggests that 
the presence of  DCV is being detected and avoided during ovipo-
sition. It is unclear which cues of  DCV are detected by females, 
whether they are detecting the virus directly or cues of  virus derived 
pathology in the fly carcass. Similar avoidance of  pathogenic bacte-
ria has been described in both D. melanogaster (Stensmyr et al. 2012; 
Babin et al. 2014; Kurz et al. 2017) and C.  elegans (McMullan et al. 
2012; Meisel and Kim 2014). Avoidance of  virus infection has also 
been described in a range of  invertebrates, such as gypsy moth lar-
vae that avoid eating leaves contaminated with virus (Parker et  al. 
2010) and lobsters that avoid virus-infected conspecifics (Behringer 
et al. 2006). This avoidance likely relies on dedicated chemosensory 
pathways for olfactory cues (McMullan et al. 2012; Stensmyr et al. 
2012; Meisel et al. 2014; Kurz et al. 2017).

In the 24–48-h period, the preference for uninfected carcasses 
was not observed (Figure 4c). We interpret this shift in oviposition-
site preference as the result of  a trade-off faced by females between 
minimizing DCV infection risk and maximizing fecundity. The 
finite nutritional value of  each oviposition site dictates an optimal 
clutch size that each site can support. If  females exceed this, fewer 
resources are available per offspring. As uninfected flies laid more 
eggs on noninfectious carcass sites in the first 24  h, the optimal 
clutch size is approached sooner than the other 2 sites. Fruit flies 
integrate the nutritional quality of  oviposition sites into deciding 
between laying more eggs and acquiring more resources to develop 
more eggs (Lihoreau et al. 2016), a trade-off that is also seen in a 
range of  other organisms (Blaustein 1999; Albeny-Simões et  al. 
2014; Tjørnløv et al. 2015; Lihoreau et al. 2016). In order to maxi-
mize the number of  eggs laid, females therefore appear to risk 
DCV infection by laying their eggs near an infected carcass. The 
relative nutritional value and the potential costs of  DCV infection 
are patent in the egg-to-adult viability of  offspring from each ovi-
position site: the increase in viability between the food-only site and 
both the uninfected and infected carcass sites reflects the nutritional 
difference between these sites. Figure  5a suggests the benefits of  
oviposition near any carcass appear to outweigh the potential costs 
of  virus infection.

In contrast to uninfected females, females infected with DCV 
did not discriminate between infectious and noninfectious car-
casses, laying the same number of  eggs in either oviposition site 
(Figure  4b,c). Furthermore, in the second 24-h period, infected 
females laid significantly more eggs at infectious carcass sites. We 

interpret this difference in discrimination between infected and 
healthy females as being driven by the mother’s, rather than the 
offspring infection risk. For infected females already paying the 
cost of  infection, there is little benefit to avoiding infectious sites. 
Further, infected females were significantly more fecund than 
healthy females (Figure 4a) as reported previously during infections 
with DCV (Gupta et al. 2017). Shifts to earlier or increased repro-
ductive effort following exposure to pathogens is a widely observed 
host response across a range of  taxa (reviewed in Duffield et  al. 
2017) including invertebrates (Creighton et al. 2009; Vale and Little 
2012; Giehr et al. 2017; Gupta et al. 2017), birds (Blair and Webster 
2007; Velando et  al. 2006) and some mammals (Weil et  al. 2006). 
An evolutionary explanation for terminal investment is that patho-
gen exposure is a cue of  a reduction in future reproductive value 
and that by increasing fecundity shortly after pathogen exposure, 
terminal investment offsets some of  the fitness costs of  parasitism 
(Duffield et al. 2017).

In summary, our results show that D.  melanogaster larvae and 
adults respond to infection risk differently during foraging and 
oviposition. Notably, oviposition site choice was affected by the 
female’s infection status and the time-dependent nutritional value 
of  oviposition sites. The initial DCV avoidance shown by mothers 
during oviposition may also explain why larvae do not avoid DCV 
during foraging. Alongside a relatively low cost of  infection, larvae 
simply may not need to avoid infection because their mothers have 
evolved to avoid infectious sites where possible during oviposition. 
As larvae are not able to forage over large distances, their develop-
ment—and ultimately their fitness—relies heavily on their mother’s 
capacity to pick the environment that maximizes nutritional value 
while minimizing the risk of  infection.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary data are available at Behavioral Ecology online.
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7.2     Chapter 3  

7.2.1  Supplementary Figures 

 
Figure S1. Mean±SE body length of male (red) and female (blue) flies calculated from 30 
individuals randomly selected from each combination of sex and genetic background. 
 

 
Figure S2. Mean±SE median nearest neighbour distance (NND) in body lengths of adult flies 
placed in Petri dishes for at least 30 minutes until settled. (a) Uninfected female-only arenas 
shown in blue, and infected female-only arenas in pale blue. (b) Uninfected male-only arenas 
are shown in red, and infected male-only arenas in pink. The x-axis of both panels is ordered 
from the lowest to highest mean median NND of female flies of a single genetic background. 
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7.2.2    Supplementary Tables 

 

Response Predictor Df F p 

Body Length 

Genetic Background 9 28.5 <0.0001 

Sex 1 440.8 <0.0001 

Genetic Background * 

Sex 
9 3.44 0.002 

 
Table S1. Model outputs for statistical tests performed on body lengths of treatment groups 
comprised of each combination of sex and genetic background. 
 

Response Predictor Df F p 

Median NND 
(body length) 

Genetic Background 9 6.55 <0.0001 

Sex 1 38.74 <0.0001 

Infection 1 24.3 <0.0001 

Genetic Background * 
Sex 9 1.56 0.14 

Genetic Background * 
Infection 9 0.99 0.54 

Sex * Infection 1 20.94 <0.0001 

Genetic Background * 
Sex * Infection 9 1.58 0.12 

 
Table S2. Model outputs for statistical tests performed on social aggregation when measured 
using body lengths, testing the causes of variation in sociality in males and females of 10 D. 
melanogaster genetic backgrounds. 
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Table S3. The sample size of each activity treatment group, representing every combination 
of sex, genetic background and infection status.  
  

Genetic 

Background 

Male Female 

Control Infected Control Infected 

RAL-59 24 24 22 22 

RAL-75 20 27 20 20 

RAL-138 21 20 18 19 

RAL-373 20 26 21 28 

RAL-379 20 22 21 20 

RAL-380 24 20 23 24 

RAL-502 23 21 21 20 

RAL-738 21 21 20 20 

RAL-765 26 28 20 21 

RAL-818 21 20 20 22 
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7.3    Chapter 4 

7.3.1  Supplementary Figures  

 
Figure S1. The relationship between the viral load of flies and the amount of virus they shed 
into their environment. The two distinct phenotypes, where individuals show a zero-value for 
shedding or load and a positive-value for the other trait, are marked by blue (supersponges) 
or red (supershedders).  
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7.3.2  Supplementary Tables 

 
Table S1 – The number of flies measured for lifespan and viral load at death for each 
combination of genetic background and sex/female mating status. 
 

 

 
Table S2 – The number of viral load samples for each treatment group (a) 1 DPI, (b) 2 DPI 
and (c) 3 DPI. 
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Table S3 – The number of non-zero viral load samples for each treatment group (a) 1 DPI, 
(b) 2 DPI and (c) 3 DPI. 
 

 
Table S4 – The number of virus shedding samples for each treatment group (a) 1 DPI, (b) 2 
DPI and (c) 3 DPI. 
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Table S5 – The number of non-zero virus shedding samples for each treatment group (a) 1 
DPI, (b) 2 DPI and (c) 3 DPI. 
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Response 
Variable Analysis Predictors 

Lifespan GLM 
Sex * Genetic Background * VLAD 

Mating * Genetic Background * VLAD 

VLAD GLM 
Sex * Genetic Background 

Mating * Genetic Background 

Qualitative 
Load 

Logistic 
Regression 

Sex * Genetic Background + DPI 

Mating * Genetic Background + DPI 

Quantitative 
Load GLM 

Sex * Genetic Background + DPI 

Mating * Genetic Background + DPI 

Qualitative 
Shed 

Logistic 
Regression 

Sex * Genetic Background + Quant. Load + DPI 

Mating * Genetic Background + Quant. Load + 
DPI 

Quantitative 
Shed GLM 

Sex * Genetic Background + Quant. Load + DPI 

Mating * Genetic Background + Quant. Load + 
DPI 

Qualitative V Logistic 
Regression Sex * Genetic Background 

Quantitative V GLM Sex * Genetic Background 

 

Table S6. Summaries of the logistic regression and GLMs used to analyse the response 
variables of our experiments. All interactions are fully-factorial and marked using an asterisk 
(*).  
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7.4      Chapter 5 
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7.4.1     Supplementary Figures 
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Figure S1. Theoretical experiment #1 (τ=0.1) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) maximum 
number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time steps taken to 
reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the number of 
time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary infections caused 
by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical populations in 
experiment #1. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals of the same sex and 
genetic background. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.1, 
infectiousness (η) was scaled by 1 or 2 (x-axis facets) and contact network connections were 
based on flies aggregating within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; y-axis facets).  
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Figure S2. Theoretical experiment #1 (τ=0.5) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) maximum 
number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time steps taken to 
reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the number of 
time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary infections caused 
by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical populations in 
experiment #1. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals of the same sex and 
genetic background. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.1, 
infectiousness (η) was scaled by 1 or 2 (x-axis facets) and contact network connections were 
based on flies aggregating within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; y-axis facets).  
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Figure S3. Theoretical experiment #1 (τ=1.0) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) maximum 
number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time steps taken to 
reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the number of 
time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary infections caused 
by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical populations in 
experiment #1. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals of the same sex and 
genetic background. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.1, 
infectiousness (η) was scaled by 1 or 2 (x-axis facets) and contact network connections were 
based on flies aggregating within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; y-axis facets).  
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Figure S4. Theoretical experiment #2 (τ=0.1) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) maximum 
number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time steps taken to 
reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the number of 
time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary infections caused 
by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical populations in 
experiment #2. Theoretical populations were comprised of 50 individuals from each 
combination of sex and genetic background. Across these simulations, pathogen 
transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.1, infectiousness (η) was scaled by 1 or 2 (x-axis facets) 
and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating within 10, 15 or 20mm of 
one another (r; y-axis facets). 
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Figure S5. Theoretical experiment #2 (τ=0.5) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) maximum 
number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time steps taken to 
reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the number of 
time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary infections caused 
by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical populations in 
experiment #2. Theoretical populations were comprised of 50 individuals from each 
combination of sex and genetic background. Across these simulations, pathogen 
transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.5, infectiousness (η) was scaled by 1 or 2 (x-axis facets) 
and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating within 10, 15 or 20mm of 
one another (r; y-axis facets).  
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Figure S6. Theoretical experiment #2 (τ=1.0) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) maximum 
number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time steps taken to 
reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the number of 
time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary infections caused 
by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical populations in 
experiment #2. Theoretical populations were comprised of 50 individuals from each 
combination of sex and genetic background. Across these simulations, pathogen 
transmission efficiency (τ) was 1.0, infectiousness (η) was scaled by 1 or 2 (x-axis facets) 
and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating within 10, 15 or 20mm of 
one another (r; y-axis facets).  
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Figure S7. Theoretical experiment #3 (τ=0.1, η=1) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) 
maximum number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time 
steps taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the 
number of time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary 
infections caused by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical 
populations in experiment #3. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals whose 
virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan were derived from the variation seen across 
all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. The extent of this variation was manipulated by 
constraining variation in social aggregation (vary aggregation; x-axis), lifespan following 
infection (vary duration; y-axis) and virus shedding (vary infectiousness; y-axis facets) to the 
population mean. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.1, 
infectiousness (η) was 1, and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating 
within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; x-axis facets).  
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Figure S8. Theoretical experiment #3 (τ=0.1, η=2) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) 
maximum number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time 
steps taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the 
number of time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary 
infections caused by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical 
populations in experiment #3. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals whose 
virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan were derived from the variation seen across 
all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. The extent of this variation was manipulated by 
constraining variation in social aggregation (vary aggregation; x-axis), lifespan following 
infection (vary duration; y-axis) and virus shedding (vary infectiousness; y-axis facets) to the 
population mean. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.1, 
infectiousness (η) was 2, and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating 
within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; x-axis facets).  
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Figure S9. Theoretical experiment #3 (τ=0.5, η=1) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) 
maximum number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time 
steps taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the 
number of time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary 
infections caused by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical 
populations in experiment #3. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals whose 
virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan were derived from the variation seen across 
all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. The extent of this variation was manipulated by 
constraining variation in social aggregation (vary aggregation; x-axis), lifespan following 
infection (vary duration; y-axis) and virus shedding (vary infectiousness; y-axis facets) to the 
population mean. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.5, 
infectiousness (η) was 1 and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating 
within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; x-axis facets). 
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Figure S10. Theoretical experiment #3 (τ=0.5, η=2) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) 
maximum number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time 
steps taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the 
number of time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary 
infections caused by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical 
populations in experiment #3. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals whose 
virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan were derived from the variation seen across 
all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. The extent of this variation was manipulated by 
constraining variation in social aggregation (vary aggregation; x-axis), lifespan following 
infection (vary duration; y-axis) and virus shedding (vary infectiousness; y-axis facets) to the 
population mean. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 0.5, 
infectiousness (η) was 2 and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating 
within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; x-axis facets). 
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Figure S11. Theoretical experiment #3 (τ=1.0, η=1) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) 
maximum number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time 
steps taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the 
number of time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary 
infections caused by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical 
populations in experiment #3. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals whose 
virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan were derived from the variation seen across 
all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. The extent of this variation was manipulated by 
constraining variation in social aggregation (vary aggregation; x-axis), lifespan following 
infection (vary duration; y-axis) and virus shedding (vary infectiousness; y-axis facets) to the 
population mean. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 1.0, 
infectiousness (η) was 1 and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating 
within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; x-axis facets).  
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Figure S12. Theoretical experiment #3 (τ=1.0, η=2) - Mean (a) fadeout proportion, (b) 
maximum number of infected individuals (maximum prevalence), (c) the number of time 
steps taken to reach the maximum number of infected individuals (time to Max. Prev.) (d) the 
number of time steps outbreaks lasted for (duration) and (e) the number of secondary 
infections caused by the first infected individual (R0) of outbreaks simulated in theoretical 
populations in experiment #3. Theoretical populations were comprised of individuals whose 
virus shedding, social aggregation and lifespan were derived from the variation seen across 
all genetic backgrounds and both sexes. The extent of this variation was manipulated by 
constraining variation in social aggregation (vary aggregation; x-axis), lifespan following 
infection (vary duration; y-axis) and virus shedding (vary infectiousness; y-axis facets) to the 
population mean. Across these simulations, pathogen transmission efficiency (τ) was 1.0, 
infectiousness (η) was 2 and contact network connections were based on flies aggregating 
within 10, 15 or 20mm of one another (r; x-axis facets). 
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Figure S13. Theoretical Experiment #2, (r=15, τ=1.0, η=2). Results of variable importance 
analysis for Experiment #2 with n=1000 trees using cforest function from the party package 
in R. Variables are listed on x-axis. Y-axis describes variable importance (mean decrease in 
accuracy [MDA]). Which variables most determine (A) how long an infection lasts, and (B) 
the number of secondary cases of infection caused by the first individual to become 
infected? 
  

(A) (B)
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Bacterial symbionts are widespread among metazoans and provide a range
of beneficial functions. Wolbachia-mediated protection against viral infection
has been extensively demonstrated in Drosophila. In mosquitoes that are
artificially transinfected with Drosophila melanogaster Wolbachia (wMel), pro-
tection from both viral and bacterial infections has been demonstrated.
However, no evidence for Wolbachia-mediated antibacterial protection has
been demonstrated in Drosophila to date. Here, we show that the route of
infection is key for Wolbachia-mediated antibacterial protection. Drosophila
melanogaster carrying Wolbachia showed reduced mortality during enteric—
but not systemic—infection with the opportunist pathogen Pseudomonas
aeruginosa. Wolbachia-mediated protection was more pronounced in male
flies and is associated with increased early expression of the antimicrobial
peptide Attacin A, and also increased expression of a reactive oxygen species
detoxification gene (Gst D8 ). These results highlight that the route of infection
is important for symbiont-mediated protection from infection, that Wolbachia
can protect hosts by eliciting a combination of resistance and disease tolerance
mechanisms, and that these effects are sexually dimorphic. We discuss the
importance of using ecologically relevant routes of infection to gain a better
understanding of symbiont-mediated protection.

1. Introduction
Beneficial microbial infections are common throughout the animal kingdom, with
profound effects on host physiology, behaviour, ecology and evolution [1–3].
Bacterial endosymbionts of insects, for example, are known to manipulate host
reproduction [4,5], to alter the host’s acquisition of essential nutrients [1,6] and
to provide protection from the deleterious effects of parasites and pathogens
[7,8]. Wolbachia pipientis—a maternally inherited, intracellular bacterium of
arthropods and nematodes—is one of the best-studied microbial symbionts
[9,10]. Its host range is vast, with recent estimates that 48–57% of all terrestrial
arthropods [11], and at least 10% of all Drosophila species carry Wolbachia [12].

The ability of some Wolbachia strains to protect insect hosts from pathogenic
infections makes it particularly relevant for potential bio-control of insect-vectored
zoonotic infections, and more broadly relevant as modifiers of host ecology and
mediators of pathogen-mediated selection in insects [9,10,13]. Aedes aegypti and
Aedes albopictus mosquitoes, for example, have been shown to become more resist-
ant to Dengue and Chikungunya viruses, as well as malaria-causing Plasmodium
when they are experimentally transinfected with Wolbachia [14–16]. In Drosophila,
there is also strong evidence that flies carrying Wolbachia are better able to survive
infection by a number of RNA viruses [7,8].

& 2017 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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In contrast with the strong evidence for Wolbachia-mediated
protection from viral infections and being able to protect
mosquitoes from bacterial challenge [16], its ability to protect
its native fruit fly hosts from bacterial infections has not been
clearly demonstrated [17,18]. In one study, Wolbachia did not
affect the survival or immune activity of Drosophila simulans
or D. melanogaster during systemic infection with Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Serratia marcescens or Erwinia carotovora [18], while
another study found that the presence of Wolbachia had no
effect on the ability to suppress pathogen growth during
systemic infections by intracellular (Listeria monocytogenes,
Salmonella typhimurium) or extracellular bacterial pathogens
(Providencia rettgeri) [17]. Given that Wolbachia can provide
broad-spectrum protection to mosquitoes against a range
of pathogens, including bacteria [19], the lack of evidence for
antibacterial protection in flies is puzzling.

Here, we show that the route of infection is key for
Wolbachia-mediated protection in Drosophila, which we find to
occur during enteric—but not systemic—infection by the
opportunist pathogen P. aeruginosa. We exposed flies that
were naturally infected with Wolbachia, and identical derived
flies that were cured of Wolbachia infection, to P. aeruginosa
either through intra-thoracic pricking (causing a systemic infec-
tion) or through the oral route of infection by feeding (causing
an enteric infection). We monitored how within-host microbe
loads and survival varied throughout the course of an enteric
infection to assess if Wolbachia-mediated protection was due
to differences in the bacterial clearance rate (resistance) or if it
aided host survival in the presence of high microbe loads (tol-
erance); we also examined how these protective effects differed
between male and female flies. We further characterized the
expression of immune and damage repair genes previously
shown to be involved in enteric bacterial infection in Drosophila.

2. Material and methods
(a) Fly stocks
Experiments were carried out using long-term laboratory stocks of
D. melanogaster Oregon R (OreR). This line was originally infected
with Wolbachia strain wMel (OreRWolþ). To obtain a Wolbachia-free
line of the same genetic background (OreRWol2), OreRWolþ flies
were cured of Wolbachia by rearing them on cornmeal Lewis
medium supplemented with 0.05 mg ml21 tetracycline. This treat-
ment was carried out at least 3 years before these experiments
were conducted, and the Wolbachia status of both fly lines was
verified using PCR with primers specific to Wolbachia surface
protein (wsp): forward (50 –30): GTCCAATAGCTGATGAAGAA
AC; reverse (50 –30): CTGCACCAATAGCGCTATAAA. Both lines
were kept as long-term laboratory stocks on a standard diet of corn-
meal Lewis medium, at a constant temperature of 18+18C with a
12 L : 12 D cycle. Prior to the experiment, fly lines were raised on
Lewis food at 258C, with a 12 L : 12 D cycle for at least two gener-
ations. To standardize the larval density of experimental flies,
replicate vials were set up containing ten, 2- to 4-day-old mated
females from each OreRWol2 or OreRWolþ fly line who were left
to lay eggs for 48 h to ensure that larval densities were comparable
across all replicates, and that offspring were age-matched (within
48 h). Maternal flies from each line were sampled from at least
four different bottles in order to avoid potential confounding effects
of bottle-specific differences in fly microbiota.

(b) Bacterial cultures
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a common Gram-negative bacterium
with a broad host range, infecting insects, nematodes, plants

and vertebrates, and is found in most environments [20,21].
Enteric infection of Drosophila by P. aeruginosa results in patho-
logy to intestinal epithelia due to the formation of a bacterial
biofilm in the crop, a food storage organ in the foregut [22,23].
In most enteric infections, P. aeruginosa growth is restricted to
the crop, and is sufficient to cause death [22,24]. Infections
were carried out using the P. aeruginosa reference strain PA14,
which has been shown to have a very broad host range [25,26].
To obtain isogenic PA14 cultures, a frozen stock culture was
streaked onto fresh LB agar plates and single colonies were
inoculated into 50 ml LB broth and incubated overnight at
378C with shaking at 150 r.p.m. Overnight cultures were diluted
1 : 100 into 500 ml fresh LB broth and incubated again at 378C
with shaking at 150 r.p.m. At the mid-log phase (OD600 ¼ 1.0),
we harvested the bacterial cells by centrifugation at 8000 r.p.m.
for 10 min, washed the cells twice with 1"PBS and re-suspended
the bacterial pellet in 5% sucrose. The final inoculum was
adjusted to OD600 ¼ 25, and this was the bacterial inoculum
used for all flies inoculated orally (enteric infection).

(c) Enteric and systemic bacterial infection
For systemic infection, flies were pricked in the pleural suture with a
needle dipped in a mid-log phase (OD600 ¼ 1.0) PA14 culture. Con-
trol flies were pricked with a needle dipped in sterile LB broth. For
oral exposure (enteric infection), a concentrated PA14 inoculum
(OD600¼ 25) was spotted onto a sterile filter paper (80 ml per
filter paper) and placed onto a drop of solidified 5% sugar agar
inside the lid of a 7 ml Bijou tube. For the uninfected control treat-
ment, filters received the equivalent volume of 5% sucrose solution
only. Two- to 4-day-old flies were sex sorted and transferred
individually to empty plastic vials: 180 (90 male and 90 female)
OreRWolþ, and 180 (90 male and 90 female) OreRWol2. Following
2–4 h of starvation, flies were transferred individually to 7 ml
Bijou tubes, and covered with previously prepared lids containing
a filter paper soaked in PA14 culture. Flies were left to feed on the
bacterial culture for approximately 12 h at 258C. Following this
period, we sacrificed six exposed and two control flies and counted
CFUs by plating the fly homogenate in Pseudomonas isolating
media (PAIM). The remaining flies were transferred to vials
containing 5% sugar agar and incubated at 258C.

(d) Survival assays
We carried out separate experiments to measure how the presence
of Wolbachia affected fly mortality during either enteric or systemic
infection, with identical fly rearing and bacterial cultural con-
ditions as those described above. For each survival assay (enteric
or systemic infection routes), 2- to 4-day-old flies were sexed and
exposed in groups of 10 flies to PA14, as described above. For
each combination of male or female OreRWolþ and OreRWol2

line, we set up 10 flies per 10 replicates vials. Flies that died from
infection were recorded every hour until all flies had died (sys-
temic infection), or every 24 h for up to 8 days (enteric infection).

(e) Quantification of within-host bacterial loads
in orally infected flies

Following the initial 12 h exposure, every 24 h, we randomly
sampled five to seven live flies per sex and Wolbachia status
and quantified the microbe loads present inside the flies. Briefly,
a single fly was removed from the vial and transferred to 1.5 ml
microcentrifuge tubes. To guarantee we were only quantifying
CFUs present inside the fly, and not those possibly on its surface,
each fly was surface sterilized by adding 75% ethanol for 30–60 s
to kill the outer surface bacterial species. Ethanol was discarded
and flies were washed twice with distilled water. Plating 100 ml
of the second wash in LB agar confirmed this method was

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org
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efficient in cleaning the surface of the fly (no viable CFUs were
detected). Each washed whole fly was placed in 1 ml of 1!
PBS in a 1.5 ml screw-top microcentrifuge tube, centrifuged at
5000 r.p.m. for 1 min and the supernatant was discarded. Two
hundred microlitres of LB broth were then added to each tube
and the flies were thoroughly homogenized using a motorized
pestle for 1 min. A 100 ml aliquot of homogenate was taken for
serial dilution and different dilutions were plated on PAIM
agar plates, incubated at 378C for 24–48 h and viable CFUs
were counted.

( f ) Statistical analyses of host survival and microbe
loads and tolerance

Fly survival was analysed using a Cox proportional hazards
model to compare survival rates, with fly ‘sex’, ‘infection status’
and ‘Wolbachia status’ and their interactions as fixed effects. The
significance of the effects was assessed using likelihood ratio
tests following a x2-distribution. For flies that were exposed
orally to PA14, we compared between pairs of treatments (control
versus infected or with and without Wolbachia) using the Cox
risk ratios. In orally infected flies, changes in the bacterial load
within-hosts were analysed with a linear model with log10CFU
as the response variable, and fly ‘sex’, ‘Wolbachia status’
and ‘time (DPI)’ as a continuous covariate. To assess sex- and
Wolbachia-mediated differences in how sick a fly gets for a given
pathogen load (tolerance), for each time point, we took the survi-
val probability (as a measure host health) and PA14 CFUs present
within the flies (as a measure of microbe load) for five replicate
flies in each sex/Wolbachia combination, and fitted a four-
parameter logidsitic model to this relationship [27] (see the

electronic supplementary material, table S1 and accompanying
text for details). All analyses were conducted in JMP 12 (SAS).
Full model output tables can be found in electronic supplemen-
tary material, tables S1–S7.

(g) Gene expression
We tested for differences in the expression of genes known to be
involved in either bacterial clearance (PGRP-LC, PGRP-LE, attacin
A) or in the response to stress and gut damage (gstD8, gadd45,
CG32302) during enteric bacterial infection [28–30] using qRT–
PCR. Details on specific genes are given in the main text.
Gene-specific primers are reported in the electronic supple-
mentary material, table S2 and PCR conditions are reported in
the electronic supplementary material.

3. Results
(a) Flies carrying Wolbachia show reduced mortality

during enteric but not systemic bacterial infection
All flies infected systemically with PA14 by intra-thoracic
pricking died within 24 h (figure 1a), and in line with previous
work [18], we did not detect any significant effect of Wolbachia
status on the rate at which these flies died (Cox proportional
hazard model, likelihood ratio x2 ¼ 0.003, d.f. ¼ 1, p¼
0.959), or any effect of sex (‘sex’ effect, x2 ¼ 0.860, d.f. ¼ 1,
p¼ 0.354); 100% of control flies (pricked with sterile LB
broth) survived during the same period. Flies that inges-
ted and acquired an enteric infection of PA14 died at a faster
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Figure 1. Fly survival after systemic oral infection with P. aeruginosa PA14. OreRWol2 (black) and OreRWolþ (grey) were either (a) pricked with a needle dipped in
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rate than control flies exposed only to a sucrose solution
(figure 1b; ‘infection status’ effect, likelihood ratio x2 ¼ 64.27,
d.f. ¼ 1, p, 0.0001). Fly mortality during enteric infection
was significantly affected by their Wolbachia status, but the
extent of protection depended on fly sex (Wolbachia status !
sex interaction x2 ¼ 8.50, d.f. ¼ 1, p¼ 0.0036). This protective
effect was not significant in female flies: the Cox risk ratio
showed that females without Wolbachia were 1.58 more likely
to die than infected females carrying Wolbachia (pairwise
contrast: p¼ 0.06). The protection in male flies was more
pronounced, as not carrying Wolbachia made PA14-infected
males 2.26 times more likely to die than their infected
Wolbachia-positive counterparts (pairwise contrast, p, 0.001;
figure 1b).

(b) The presence of Wolbachia affects initial bacterial
clearance in males but not in females during
enteric infection

To understand the cause of the increased survival during
enteric but not systemic infection protection, we focused on
flies that acquired infection orally. Bacterial loads decreased
over the course of the experiment in both male and female
flies (figure 2) time effect (F7,186 ¼ 48.81, p, 0.0001). We
detected a significant statistical interaction between Wolbachia
status, time and sex (electronic supplementary material, table
S4), suggesting that the effects of Wolbachia on the rate of bac-
terial clearance are sex-specific. This was confirmed in a
separate analysis for each sex: in females, there was no
effect of Wolbachia on the rate at which PA14 was cleared
(Wolbachia status ! time interaction F1,103 ¼ 0.032, p¼ 0.858),
while in males, there was a significant effect of Wolbachia on
how microbe loads changed with time (Wolbachia status !
time interaction F1,103 ¼ 9.28, p¼ 0.003). This effect is
reflected in the difference in within-host CFUs measured at
12 and 24 h post-infection, where male flies harbouring Wol-
bachia showed 10-fold lower microbe loads compared with
those without Wolbachia (figure 2; Wolþ: 3.86+0.22 log10

CFU; Wol2: 4.56+ 0.22 log10 CFU; F1,20 ¼ 5.27, p¼ 0.033).
While we detected significant sex-specific effects of Wolbachia
status on feeding (see the electronic supplementary material
for feeding assay details and table S3 and figure S1), they

were not consistent with changes in microbe loads, which
were higher in Wolbachia-positive males.

(c) The presence of Wolbachia changes the disease
tolerance profile of male flies

Independently of Wolbachia status, we observed that males and
females showed different patterns of bacterial clearance over
time (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, table S4
‘time ! sex’ interaction). While males appeared to be able to
clear the infection almost entirely within a week (mean+
s.e.m. 0.85+0.29 log10 CFU per fly at 168 h post-exposure),
females appeared to stop clearing infection after 96 h, main-
taining a relatively stable bacterial load of about 100 CFUs
per fly until the end of the experiment (figure 2). While we
might expect this to result in higher female mortality, female
flies showed similar survival to males following gut infection
(figure 1b). Male flies, however, experienced increased survival
when they were Wolbachia-positive compared with Wolbachia-
negative males (figure 1b), even though the rate at which
both groups clear infection appear identical (figure 2). This
suggests that males benefit from increased infection tolerance
in the presence of Wolbachia.

To better assess these differences in disease tolerance, we
analysed the relationship between host health and microbe
load for matching time-points (see the electronic supplementary
material for details on analysis of disease tolerance; figure 3). In
all cases, a nonlinear four-parameter logistic model described
these data better than a linear model (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). In female flies, the logistic model explained
one-quarter of the variance (R2 ¼ 0.24), and a formal parallelism
test found that the curves did not show significantly different
shapes according to Wolbachia infection status (F3,72¼ 0.886,
p¼ 0.452). In male flies, the four-parameter logistic model
explained over half the total variance (R2 ¼ 0.57), and a
formal parallelism test revealed significant differences in the
shapes of these two tolerance curves between Wolbachia-positive
and Wolbachia-negative males (F3,72¼ 2.98, p¼ 0.037). These
differences arise not only to the consistently lower maximum
and baseline survival in Wolbachia-negative males regardless
of microbe load (figure 3), but also due to differences in the
inflection point of each curve which occurs later in the infectious
period in Wolbachia-positive male flies (figure 3).
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(d) Wolbachia-positive flies show increased expression
of immune deficiency pathway genes during the
early stages of enteric infection

The immune deficiency (IMD) pathway is known to play an
active role in the response to enteric bacterial infection
[28,29]. We therefore tested whether flies carrying Wolbachia
showed increased expression of genes involved in IMD-
mediated antimicrobial immunity. Specifically, we measured
the expression of genes that have been previously shown
to be upregulated during enteric bacterial infection in
D. melanogaster [28]: PGRP-LC, a peptidoglycan trans-synaptic
signalling molecule that acts as a pattern recognition molecule
in the anterior fly midgut [29]; PGRP-LE, an intracellular pep-
tidoglycan that is especially active in the posterior midgut [29];
and Attacin A, an antimicrobial peptide (AMP) that is triggered
by the IMD pathway during infection by Gram-negative
bacteria [30]. In all genes, we detected significant time-
dependent effects of Wolbachia status, and for the expression
Attacin A, we also detected sex-dependent effects of Wolbachia
carriage (see electronic supplementary material, table S6;
figure 4); for these significant interactions, we report the rel-
evant pairwise contrasts. In Wolbachia-positive females, we
observed a significant increase in expression relative to unin-
fected females of PGRP-LC (figure 4a, p ¼ 0.0002) and PGRP-
LE (figure 4b, p ¼ 0.004) at 96 h post-infection. Overall, there
was no effect of Wolbachia on the expression of either receptor
gene in male flies, but we observed a significant three- to
fourfold increase in the expression of the AMP Attacin A in
Wolbachia-positive males at both 24 h ( p ¼ 0.002) and 96 h
( p , 0.001) post-infection (figure 4c).

(e) Wolbachia is associated with higher expression of
the reactive oxygen species detoxification gene
gstD8 in males during enteric infection

We hypothesized that in addition to the antimicrobial activity
of Attacin A, mechanisms involved in detoxifying reactive
oxygen species (ROS), commonly produced during enteric
infection with PA14 [31], could also underlie the differences
in survival between flies with and without Wolbachia
(figure 1). The expression of GstD8—involved in ROS
detoxification [31]—showed significant sex-specific effects of

Wolbachia carriage over time during enteric infection with
PA14 (electronic supplementary material, table S6). GstD8
expression was significantly higher at 96 h post-infection in
males harbouring Wolbachia compared with those without
the symbiont (figure 4d, p ¼ 0.001), while no difference was
observed in female GstD8 expression according to Wolbachia
status (p ¼ 0.08, figure 4d ).

( f ) Wolbachia is associated with higher expression of
epithelial repair genes in females during enteric
infection

Oral infection often results in damage to insect guts [29], so
we also measured the expression of genes involved in tissue
damage repair (gadd45 ) and a component of the peritrophic
matrix (CG32302) [28]. Both genes showed sex-specific
effects of Wolbachia carriage that changed over time (electronic
supplementary material, table S7). Gadd45 expression was
marginally higher in Wolbachia-positive females compared
with those without Wolbachia at 96 h post-infection (figure 4e,
p , 0.001). CG32302 expression was only transiently differen-
tially expressed in Wolbachia-positive females at 24 h post-
infection (figure 4f, p ¼ 0.01), but not at the other time-points.
Wolbachia-negative males showed a significantly higher
expression relative to Wolbachia-positive males of both gadd45
(figure 4e, p ¼ 0.02) and CG32302 (figure 4f, p ¼ 0.01) at 24 h
post-infection, although this difference was no longer observed
by 96 h post-infection.

4. Discussion
Wolbachia plays a key role in conferring protection from
pathogens in their insect hosts [7,8]. In its natural host Droso-
phila, Wolbachia-mediated protection is especially evident
during viral infections, but protection from bacterial patho-
gens in Drosophila had not been demonstrated to date.
Here, we provide strong evidence that the route of infection
is important for Wolbachia-mediated protection from bacterial
infection. We find that Wolbachia can protect Drosophila from
enteric bacterial infection by eliciting a combination of anti-
microbial and damage repair mechanisms, and that these
protective effects are sexually dimorphic.
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(a) The route of infection matters for Wolbachia
protection

The role of Wolbachia in protecting hosts from infection, either
by increasing resistance or tolerance, is known in Drosophila–
virus interactions, but previous work testing for antibacterial
protection in Drosophila did not find a significant effect of
Wolbachia [17,18]. Typically, flies in previous studies were
inoculated by intra-thoracic pricking or injection, and there-
fore experienced a systemic infection. In the wild, however,
infections are more likely to be acquired through the
faecal–oral route (during feeding on decomposing fruit),
with most pathogens colonizing the gut before being shed
through the faeces. Drosophila–Wolbachia interactions would
therefore have co-evolved mainly under selection by patho-
gen infection in the gut, and any antibacterial protection
that may have evolved as a consequence would not be
expected to manifest during a highly virulent systemic infec-
tion [30,32]. Further, if Wolbachia-mediated protection is
especially efficient in the fly gut, the damage caused by a gen-
eralized systemic infection could overwhelm any localized
protection by Wolbachia, which could explain the lack of
observed protection in previous studies of systemic bacterial
infection in Drosophila.

Work in a number of insect host species, including flies
[32,33], moths [34] and aphids [35], has highlighted how the
route of infection can affect the progression and the outcome
of disease due to differences in the mortality and the dynamics
of pathogen growth. Distinct immune pathways are also eli-
cited during systemic and enteric infection; recent work has
shown that in Drosophila, the Toll-Dorsal pathway is required
to defend from gut infection but not systemic infection by
Drosophila C virus [36]. In addition to affecting the outcome
of an infection at the individual level, these differences and
immune deployment and disease outcome may even have
more profound consequences for how hosts evolve in response
to pathogens [32]. Studies of host resistance and tolerance
should therefore favour natural routes of infection in order to
gain a more realistic understanding of the mechanisms that
hosts have evolved to fight infection.

(b) Wolbachia-mediated protection is a combination
of pathogen clearance and damage limitation

The mechanisms underlying Wolbachia-mediated protection
are largely unclear, especially given that the extent of the pro-
tection and whether it acts to increase resistance or tolerance
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appear to be pathogen-specific [7,37,38]. In mosquitoes, Wolba-
chia protection appears to be involved in a combination of
general immune priming [39], resource competition between
Wolbachia and infectious agents [40], and the regulation of
host genes involved in blocking pathogen replication [41].
However, mosquitoes have only been recently transinfected
with Wolbachia and it is unclear if we might expect the same
mechanisms to underlie protection in Drosophila which has a
long coevolutionary history with Wolbachia. In Drosophila,
Wolbachia-mediated antiviral protection is variable among
strains of Wolbachia and correlates strongly with the reduction
in viral titres within hosts [38], suggesting that Wolbachia
generally enhances the ability to clear pathogens (increasing
host resistance). These results contrast with work showing
that D. simulans infected with Wolbachia strain wAu can with-
stand high virus titres without high levels of mortality [42],
indicating that Wolbachia can, in some cases, also promote dis-
ease tolerance. Notably, Drosophila–Wolbachia associations that
confer antiviral protection following systemic viral infection
have also been found to protect adult flies following oral
exposure to Drosophila C virus, although this was but not
observed when flies were challenged as larvae [43].

Bacterial loads did not increase throughout the course of
the infection, but were cleared at a near exponential rate
(figure 2). Despite this, flies still died from infection, although
the presence of Wolbachia was associated with a reduction in
initial microbe loads and lower mortality in male flies, as well
as an increase in the expression of the AMP Attacin A. One
possibility is that most of the damage experienced by the
host happens at the early stages of infection, as the greatest
difference in male mortality happens within the first 48 h
when bacterial loads are on average 10 times higher in
Wolbachia-negative flies. It is therefore possible that the
increased expression of Attacin A within the first 96 h post-
infection (figure 4) may have led to the lower bacterial loads
observed in the early stages of infection (figure 2), therefore
minimizing gut damage caused by pathogen growth.

Given that we observed Wolbachia-associated changes in the
tolerance profiles of male flies, we also chose to measure the
expression of genes involved in damage repair. We investigated
the expression of gstD8 , involved in ROS detoxification, because
it was previously shown to be upregulated during enteric infec-
tion in Drosophila with another bacterial pathogen, E. carotovora
[28]. We found that the expression of gstD8 was elevated in
Wolbachia-positive males, but not female flies, following 96 h
of oral exposure to P. aeruginosa, which is consistent with
the increased survival observed in Wolbachia-positive males
compared with males without the endosymbiont (figure 1b).

In addition to this detoxification response, we also
measured the expression of genes involved in tissue damage
repair (gadd45 ) and a component of the peritrophic matrix
(CG32302). In males, the presence of Wolbachia did not result
in an increase in these genes within 96 h of oral exposure to
PA14, but females carrying the endosymbiont showed signifi-
cantly higher expression than Wolbachia-negative flies of
gadd45 . This may indicate that Wolbachia could induce different
damage limitation mechanisms in males and females. We also
observed transient increases in the expression of CG32302,
another component of gut renewal, in Wolbachia-positive
females at 24 h post-infection. There was also a transient
increase in expression at 24 h post-infection of gadd45 and
CG32302 in Wolbachia-negative males (figure 4). We interpret
these increases as a response to increased damage to gut

tissue cause by the 10-fold higher bacterial loads in these flies
after 24 h (figure 2), which was avoided in Wolbachia-positive
males by attacinA-mediated clearance.

While previous work found no difference in genome-
wide expression levels in adult Drosophila with or without
Wolbachia [44], and only mild upregulation of immune
genes has been reported in Drosophila cell lines that are tran-
siently infected [45], our gene expression results indicate that
Wolbachia-mediated protection from enteric bacterial infection
relies on a combination of antimicrobial activity and damage
repair mechanisms.

(c) Sex differences in immunity and Wolbachia-
mediated protection

A clear result from our work is that males and females vary
in their ability to clear (figure 2) and tolerate infection
(figure 3). While males and females are generally susceptible
to the same pathogens, sexual dimorphism in the immune
response is apparent in a wide range of species [46–48],
and is documented for all classes of viral, bacterial, fungal
and parasitic infections (see [49] for review). In invertebrate
hosts, and especially in Drosophila, most studies investigating
the ability to resist or tolerate bacterial and viral infections
have focused primarily on the underlying immune mechan-
isms [21,29,50–52]. Typically, these studies have not
focused on sexual differences in these mechanisms (but see
[53]). However, our results, together with a large body of
work on immune sexual dimorphism [54], show that resist-
ance and tolerance mechanisms are likely to vary between
males and females. The causes of sex differences in immunity
are not clear, but one likely source of variation is that many
immune genes are linked to sex chromosomes [55] and so
X-linked regulators of fly innate immunity could underlie
the sexually dimorphic clearance and tolerance response
that we observed.

Moreover, this sexual dimorphism was modified by the
presence of Wolbachia. We found that the tolerance curves
of Wolbachia-positive males were always higher than those
without Wolbachia, indicating that the presence of the endosym-
biont results in greater health throughout the infection.
However, we did not observe the same level of protection in
female flies (figures 1–3). It is also notable that the inflection
point of the curve (indicating a severe decline in survival)
occurs much later in the infection in Wolbachia-positive males
(although it does occur eventually), and that the overall sever-
ity of these infections in reduced (the baseline of the curve is
higher) in Wolbachia-positive males.

This outcome was unexpected because maternally inherited
symbionts, such as Wolbachia, are well known to use specific
adaptive strategies to spread and persist within insect popu-
lations, usually providing fitness benefits to female hosts. This
makes the greater protection in males surprising. One possi-
bility is that the level of protection we observe in females is in
fact the best adaptive strategy for Wolbachia, especially if the
mechanism of protection (an increase in the expression of
AMPs in males) could also result in lower Wolbachia titres,
and hence lower Wolbachia fitness. Therefore, a possible expla-
nation for lower antibacterial protection in females is that
Wolbachia evolution has resulted in a balance between the fit-
ness benefits to Wolbachia of reduced host pathology against
the fitness costs of reduced Wolbachia titre.
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5. Concluding remarks
Together, our results show that Wolbachia can protect Drosophila
from enteric bacterial infection by eliciting a combination of
antimicrobial and disease tolerance mechanisms associated
with an initial upregulation of antimicrobial activity, and that
these protective effects are sexually dimorphic. Future studies
of symbiont-mediated protection should therefore favour natu-
ral routes of infection in order to gain a more realistic picture of
the mechanisms that hosts have evolved to fight infection.
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CHAPTER 18

The influence of parasites  
on insect behavior
Pedro F. Vale1, Jonathon A. Siva-Jothy1, André Morrill2, and Mark R. Forbes2
1Institute of Evolutionary Biology, School of Biological Sciences, University of Edinburgh, Scotland, UK
2Department of Biology, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada

18.1 Background

It is estimated that well over 50 per cent of extant 
species have a parasitic lifestyle, for at least some 
stage of their life cycle (Schmid-Hempel  2011). 
For example, parasitism is thought to have evolved 
at least once independently in ten of the twenty-one 
extant insect orders (Weinstein and Kuris  2016). 
It is perhaps not surprising that infection is wide-
spread among host species from all taxa of life, 
and hosts have evolved a number of physiologi-
cal, immunological, and behavioral responses to 
pathogens and parasites (Schmid-Hempel 2011). 
This chapter is concerned with behavioral responses 
to actual or potential infection by pathogens and 
parasites using insects as model hosts, although 
instances are highlighted where the players also 
include insect species that are parasites or 
parasitoids.

Insects, and their pathogens and parasites serve 
as ideal systems to investigate questions at the 
interface of infection and behavior. Questions such 
as how does behavior affect likelihood of infection? 
Or, is a novel or stereotypical behavior expressed 
following infection interpretable as a host adapta-
tion, parasite adaptation, or by-product of infection 
not particularly beneficial to either the parasite or 

host individual? Insects are ideal hosts because we 
know much about disciplines related to infection and 
behavioral ecology, including insect natural history, 
genetics, physiology, immunology, and develop-
mental biology. We generally know a great deal 
about insect biology because insects are important 
pests of agricultural crops (see Chapter 20), impor-
tant vectors of some of the most deadly human dis-
eases (see Chapter 21) and/or particularly amenable 
to laboratory rearing and protocols. Often our inter-
pretations of insect behavioral response to infection 
rely on insight gleaned from those other disciplines. 
For example, consider that there are genes for 
behaviors and immune expression, and genetic var-
iation in either could explain phenotypic variation 
in behavior. This is especially important if that phe-
notypic variation in behavior influences variation 
in infection risk or costs of infection.

Reviews are defined by the phenomena they 
include as well as those they ignore. In writing a 
chapter like this, there are literally hundreds of gen-
eral observational and specific experimental studies 
from which to illustrate key concepts in the study 
of  parasitism and host behavior, made much less 
daunting by the taxonomic focus on insects. We 
have focused further on some of the more iconic 
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and recent examples, where interpretations of insect 
behavioral responses to pathogens and parasites 
are fairly well understood because the systems are 
particularly amenable to investigation and inter-
pretation. Although these tractable species associa-
tions for study may be seen as a non-random subset 
of nature, they provide examples of what evolved 
or plastic host responses are possible. One aspect 
that is largely ignored is what effect co-infecting 
pathogens and parasites have on insect behavioral 
responses to focal species. The fact that insect path-
ogens and parasites often have several possible host 
species for a given life history (infective) stage is 
also largely ignored (Rigaud et al. 2010). It is fully 
recognized that these aspects might prove important 
in determining the types or magnitudes of behavior 
expressed, but there is still much to discuss in the 
absence of treatment of these phenomena.

This chapter divides behavior conceptually into 
two broad categories—those that occur before infec-
tion possibly following encounter, or contact with 
pathogens and parasites or their cues, and, those 
behaviors that occur following infection (see Box 
18.1a). Avoiding infection is the first line of defence 
and is known to occur in a broad range of taxa, 
being reasonably well-studied for insect hosts. The 
evidence that host insects detect and discriminate 
between clean and potentially infectious environ-
ments is reviewed, the importance of this avoidance 
for the consequences of infection, and there is also 
interest in whether avoidance behavior is context-
dependent. A second broad line of inquiry con-
cerns behavioral responses to infection. Behavioural 
‘responses’ following infection are widely reported 
among animals, and can be classified more specifi-
cally into the following:

 • sickness behaviors that benefit the host by con-
serving energetic resources during infection;

 • parasitic manipulation that enhances parasite 
survival or transmission;

 • a by-product of pathogenicity that does not nec-
essarily benefit the host or the parasite. 

The second section of this chapter reviews the 
 evidence for adaptive ‘sickness’ behavior of hosts, 
whereas the third part of this chapter illustrates key 
concepts involved in the demonstration and conse-

quences of parasitic manipulation of insect host 
behavior.

Some of the latest techniques in studying insect 
behavior in relation to infection are also discussed 
(Box 18.2). In addition to underscoring useful record-
ing and computational techniques in the study and 
analysis of insect behavior, another common theme 
shared by the types of studies highlighted is the 
level of behavioral explanation being sought. Here, 
we rely on Tinbergen’s (1963) four levels of explan-
ation in behavior (Box 18.1b). Most of the work 
highlighted concerns the expected fitness value to 
the host or to the parasite of the host’s behavioral 
response being investigated, and only some work 
concerns the mechanism or causation of behavioral 
change of infected insects. Box  18.3 on what is 
known about the neuroendocrine-immune axis in 
insects and its mechanistic relation to behavioral 
expression and immunity. Considerably less time 
will be spent on what is known about the evolution-
ary history and developmental trajectory of insect 
behavior in the context of infection, although both 
concepts are introduced briefly. The Chapter fin-
ishes by highlighting, for each section, tractable yet 
unresolved questions and issues whose consider-
ation will help inform research for students of insect 
behavior in relation to infection by pathogens and 
parasites.

18.2 Infection avoidance behavior 
in insects

The first lines of host defence are infection avoid -
ance behaviors that prevent parasites from infecting 
hosts. This behavioral immunity can be hugely effec-
tive because it obviously results in hosts avoiding 
the costs of parasite virulence, but also because hosts 
avoid potential negative consequences of immune 
deployment, such as immunopathology or costly 
investment in immune mechanisms (Curtis 2014). 
Avoidance behaviors rely on sensory systems detect-
ing parasites or their cues, mechanisms that inte-
grate this sensory information, and effector systems 
that, when activated, reduce host–parasite contact. 
This section discusses insect avoidance mechanisms 
with respect to the source of infection they avoid 
and/or the aspect of host ecology they affect.
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Box 18.1 Guiding principles for the study of insect behaviour in relation to parasitism

Conceptual framework

Tinbergen’s four levels of explanation
Nikolaas Tinbergen outlined four modes of questioning ani-
mal behaviors as a means of categorizing approaches to 
their biological explanation (Tinbergen 1963). ‘Tinbergen’s 
four questions’ summarize the ‘lenses’ through which 
behaviors can be viewed, providing four comprehensive and 
non-exclusive perspectives applicable to any behavioral phe-
nomenon. These levels of explanation are:

• Biological mechanism (causation): the immediate 
physiological cause(s) of the observed behavior. Separate 
from any consideration of the behavior’s function or its 
adaptive significance, one might ask what mechanism 
brings about its expression [e.g. what sorts of molecules 
are produced to influence the functions of a host’s 
central nervous system during manipulation by a 
parasite? (Biron et al. 2005)].

• Function (survival value): what advantage(s) is (are) 
derived from a particular behavior. For example, an insect 
might increase its grooming as a response to encounter-

ing a parasite infective stage because this reduces the 
probability of the parasite successfully establishing an 
infection (Gaugler et al. 1994). In the study of behavioral 
changes resulting from parasitism, the value of the host 
behavior may be studied from the host’s or the parasite’s 
perspective. Indeed, identifying whether the parasite 
significantly benefits from the behavior is the crux of 
differentiating true host manipulation from infection-
induced behavioral changes more generally.

• Evolution (phylogeny): the explanation of a behavioral 
phenomenon from consideration of the organism’s evolu-
tionary history. Variation in a behavior expressed by 
different host species resulting from infection by the 
same manipulating parasite species may be explained by 
the degree of phylogenetic relatedness of those hosts 
(e.g. Malfi et al. 2014). Why individuals of a given 
species express some particular behavior can also be 
answered at the level of evolution through addressing 
how that behavior arose over evolutionary time, and due 
to what pressures. Selective pressures that favoured the 

Type of behavioral
response Agency of response

Host in control
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Avoidance of
parasitism

Host in control

Neither host nor
parasite in control

Adaptive
sickness behaviour

Host manipulation
by parasite

 By-product of
infection

Parasite in control

Box 18.1 Categories of behavioural responses to parasitism with their timing in relation to infection and an indication of whether the host 
or the parasite is in control of the response.
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behavior originally may no longer be relevant, and 
current survival benefits resulting from the behavior may 
be relatively new from an evolutionary perspective; 
therefore, levels of explanation based on function and 
evolution must be properly distinguished.

• Ontogeny (development): how the observed behavior 
develops during an individual’s lifetime, or is otherwise 
influenced by the organism’s development over the 
course of its life. For example, one could imagine a 
scenario wherein an insect’s increased exposure to 
ectoparasites at an earlier life stage increases that 
individual’s propensity to groom at a much later 
life stage.

Tinbergen’s four questions can be divided into two catego-
ries depending on whether they deal with ‘ultimate’ expla-
nations, reasons relating to the purpose of the trait (‘why’ 
questions; levels of evolution and function); or whether 
they address ‘proximate’ explanations, reasons relating to 
mechanisms underlying the trait’s expression acting within 
the lifetime of the organism in question (‘how’ questions; 
levels of biological mechanism and ontogeny; Klopfer and 
Hailman 1972). Explanations can alternatively be viewed as 
either relating to changes occurring over time and to devel-
opmental processes (evolution and ontogeny) or, in contrast, 
relating to more immediate, ‘synchronic’ perspectives (bio-
logical mechanism and function; Bateson and Laland 2013).

Box 18.2 Techniques to study insect behavioral responses to infection

The ability to observe, record, and quantify animal behavior 
is a considerable challenge in many biological fields. The first 
challenge arises from the very definition of behavior, which 
will vary according to the focus of the study (locomotion, 
courtship, aggression, feeding) and will therefore require 
distinct methods and techniques for accurate quantification. 
The second challenge arises from the inherent complexity of 
behavioral traits. Historically, measuring behavior has required 
either laborious and time-consuming manual descriptions of 
behaviors on a limited number of individuals, or has relied 
on assays that only allow quantification of a simplified 
aspect of a more complex behavior. While these approaches 
have advanced the study of behavior, they are prone to 
inevitable logistic limitations and inherent biases. Here, we 
briefly describe recent advances in the measurement of 
insect behavioral responses to infection, with a focus on 
methods that allow automated, high throughput quantifica-
tion of individual behaviors. While many of these techniques 
have been developed using the fruit fly (D. melanogaster), 
they are applicable to many insect species.

Measuring locomotor activity in insects—
Trikinetics® Activity Monitor
One of the most popular instruments employed to study activ-
ity levels in insects is the Trikinetics® Drosophila Activity 
Monitor (DAM). The system works by placing insects inside 
tubes (individually) or vials (in groups) within an activity moni-
tor, and activity is recorded each time active insects break 
an infrared (IR) beam within the midpoint of each tube 
(Pfeiffenberger et al. 2010). Its ease of use, relative affordabil-
ity and the ability to automate the recording of activity on 
a large number of individuals has made the DAM a popular 

choice for recording lethargy and somnolence in infected 
insects such as fruit flies (Shirasu-Hiza et al. 2007; Vale 
and Jardine 2015), mosquitos (Rund et al. 2016), bees, 
wasps, and other insects of similar size (Giannoni-Guzmán 
et al. 2014).

Automated image-based behavioral tracking 
of locomotor activity in groups of insects
While IR-based tracking systems have a number of advan-
tages, they are limited in their spatial and movement resolu-
tion (activity is measured as a binary trait) and their 
scalability, which requires additional activity monitors. These 
limitations, allied to the desire of quantifying behaviors in 
more natural settings, has spurred the development of 
image and video-based tracking of individual insects while 
interacting in large groups (Gilestro  2012; Mersch et 
al. 2013). Some of these approaches are relatively simple. 
For example, the level of social aggregation in groups of 
insects (which is relevant for the likelihood of disease 
spread), is easily measured by using still images of insect 
groups to measure nearest-neighbour distances (Simon et al.  
2012). Actual insect movement, however, tends to occur 
in three dimensions, which increases the challenge of real-
time tracking and quantification (Ardekani et al. 2012). 
Automated video tracking technology, allied with powerful 
computational analysis of insect activity data (Egnor and 
Branson 2016) has revolutionized the field of insect behav-
ior by allowing individual-level behaviors to be linked with 
higher level ecological patterns (Dell et al. 2014). For exam-
ple, using continuous tracking of individually-tagged ants 
within a colony, Mersch and colleagues were able to describe 
 temporal and spatial distribution of all individual ants, and 
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18.2.1 Spatial avoidance

Spatial avoidance occurs when hosts avoid areas 
where parasites are detected or likely to be. Small-
scale spatial avoidance of parasites, as seen for ovi-
positing insect hosts, is just one type of many 
avoidance behaviors (Table 18.1). For example, the 
spreadwing damselfly, Lestes sponsa, can lay eggs 
inserted into aquatic plants, either above or below 
the water’s surface. Below-surface oviposition pre-
sumably incurs additional energetic costs to the 
mother, but offers greater protection of eggs from 
parasitoids. In the presence of high egg parasitism, 
females preferentially lay eggs below the water’s 
surface (Harabis et al. 2015).

Some larger-scale movements of insects have been 
explained in the context of disease avoidance. For 
example, the migration of the monarch butterfly, 
Danaus plexippus, across North America has been 
explained partly as a mechanism of avoiding infec-
tion (Satterfield et al.  2015; see also Chapter  7). 
However, this example is somewhat controversial 
because while migrating populations experience 
less parasitism (Altizer et al. 2011), it is equally true 
that parasitized individuals have reduced flight 
capabilities (Bradley and Altizer 2005) making it 
unclear whether butterflies migrate to avoid infection, 
or if infected butterflies migrate less or not at all.

18.2.2 Temporal avoidance

In addition to spatial avoidance, insects also can 
avoid times where infection risk is highest. Almost 
all examples of temporal avoidance come from inter-
actions between ants and parasitoid Phorid flies.

Table 18.1 Examples of infection avoidance behaviors (classified 
according to the subsections of Section 18.2), across a range of  
insect orders

Insect host 
order

Parasite Avoidance 
behavior

Reference

Coleoptera Bacteria Medication Arce et al. (2012)

Coleoptera Nematode Grooming Gaugler et al. 
(1994)

Coleoptera Bacteria and 
Fungus

Grooming Lusebrink et al. 
(2008)

Coleoptera – Grooming Valentine (2007)

Diptera Parasitoid wasp 
(Hymenoptera)

Medication Kacsoh et al. 
(2013)

Hymenoptera – Decreased Bigio et al. (2014)

Social contact

Hymenoptera Fungus Niche 
construction

Chapuisat et al. 
(2007)

Hymenoptera Protozoan/BacteriaTrophic 
avoidance

Fouks and 
Lattorff (2011)

Hymenoptera Fungus Medication Konrad et al. 
(2012)

Hymenoptera Parasitoid fly Trophic 
avoidance

Orr (1992)

Hymenoptera – Niche 
construction

Pie et al. (2004)

Hymenoptera Fungus Grooming Nielsen et al. 
(2010)

Isoptera – Decreased Crosland et al. 
(1997)Social contact

Lepidoptera Multiple (natural 
populations)

Spatial 
avoidance

Sadek et al. (2010)

Odonata Parasitoid wasp Spatial 
avoidance

Harabis et al. 
(2015)

identified unique behavioral units within the ant colony that 
changed over time (Mersch et al. 2013).

Computational analysis of behavior
Automated image-based tracking is complex and extremely 
data-intensive. Its success as a method to measure behavior 
will therefore rely heavily on advances in computational 
analysis (Egnor and Branson 2016). The main challenge is 
reconstructing the trajectories of individual flies across video 

frames while accounting for considerable noise both in the 
measurement and in the assay environment, compounded 
by the need to maintain the identities of individual insects 
over time (Ardekani et al. 2012; Reiser 2009). These techni-
cal challenges have benefitted greatly from independent 
advances in the fields of machine learning, which with a solid 
mathematical grounding, are now being applied to impor-
tant biological and behavioral processes (Ardekani 
et al. 2012; Egnor and Branson 2016).

Box 18.2 Continued
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Members of the worker caste of the tropical fire 
ant, Solenopsis geminata, recruit nest mates using 
pheromone trails to forage en masse when large food 
items are found. Columns of worker ants carrying 
food can be seen on forest floors, and these high host 
densities attract parasitoid Phorid flies. In response 
to the presence of female Phorid flies, worker activity 
and nest mate recruitment decrease significantly 
(Feener and Brown 1992). This avoidance behavior 
also demonstrates the significance of parasite pres-
sure for host ecology, forcing fire ants to balance the 
cost of reduced foraging efficiency with the benefit of 
reduced parasitism. A more extreme form of tem-
poral avoidance of Phorid flies is observed in the 
leaf-cutter ant, Atta cephalotes. In the presence of the 
diurnal Phorid fly, Neodohrniphora curvinervis, whole 
colonies of ants shift their activity from daytime to 
night-time (Orr 1992). This response to parasitism is 
co-ordinated by many individuals over a short time 
period, making the interaction between ants and 
Phorid flies of fundamental interest to our under-
standing of adaptation and behavioral plasticity.

18.2.3 Trophic avoidance

Several activities that are essential to survival also 
increase the risk of acquiring infection. Foraging 
and consuming food is vital to host health, but offer 
parasites an ideal route with which to access the 
internal environment of the host. Many parasites 
infect the insect digestive system (see also Chapter 21). 
The cost of this infection is thought to have driven 
the evolution of trophic avoidance, where individ-
uals avoid eating infectious food items (Alma et 
al.  2010; Fouks and Lattoroff 2011). Even insects 
typically thought of as having poor sensory sys-
tems, such as the larvae of holometabolous insects, 
can exhibit trophic avoidance to an array range of 
parasites. For example, larvae of the grapevine 
moth, Lobesia botrana, avoid eating fungus-infected 
grapes (Tasin et al. 2012), while larvae of the gypsy 
moth, Lymantria dispar, avoid leaves where viruses 
are detected (Parker et al. 2010).

18.2.4 Altered mate preference

Courtship and mating are activities during which 
infections can be transmitted between individuals. 

As a result, many hosts avoid mating with infected 
conspecifics. This mate avoidance is commonly seen 
in vertebrates, but is rarely seen in insects (Abbot 
and Dill  2001; Rosengaus et al.  2011), despite the 
fact that it has now been tested for across several 
insect host systems (Arbuthnott et al. 2016). The rar-
ity of altered mate preference in insects in relation 
to parasitism is puzzling as traits that are linked to 
parasitism have been shown to be targets of mate 
choice, e.g. a number of sexually selected traits have 
demonstrable ties to immunocompetence (Siva-Jothy 
1999; Tregenza et al.  2006). Therefore, the overall 
rarity of altered mate preferences must have another 
explanation, such as parasites evading host detec-
tion (Lambardi et al. 2007), parasites generally manip-
ulating host behavior (but see Section 18.3) or the 
cost of abstinence outweighing the cost of infectious 
mating.

Microbiota generally have a range of effects on 
host–parasite dynamics and have been shown to 
influence mate choice (Arbuthnott et al. 2016; Dam-
odaram et al.  2016). That insects can detect these 
microorganisms and incorporate this information 
into mate choice, makes general parasite evasion of 
host detection less likely (de Roode and Lefèvre 
2012). Particularly for microorganisms such as Wol-
bachia causing host cytoplasmic incompatability, there 
is expected to be intense selection on detection as 
uninfected female hosts mating with infected males 
have zero fitness. The cost-of-abstinence argument, 
in comparison, makes sense in light of insects being 
relatively short-lived organisms with a premium on 
mating and given that this form of infection avoid-
ance is so commonly seen in longer-lived verte-
brates.

18.2.5 Decreased social contact

Insects also exhibit a range of non-sexual interac-
tions (see Chapter  15). These interactions can be 
exploited by parasites to infect hosts. Literature 
detailing the influence of parasites on these social 
interactions focuses on eusocial insects, due to the 
significance these interactions have on colony fit-
ness (Cremer et al. 2007). Workers increase their fit-
ness through kin selection; protecting and providing 
for reproductive nest mates (see Chapter 15). Selection 
favours workers preventing transmission to the rest 
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of the colony even if that individual increases its 
own short-term infection risk (Cremer et al. 2007). 
The termite, Reticulitermes fukienensis, for example, 
undertakes a range of behaviors in order to limit 
contact with infected workers or workers that have 
died from infection. One marked example is the 
burying of nest mates that died from fungal infec-
tion (Crosland et al.  1997). In so doing, workers 
reduce infection risk to other nest mates.

Social organization of eusocial insect colonies 
also serves to reduce infection risk. For example, 
worker castes of the carpenter ant, Camponotus fel-
lah, take on a range of tasks that have variable infec-
tion risk (Mersch et al. 2013). Although the effect of 
infection risk was not directly tested, worker castes 
central to colony reproduction, i.e. brood nurses, 
seldom interacted with castes that performed jobs 
with a high risk of infection (Mersch et al.  2013). 
This aids brood nurses in safely rearing the colony’s 
next generation.

18.2.6 Niche construction and maintenance

As many parasites can persist in the environment 
without hosts, insects can avoid infection by mak-
ing and maintaining their environment to be less 
hospitable to infective stages of parasites. Nest-
making insects frequently dedicate time or, in the 
case of eusocial insects, castes to the removal of para-
sites or infectious material from the nest (Cremer et 
al. 2007; Neoh et al. 2012; Bigio et al. 2014). Other 
factors that reduce parasitism risk include antimi-
crobial secretions (Turillazzi et al. 2006; Chapuisat 
et al. 2007) and nest architecture (Pie et al. 2004).

The burying beetle, Nicrophorus vespilloides, raises 
its offspring on small vertebrate carcasses and employs 
antimicrobial secretions. The carcasses attract micro-
parasites that can affect offspring survival and devel-
opment adversely. This cost has driven the evolution 
of antimicrobials secretion by parents, while pre-
paring their offspring’s food source (Arce et al. 2012).

Nest architecture is diverse in many social insects. 
Nests comprised of multiple chambers limit inter-
actions between castes to focal individuals or spe-
cialized castes (Mersch et al.   2013). Additionally, 
chambers can be dedicated to specific functions, for 
example, the nests of the social cricket, Anurogryllus 
muticus, have dedicated latrine chambers (Curtis 2014).

18.2.7 Grooming

Grooming is a mechanism of infection avoidance 
that shares activities such as those described above, 
but it primarily concerns maintenance of the insect’s 
cuticle. Grooming reduces infection risk by remov-
ing parasites from, or preventing their establish-
ment on, the cuticle (Gaugler et al. 1994; Turillazzi 
et al.  2006). Individuals of many insect species 
groom themselves (autogrooming) and one another 
(allogrooming; Valentine  2007). Grooming is even 
observed between species, as is the case in the 
aphid-farming ant, Formica podzolica, which grooms 
its aphid-livestock (Nielsen et al. 2010). Insects have 
a number of adaptations that increase grooming effi-
ciency including specialized bristles (Zhukovskaya 
et al. 2013) and cuticular secretions (Lusebrink et al. 
2008). For example, the rove beetle, Stenus comma, 
secretes the alkaloid, stenusine from specialized 
abdominal glands to reduce the growth of fungi, 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria on the 
cuticle (Lusebrink et al. 2008).

Interestingly, secretions are used alternatively by 
insect parasites frequently to evade hosts. The cuckoo 
bee, Bombus bohemicus, infiltrates host hives by mim-
icking that colony’s cuticular secretions, where it 
goes on to monopolize resources for reproduction 
and suppress host reproduction (Kreuter et al. 2012). 
In comparison, the social parasite, Acromyrmex insin-
uator, infiltrates host nests by appearing ‘chemically 
insignificant’, not secreting cuticular hydrocarbons 
or any other pheromones (Lambardi et al. 2007). It 
appears that hosts do not use cuticular secretions to 
evade parasites for as yet unknown reasons.

18.2.8 Medication

Just as insects produce compounds that reduce infec-
tion, they can also apply or consume compounds 
found in their environment for a similar purpose. 
When done prior to infection, this is known as pro-
phylactic medication and, in insects, typically occurs 
between siblings or parents and offspring. If insects 
are already infected, using compounds that help 
clear infection is known as therapeutic medication 
(see Section 18.3.4).

Parent–offspring prophylaxis occurs during D. 
melanogaster oviposition in the presence of parasi-
toid wasps (Kacsoh et al.  2013). In the absence of 
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wasps, mothers avoid laying eggs in sites with a 
high ethanol content due to the detrimental effect of 
alcohol on offspring development. However, etha-
nol confers increased larval avoidance of parasitoid 
infection. As a result, if mothers see parasitoid 
wasps, they preferentially oviposit in high-ethanol 
sites (Kacsoh et al. 2013).

Sibling–sibling prophylactic medication occurs in 
the ant, Lasius neglectus, where individuals infected 
with the fungal parasite, Metarhizium anisopliae, trans-
fer small quantities of the fungus to susceptible nest 
mates. The transfer of fungus acts as an elicitor for 
immune priming rarely killing workers, but regularly 
decreasing susceptibility to subsequent fungal infec-
tion by upregulating fungal immune genes (Konrad 

et al. 2012). Socially inoculated colonies are far less 
susceptible to outbreaks of M. anisopliae infection.

18.2.9 Integrated studies of infection avoidance

Studies of infection avoidance typically focus on the 
broader ecological consequences of the behavior 
due to its consequences for host–parasite interac-
tions. Studying the mechanisms of these avoidance 
behaviors enables the discovery of their physiologi-
cal mediators and, by extension, the constraints on 
their evolution. Recent advances in neurobiology 
and endocrinology have significantly increased the 
detail with which we can study such mechanisms 
(Kohmura et al. 2015) (see Box 18.3).

Box 18.3 The mechanistic basis of behavioral changes in infected insects: the neuroendocrine-
immune axis

Behavioral changes in response to infection appear to be 
taxonomically conserved within animals and especially within 
insects. However, two major questions remain (Lopes 2017): 

• What are the mechanisms by which behavior and 
immunity are linked (how)?

• Why would behavior and immunity be linked at all (why 
has this link evolved)?

Both proximate and ultimate questions can be addressed by 
considering that infection is essentially an extreme form of 
physiological stress, and that the immune and central ner-
vous systems are interconnected by the endocrine system, 
forming the major neuroendocrine-immune axis which regu-
lates both behavior and immunity in response to pathogens 
(Adamo 2014).

The physiological response of organisms to stress, such as 
fight or flight behaviors, is mainly coordinated by the release 
of neuroendocrine factors, which appear to be largely con-
served across vertebrates and invertebrates, and similar 
stress hormones mediate both endocrine and immune sys-
tems of many arthropods, including crustaceans, molluscs, 
and insects (Adamo 2006). In insects, the major neurohor-
mone released during stress and fight-or-flight behaviors is 
octopamine (OA). Similar to the effect of its mammalian 
homologue norepinephrine (NO), the release of OA during 
stress in invertebrates results in the release of energetic 
resources, and increases responsiveness to external threats. 
Approximately 30 minutes after the release of OA from the 
dorsal unpaired medial (DUM) cells (essentially the equiva-
lent to insect neurons), a peptide called adipokinetic hor-

mone (AKH) is released by the corpora cardiacum, an insect 
endocrine organ. AKH plays an important role in mobilizing 
lipids and releasing energy for costly activities, such as flight 
(Adamo 2006; Adamo 2017).

The role of OA during infection in insects has received con-
siderable attention (Adamo 2006, 2014). Haemocytes, inver-
tebrate immune cells, have OA cell surface receptors (Huang 
et al. 2012), which allows direct neuroendocrine modulation 
of immune function. Overall, the effects of OA on insect 
immunity appear to be immune enhancing, although some 
immune suppressive effects also have been reported. For 
example, injection of high physiological doses of OA tends to 
increase haemocytes growth and phagocytocis, but injec-
tions low physiological doses OA make the cricket (Gryllus 
texensis) more susceptible to bacterial infection. AKH has 
also been directly linked to changes in immune function, but 
again its effects appear to be highly context dependent. For 
example, in the African migratory locust, Locusta migratoria, 
AKH increased phenoloxidase activity after an immune 
challenge enhancing immune function but also reduced 
antimicrobial activity, increased bacterial growth in the 
hemolymph and increased susceptibility to the fungus 
Metarhizium anisopliae (Goldsworthy et al. 2002).

The OA-AKH cascade therefore provides a possible evolu-
tionary explanation for the link between behavior and 
immunity—if immune responses are energetically costly, the 
neuroendocrine mechanisms that have evolved to allocate 
resources to other costly behaviors (like fight-or-flight) may 
also have been co-opted to do the same during an immune 
challenge (Adamo 2017).
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Drosophila melanogaster is a model organism par-
ticularly well suited to this research due to the suite of 
molecular tools available in the study of its neurobiol-
ogy, genetics and behavior. As previously mentioned, 
prophylactic medication is elicited in D. melanogaster 
by the visual cues of the parasitoid wasp, Leptopilina 
heterotoma (Kacsoh et al.  2013). Using genetically 
modified flies, with fluorescently-labelled neural cir-
cuits, researchers detailed the specific neural path-
ways and neuropeptide mediating this oviposition 
choice behavior (Kacsoh et al. 2013). This study went 
on to also examine the evolution of this avoidance, 
measuring it in six other Drosophila spp., revealing 
multiple independent evolutions within the genus. 
D. melanogaster has also been used to detail dedicated 
olfactory circuits for harmful microbes (Stensmyr et 
al. 2012) alongside the signatures of such sensory sys-
tems in the genome (McBride and Arguello 2007).

18.3 Behavioral changes in infected 
insects: sickness behaviors as host 
adaptations

Until now the variation in insect behavior in response 
cues of infection from infectious conspecifics or 
environments that may increase the risk of infection 
has been described. If avoiding these sources of infec-
tion is unsuccessful and individuals become infected, 
a suite of behavioral changes may also be observed 
in infected animals. The most common behavioral 
changes in infected animals are manifested in alter-
ations in activity levels (increased lethargy) and 
sleep patterns (increased somnolence)—decreased 
foraging behavior and reduced food intake (ano-
rexia), and a lower libido and reduced investment 
in sexual reproduction (Hart 1988, 2011; Moore 2013).

In some cases, the simplest explanation for these 
behaviors is that they arise as a direct consequence 
of the pathology either due the direct damage caused 
by pathogen growth, or because of the energetic 
expenditure arising from mounting an effective 
immune response (Moore  2013). In other cases, 
behavioral changes in infected hosts are the result 
of intricate pathogen strategies to manipulate the 
way an infected host behaves, which enhance a 
pathogen’s evolutionary fitness by increasing the 
chances of successful transmission to new hosts 

(Poulin 2010). We will describe these host manipu -
lations in greater detail in the following section. A 
third potential explanation for changes in host behav-
iors during infection, however, is that they reflect 
adaptive sickness behaviors that allow animals to 
conserve energetic resources during infection.

This adaptive hypothesis for sickness behaviors 
was originally proposed by Benjamin Hart (Hart 
1988), and posits that energy not expended by infected 
animals in finding food, or finding a mate could, 
instead, be reallocated to immunity, thereby increas-
ing the chances of clearing the infection and recov-
ering health. One of the arguments put forward for 
the adaptive nature of sickness behaviors is that 
lethargy, somnolence, and reduced reproduction 
appear to be evolutionarily conserved responses to 
infection across a wide range of taxa (Moore 2013; 
Sullivan et al. 2016).

In addition to quantifying the possible fitness ben-
efit of sickness behaviors, it is also important to con-
sider potential indirect fitness costs. For example, 
reducing activity during infection may conserve 
energy that is allocated to fighting infection, but also 
means that animals are forced to reduce other fitness-
enhancing activities such as foraging, courtship and 
mating, parental care, and territorial defence, and 
may even leave individuals more susceptible to pre-
dation (Adelman and Martin 2009; Lopes 2014; Vale 
and Jardine  2016). As discussed next, insects have 
become central to addressing both the benefits and 
potential costs of sickness behaviors (de Roode and 
Lefèvre 2012; Sullivan et al. 2016).

18.3.1 Infection-induced lethargy

One of the most commonly observed behaviors in 
sick animals is a decrease in activity following infec-
tion (lethargy). For example, fruit flies, Drosophila 
melanogaster, show reduced daily locomotor activity 
when infected with Drosophila C Virus (DCV; Vale 
and Jardine 2015). While lethargy may simply be a 
consequence of being sick, reduced activity may 
also bring benefits if energetic resources are instead 
allocated to immune defence. For example, honey 
bees (Apis mellifera) challenged with lipopolysac-
charide (LPS) mount a strong immune response 
and subsequently exhibit a reduction in locomotor 
activity, suggesting that reduced activity results from 
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a reallocation of resources to immunity (Kazlauskas 
et al. 2016).

18.3.2 Decreased social contact and isolation

Active individuals are also more likely to be more 
gregarious and to partake in activities with other 
conspecifics, such as courtship, mating, and fight-
ing (Lopes  2014). Reduced activity will therefore 
lead to decreased social interactions, thereby decreas-
ing the likelihood of encountering sources of infec-
tion. We may therefore expect that risk of disease 
(and the resulting fitness costs of acquiring infec-
tion) should select for behaviors that lead to less 
gregarious individuals. The effects of infection on 
social aggregation have been found to be especially 
clear in eusocial insect systems that are strongly 
influenced by kin selection (Cremer et al. 2007). In 
the same honey bee example described previously, 
bees pricked with bacterial-derived LPS spent more 
time alone, standing still, or self-grooming, and 
showed reduced social contact with other bees 
(Kazlauskas et al. 2016). Another popular example 
of changes in social aggregation following infection 
occurs in worker ants, Temnothorax unifasciatus, which 
when infected with a pathogenic fungus change 
their social behavior by leaving the nest perma-
nently (Heinze and Walter 2010). While this could 
initially appear to be a form of host manipulation 
by the fungus, by leaving the nest long before death, 
this behavior is likely to reduce the spread of fun-
gus, possibly curtailing pathogen transmission.

18.3.3 Infection-induced anorexia

The degree to which infection is detrimental to 
hosts is often affected by their physiological status 
(Adamo 2009), which in turn is greatly impacted by 
the quantity and quality of host diet (Ponton et al. 
2013; Singer et al. 2014). Behavioural changes affect-
ing the quantity of food intake are particular 
common and animals commonly exhibit a loss of 
appetite (anorexia) following infection (Hart  2011; 
see also Chapter 8). Given the heavy energetic bur-
den of immune responses, this behavioral change 
effectively reducing caloric intake may seem coun-
terintuitive. However, reduced food intake has been 
shown to increase recovery from infection, and is a 

conserved behavior across many vertebrates and 
invertebrates (Murray and Murray 1979; Ayres and 
Schneider 2009; de Roode and Lefèvre 2012).

Work in insect host–pathogen systems is starting 
to address the complex link between nutritional 
intake and invertebrate immunity. For example, fruit 
flies, D. melanogaster, infected with either Salmonella 
typhimurium or Listeria monocytogenes have been shown 
to become anorexic (Ayres and Schneider  2009). 
However, this change in feeding behavior appears 
to have different effects on fly immunity according 
to the type of infection. When infected with L. mono-
cytognes, anorexia reduced the ability of the fly to 
clear infection, while anorexia during S. typhimu-
rium infection increased infection tolerance because 
flies did not improve their ability to clear infection, 
but still survived longer. These contrasting effects of 
infection-induced anorexia appear to occur because 
restriction of nutrition affect cellular and humoral 
immune responses differently, suggesting that in the 
wild we should expect this sickness behavior to vary 
with the prevalence of specific pathogen types (Ayres 
and Schneider 2009).

In addition to the quantity of food, infected ani-
mals may also alter the type and quality of food 
they choose to ingest (see also Chapter 8). For exam-
ple, diet-induced changes in susceptibility may be 
determined by the precise ratio of specific macronu-
trients. The survival of the Egyptian leafworm, 
Spodoptera littoralis, when infected with a nucleo-
polyhedrovirus (NPV) depends strongly on the 
protein:carbohydrate ratio in its diet, and insects 
fed on a high-protein, low-carbohydrate diet showed 
the highest survival following NPV challenge (Lee 
et al. 2008). Furthermore, when insects were given a 
free choice of diets containing different ratios of 
protein:carbohydrate, larvae that selected a diet con-
taining higher protein content lived longer than 
those choosing alternative diets. Behavioural changes 
that affect what and how much an insect chooses to 
eat when infected can therefore have important 
effects on how sick it gets and how likely it is to 
recover (Singer et al. 2014).

18.3.4. Dietary self-medication 

Dietary choice following infection suggests that 
infected insects are capable of dietary self-medication 
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(see Chapter  8), by choosing food sources that 
enhance their chances of survival (de Roode et al. 
2013). Self-medication can occur through nutri-
tional effects that enhance the host’s ability to fight 
infection, or by the direct anti-parasitic properties 
of the ingested compounds. Insects have emerged 
as powerful systems to conduct manipulative exper-
imental tests of the occurrence and potential bene-
fits of dietary self-medication (de Roode and Lefèvre 
2012).

For instance, when Grammia incorrupta caterpil-
lars are infected by a parasitoid, they show an 
increased preference for alkaloid toxins found in 
larval food plants, and by choosing to eat these 
toxic plants when infected, are able to increase sur-
vival. Using self-medication to ensure the survival 
of offspring also has been shown in Monarch but-
terflies. Several studies have shown that milk-
weeds—the plant species that Monarch butterflies 
use as their larval food plants—increase the sur-
vival of butterflies infected with the protozoan 
Ophryocystis elektroscirrha. While infected larvae did 
not preferentially consume medicinal milkweed, 
preferential oviposition on medicinal milkweeds by 
infected females resulted in reduced parasite growth 
in the offspring (Lefèvre et al. 2010).

18.3.5 Behavioural thermoregulation

Mammals and other endotherms can regulate their 
own body temperature and fever is a commonly 
observed response to infection. Ectotherms, such as 
insects and other invertebrates, can elevate tempera-
ture when infected by seeking out warm locations 
that allow their body temperature to rise to levels that 
may be detrimental to pathogens, called behavioral 
fever (Thomas and Blanford  2003; de Roode and 
Lefèvre  2012). Behavioural fever is a widespread 
behavioral response to infection, and has been espe-
cially well documented in insects (Stahlschmidt and 
Adamo 2013). For example, heat-seeking behavior 
has been documented in house flies, grasshoppers, 
and in the desert locust infected with entomopatho-
genic fungi (Blanford et al. 1998; Kalsbeek et al. 2001; 
Elliot et al. 2002), and in honeybees, who communally 
raise the temperature of their hive in response to an 
infection with the heat-sensitive pathogen that causes 
chalkbrood (Starks et al. 2000).

In addition to increasing body temperature, behav-
ioral thermoregulation can also be used to lower tem-
perature, which can delay parasite growth. Examples 
of cold-seeking behavior have been reported in fruit 
flies, D. melanogaster, infected with the fungal path-
ogen, Metarhizium robertsii; cold-seeking comes at 
an initial cost of lower reproduction, but slowing 
fungal growth ultimately results in higher lifetime 
reproduction for flies (Hunt et al.  2016). Similar 
growth-retarding effects of cold-seeking behavior 
occur in acanthocephalan-infected cockroaches 
(Moore and Freehling 2002), and in bumblebees 
infected with thick-headed flies (Conopidae). Instead 
of spending the night in the warmth of the hive, 
observational and experimental work has shown 
that infected bumblebees achieve increased sur-
vival by preferentially spending time in cold areas, 
which reduces parasite growth rate (Müller and 
Schmid-Hempel 1993).

18.4 Behavioural changes in infected 
insects: host manipulation as a parasite 
adaptation

Parasite-induced changes in host behavior, often 
interpreted as parasite adaptations to aid in their 
own transmission and/or survival, are widespread 
amongst parasite–host associations, but not univer-
sal (Heil 2016). Some of the most celebrated exam-
ples of host manipulation come from associations 
where insects are the host species, or both the host 
species and parasitoid. These widespread and recur-
ring phenomena provide considerable scope to 
examine the significance of host manipulation with 
respect to the Tinbergen’s four levels of behavioral 
explanation (Box 18.1b).

Poulin (1995) initially outlined four criteria indic-
ative of adaptive parasite-induced behavioral changes 
in hosts. They include the following:

 • the induced behavior should be complex;
 • it should align with clear a priori expectations for 

its potential benefit to the parasite, i.e. demon-
strate obvious purpose;

 • it may arise independently in multiple host and 
parasite lineages by convergence;

 • the induced behavior should increase the fitness 
of the parasite.
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However, it is really only the last criterion, that 
there be a fitness benefit to the parasite, which deci-
sively designates a behavioral change as adaptive 
manipulation (Poulin 2010).

In such studies, therefore, we tacitly focus on 
how the parasite’s genes and gene products might 
enhance its fitness through the extended behavioral 
phenotype of its host species. By extension, we are 
examining the degree to which parasites are locally 
and temporally adapted to their insect hosts. It is 
important to remember that for any observational 
or experimental study of behavioral responses of 
host individuals to parasite or pathogen infection, 
the intensity of the host’s response could be due to 
parasite-related factors, host-related factors and 
environmental factors acting alone or in combina-
tion. The parasite- and host-related factors can be 
further subdivided into genetic versus non-genetic 
characteristics of the parasite or host (Thomas 
et al. 2012). Disentangling the various causes of the 
altered behavior can help researchers interpret 
whether the altered behavior is mainly a host adap-
tation to curb impacts of infection (see previously, 
host in control), a true parasite manipulation of host 
behavior benefitting the parasite, or a by-product of 
infection (as mentioned, neither host nor parasite is 
in control, and the behavioral change might be 
costly or beneficial to either or both).

For students of insect behavior, the altered behav-
iors of parasitized insect hosts that fall under the 
rubric of host manipulation are sometimes subtle, 
sometimes strange and curious, as the following 
examples will illustrate. Each of the examples with 
insect hosts was chosen to further illustrate a key 
concept(s) concerning the study host manipulation 
by parasites.

18.4.1 Manipulation of concealment behaviors 
of parasitized hosts

The life cycle of the liver fluke, Dicrocoelium dendriti-
cum, makes for an enjoyable read. The case for 
adaptive manipulation of ants by larvae of this 
worm was made over 55 years ago [by Hohorst and 
Graefe (1961), cited in Hölldobler 2012]. Importantly, 
this liver fluke is a cosmopolitan parasite of graz-
ing mammals: adults of this trematode reside in 
the liver of sheep, cattle, pigs, goats, and cervids 

(Goater et al.  2014). The eggs are passed with the 
faeces (via the bile duct) and ingested by terrestrial 
snails, which later egest cercaria (larval flatworms) 
in a mucous mass. Ants of various species eat the 
mucous and ingest the larval worms, some of which 
encyst in the ant’s abdomen and at least one of that 
migrates to the suboesophagial ganglion of the ant, 
but does not encyst and therefore is not transmissi-
ble (Goater et al. 2014). This brain worm ‘turns on’ a 
stereotypical behavior of the infected ant by its 
climbing vegetation and clamping its mandibles 
down on a leaf, flower, or blade of grass. These soli-
tary anchored ants are susceptible to incidental 
ingestion by grazing mammals, wherein the para-
sites later excyst in the small intestine and travel to 
the bile duct to develop and reproduce.

This iconic example of host manipulation illus-
trates two important points. The first is that apparent 
maladaptive host behavior can make sense. Such 
height- or open-seeking (non-concealment) behavior 
has been described for other diverse associations, e.g. 
ants parasitized by fungi (Ophio ccordyceps spp.) and 
flour beetles parasitized by nematodes. However, 
researchers still have to test whether the altered 
behavior actually leads to incr eased transmission suc-
cess. For example, Schutgens’ et al.  (2015) excellent 
work uncovered behavioral changes in the flour bee-
tle, Tribolium confusum, infected with the spirurid 
nematode, Protospirura muricola. Infected beetles took 
longer to conceal themselves in experimental trials 
and spent less time concealed. Infected beetles (par-
ticularly those with >1 cyst) also were more likely to 
be in an illuminated part of the trial arena. These dif-
ferences were observed for hosts with older and not 
younger cysts. All these findings support the hypoth-
esis that ontogenetic changes in infection-adjusted 
behavior are adaptive by increasing successful trans-
mission to the definitive host. However, these experi-
ments were not conclusive in this respect—host 
behavioral changes might simply be related to infec-
tion pathology, and no predation experiments with 
actual definitive hosts were performed, wherein the 
success of parasite establishment following infection 
was assessed.

The second point is that there are an astounding 
number of natural experiments of ‘evolution in 
action’, even with just this one parasitic worm spe-
cies. Given its worldwide distribution, there are 
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probably many different species of snails and ants 
that act as intermediate hosts. Add to this the fact 
that wild and domestic grazing mammals also vary 
from place to place. There is probably a wide 
array of efficacies in the ant stereotypical behavior 
depending on how well adapted larval trematodes 
are to their insect host and the extent to which the 
infected insects secure a place and a time where/
when it is likely to be ingested by suitable definitive 
host.

18.4.2 Increased defensiveness of moribund 
hosts protecting parasitoids

It is a hallmark of many systems involving host 
manipulation by parasites that the manipulation 
results in the host death, either through ingestion of 
infected prey by final hosts as described above for the 
liver fluke, or by other means such as drowning in the 
iconic case of cricket infected with horsehair (nemato-
morph) worms (Thomas et al. 2012). A unique form of 
behavioral manipulation is described by Harvey et 
al. (2011) who show that host armyworm that are 
moribund (near death) following emergence of para-
sitoid wasps protect the wasps against hyperparasit-
ism by repelling other parasitoid wasps (see Figure 
18.1 for a related example). The initial parasitoids pre-
sumably benefit from a moderate level of virulence 
leaving moribund, but not dead caterpillars to protect 
them. Another example of this phenomenon concerns 
a solitary parasitoid wasp, Dinocampus coccinellae, 
parasitizing a ladybird beetle, Coleomegila maculata. 
The larval parasitoid emerges as a late instar from the 
ladybird beetle and spins a cocoon for pupation 
between the ladybird’s legs. The ladybird beetle is 
moribund, but defends the cocoon against predatory 
lacewings, Chrysoperla carnea, which are common 
(Thomas et al. 2011). More recently, there is genetic 
and microscopic evidence that time-related changes 
in behavior of the ladybird beetle is due to replica-
tion/clearance of a virus acquired from the parasitoid 
(Dheilly et al. 2015).

18.4.3 Manipulation of host sexual or social 
behavior

Work by Burand et al.  (2004,  2005) on the corn 
earworm moth infected by Hz-2V virus shows mor-
phological and physiological changes in females, 

coupled with behavioral changes of mate searching 
males. Infected females continue to attract males 
following first contact, i.e., they do not become refrac-
tory. What is interesting is that these females are 
agonadal, but still attract males, probably due to the 
heightened production of pheromones. The virus-
infected females are highly attractive to mate search-
ing males, which pick up the highly contagious 
plugs and transfer them to uninfected female. The 
virus thus induces a change in the behavior of the 
males towards infected females—a form of indirect 
manipulation.

In his provocative review, Heil (2016) raised the 
issue that there are few examples of host manipula-
tion by sexually transmitted pathogens and para-
sites (STDs). This might be because the costs of 
abstinence (see Section 18.2.4) ensure that host sex-
ual activity is high enough to ensure transmission 
or it might be that the STDs have evolved not to 
invoke host sickness or asocial behaviors.

(a) (b)

Figure 18.1 Two cases of behavioural manipulation by parasitoids 
in which an insect host defends an emerged parasitoid during the 
latter’s pupation, i.e. examples of hosts expressing modified behaviour 
after infection has ceased. (a) A Thyrinteina leucocerae caterpillar 
stands guard below a cluster of braconid (Glyptapanteles spp.) 
pupae, which previously emerged from it following an approximately 
2-week period of infection. The affected caterpillar displays defensive 
behaviours when disturbed (vigorous thrashing of its head) for the 6 
or 7 days before it dies following egression of the parasitoid larvae, 
and otherwise remains practically motionless (Grosman et al. 2008; 
adapted from a photo by José Lino-Neto, CC BY 2.5). (b) A single 
braconid (Dinocampus coccinelae) pupa is protected underneath 
the coccinellid (ladybeetle) host from which it emerged. While 
guarding the parasitoid, the ladybeetle displays tremors, particularly 
when disturbed, but otherwise remains paralysed. Approximately 25% 
of these beetles survive the entire parasitoid pupation period (~7 
days) and then regain expression of normal behaviour (Thomas et al. 
2011; adapted from a photo by conifer on Flickr, CC BY 2.0).
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18.4.4 Manipulation of behavior of insect 
vectors

There are several studies in the primary literature 
showing effects of microparasites on the feeding 
behavior of their insect vectors of human diseases, 
including sand flies and Leishmanias, Tsetse flies 
and African sleeping sickness, mosquito vectors, 
and malaria (reviewed by Hurd 2003). One of the 
points made is that the parasite may influence the 
vector in ways that increases vectoring ability (par-
asite’s interest) even if it poses a risk to the insect 
vector’s survivorship. For example, the study by 
Botto-Mahan et al. (2006) showed kissing bugs infected 
with Chagas disease demonstrated more rapid host 
detection, increased biting rate and shortened time 
to defecation (defecation facilitates transmission of 
the protozoan; see Chapter 21). Chagas disease infects 
an estimated 10–12 million people in South and 
Central America (Goater et al. 2014). Some under-
standing of the subtleties of apparent manipulation 
of vector risky behavior can help inform epidemio-
logical models. Other studies on potential vector 
manipulated behaviors with an applied thrust include 
studies such as aphids and cucumber plants har-
bouring cucumber mosaic virus. Here, researchers 
are interested in uninfected aphids being attracted 
to virus laden plants and then recording the later 
behavior of the infected aphids in terms of whether 
they are attracted to already infected plants versus 
uninfected plants, as a means to promote viral trans-
mission (Carmo-Sousa et al.  2014). The reader is 
referred to McMenemy et al. (2012) for similar 
results with raspberry viruses.

18.4.5 Manipulation in an ecological context

Lafferty and Kuris (2012) outline some examples of 
where host manipulation by parasites has far-reach-
ing effects on community organization. An insect 
example of this phenomenon concerns the horse-
hair worm manipulation of orthopteran insects. 
Manipulated crickets and grasshoppers drown and 
become food for trout. The manipulated insects can 
account for up to 60 per cent of the trout’s energetic 
needs, according to work by Sato et al.  (2012, and 
references therein). These easy prey result in less 
predation pressure on benthic invertebrates, which 
means streams frequented by parasitized insects have 

more diverse and abundant communities of benthic 
invertebrates (Sato et al.  2012). Although the host 
drowning is beneficial for the horsehair worm, inges-
tion by trout would not be for the free-living adult 
nematomorph worms. Perhaps this is why the behav-
ioral manipulation is timed to occur at night and 
the worms exit the drowning hosts, rather quickly 
less they also become prey for foraging fish.

18.4.6 Manipulation in an evolutionary context

Ever since Poulin’s (1995) seminal paper, researchers 
have emphasized that the evolution of host manipu-
lation by parasites needs to be understood in a phy-
logenetic context. Here, the manipulative behavior of 
a parasite could have been inherited from an ances-
tor, and might only work partially in the current con-
text and provide examples of ‘evolution in action’. 
Acanthocephalans, for example, are comprised 
entirely of manipulative species: that is, they have 
been shown to alter the behavior of their intermedi-
ate hosts to make predation by definitive hosts more 
likely. However, whether predation by appropriate 
definitive hosts is increased as a result of the manip-
ulation is a tall order often missing from studies, as 
mentioned already. Another related question is the 
extent to which different host species differ with 
respect to behavioral modification following parasit-
ism. Malfi et al. (2014) reported that bumblebee self-
burying behavior is observed across several host 
species infected with the same parasitoid canopid fly 
(burying enables fly pupation), although there is 
variability in this response—a higher likelihood of 
self-burying in response to infection was observed in 
two closely related species (same subgenus), while 
lower probability of self-burying was observed in a 
less closely related bumblebee species.

18.5 Concluding remarks: future 
directions in the study of insect behavior 
in relation to parasites

It is clear that insects have provided a wealth of 
examples of behavioral responses to (risk of) infec-
tion that can be classified as avoidance behavior 
pre-infection, adaptive host sickness behavior fol-
lowing infection, and adaptive parasite manipula-
tion following infection. Each of these areas of 
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investigation is ripe for future research that focuses 
on integration of mechanism with investigations of 
proposed function. Only then can serious claims 
that responses are not a by-product of infection be 
made. We suspect that there are many cases in 
nature of ‘evolution in action’ where partial solu-
tions to the problems of risks or costs of infection or 
parasite transmission/survival will be observed and 
longitudinal studies largely absent from this review 
are welcomed. It is also important to ask in this con-
text why a predicted behavior is not present when it 
is expected to be, such as is the case with mate 
avoidance in insects in relation to parasitism risk.

What follows is a brief overview of some of the 
main questions still outstanding. In addition to the 
need for integrated studies such as those cited at the 
end of the parasite avoidance section, researchers 
can explore the extent to which behavioral responses 
are plastic or context dependent, e.g. how an infec-
tion avoidance behavior might vary, depending on 
virulence or infection risk. A plastic infection avoid-
ance response was experimentally demonstrated in 
the pollination behavior of the bumblebee, Bombus 
terrestris (Fouks and Lattorff 2011). This was done 
using two parasites of differing virulence, the more 
virulent bumblebee specialist, Crithidia bombi and 
the less virulent generalist parasite, Escherichia coli. 
Congruous with a plastic infection avoidance res-
ponse, B. terrestris avoided flowers contaminated 
with C. bombi, significantly more than E. coli (Fouks 
and Lattorff 2011). Considering how the plasticity 
of other infection avoidance behaviors affects their 
evolution and influence on host–parasite dynamics 
goes hand-in-hand with furthering our understand-
ing of their mechanistic basis. Plasticity’s significance 
to evolutionary biology has dramatically increased 
in recent years, with some arguing it warrants a 
drastic shift in how we conceptualize evolutionary 
processes (Laland et al.  2014). Not only are these 
dynamics probably central to infection-avoidance 
behaviors, but they are also an ideal context with 
which to test their significance.

Secondly, it is extremely difficult to measure sick-
ness behaviors in the wild on individuals who have 
contracted infections naturally. However, the afore-
mentioned longitudinal studies are needed to assess 
variation in prevalence and intensity of parasitism 
in order to design realistic experiments, but also to 

assess the costs of retaining particular ‘sickness’ 
behavioral responses if the threat of parasitism is at 
best intermittent. A combination of field assess-
ments and common garden experiments might 
prove fruitful for understanding the evolutionary 
dynamics of apparent sickness behaviors. Such 
studies will also have to consider that the indirect 
costs of sickness behaviors (reduced time spent for-
aging or searching for mates) might vary from place 
to place and time to time.

Thirdly, researchers might wish to explore or at 
least discuss the evolutionary trajectories that have 
led to particular responses. For example, trema-
todes alter the behavior of their hosts by becoming 
encysted in the host brains. This location might 
have been favoured early on by providing the para-
site with a host immunity barrier. Another question 
of priority event concerns the hairworm. Adults 
mate in water and larvae manipulate their insect 
hosts toward suicidal drowning behavior. Thomas 
et al. (2012) question whether the behavioral manip-
ulation preceded mating in water or whether mat-
ing in water provided the context by which behavioral 
manipulation was subsequently selected for. It is 
our hope that these and other issues in the study of 
insect behavior in relation to parasitism will con-
tinue to generate much interest.
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Abstract

The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is one of the best developed model systems of infection and innate immunity. While most work has focused
on systemic infections, there has been a recent increase of interest in the mechanisms of gut immunocompetence to pathogens, which require
methods to orally infect flies. Here we present a protocol to orally expose individual flies to an opportunistic bacterial pathogen (Pseudomonas
aeruginosa) and a natural bacterial pathogen of D. melanogaster (Pseudomonas entomophila). The goal of this protocol is to provide a robust
method to expose male and female flies to these pathogens. We provide representative results showing survival phenotypes, microbe loads, and
bacterial shedding, which is relevant for the study of heterogeneity in pathogen transmission. Finally, we confirm that Dcy mutants (lacking the
protective peritrophic matrix in the gut epithelium) and Relish mutants (lacking a functional immune deficiency (IMD) pathway), show increased
susceptibility to bacterial oral infection. This protocol, therefore, describes a robust method to infect flies using the oral route of infection, which
can be extended to the study of a variety genetic and environmental sources of variation in gut infection outcomes and bacterial transmission.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/57676/

Introduction

The fruit fly (also known as the vinegar fly), D. melanogaster, has been extensively used as a model organism for infection and immunity
against a variety of pathogens1,2. This work has offered fundamental insights into the physiological consequences of infection and was also
pioneering in unraveling the molecular pathways underlying the host immune response against parasitoid, bacterial, fungal, and viral infections.
This knowledge is not only useful to understand the innate immune response of insects and other invertebrates, but because many of the
immune mechanisms are evolutionarily conserved between insects and mammals, Drosophila has also spurred the discovery of major immune
mechanisms in mammals, including humans3.

Most work on Drosophila infection and immunity has focused on systemic infections, using inoculation methods that deliver pathogens directly
into the body of the insect by pricking or injection4,5,6. The advantage of these methods in allowing the delivery of a controlled infectious
dose is clear and supported by a large body of work on systemic infections. However, many naturally occurring bacterial pathogens of D.
melanogaster are acquired through feeding on decomposing organic matter where gut immunocompetence plays a significant role in host
defence7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15. Experiments that employ systemic infections bypass these defenses, and, therefore, provide an altogether different
picture of how insects mount defenses against natural pathogens. This is especially relevant if the aim of the work is to test predictions about the
ecology and evolution of infection, where the use of natural pathogens and routes of infection is important16,17. Recent work has highlighted how
the route taken by pathogens significantly affects disease outcome18,19, elicits distinct immune pathways20,21, can determine the protective effect
of inherited endosymbionts16, and may even play an important role in the evolution of host defenses17.

Another reason to employ oral routes of infection is that it allows the investigation of the variation in pathogen transmission by measuring
bacterial shedding during fecal excretion following oral infection22,23,24. Understanding the sources of host heterogeneity in disease transmission
is challenging in natural populations25,26, but measuring components of transmission, such as pathogen shedding, under controlled laboratory
conditions offers a useful alternative approach27. By feeding flies bacteria and measuring bacterial shedding under a variety of genetic and
environmental contexts in controlled experimental conditions, it is possible to identify sources of variation in transmission among hosts.

Here, we describe a protocol for orally infecting D. melanogaster with bacterial pathogens, and for quantifying the bacterial growth and shedding
that follows (Figure 1). We describe this protocol on two Pseudomonas bacteria: a virulent strain of the opportunistic pathogen P. aeruginosa
(PA14), and a less virulent strain of the natural fly pathogen P. entomophila. Pseudomonads are common gram-negative bacteria with a broad
host range, infecting insects, nematodes, plants, and vertebrates, and are found in most environments4,6. Enteric infection of Drosophila by
P. aeruginosa and P. entomophila results in pathology to intestinal epithelia12,13,14,15,28. While we focus on these two bacterial pathogens, the
methods described here can in principle be applied to any bacterial pathogen of interest with minor modifications. Following oral exposure,
we measure post-infection survival, and measure the microbe load within individual flies and the viable microbes shed into the environment,
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expressed in colony forming units (CFUs). Finally, because gut immunocompetence results from a combination of epithelial barrier and humoral
responses, we also measure the survival of fly lines where these defenses are disrupted. Specifically, Drosocrystallin (Dcy) mutants have been
previously shown to be more susceptible to oral bacterial infection due to a depleted peritrophic matrix in the gut29. We also measure survival in a
Relish (Rel) mutant which is impeded from producing antimicrobial peptides against Gram-negative bacteria via the IMD pathway30.

Protocol

1. Maintain Flies

1. Maintain flies in 23 mL plastic vials containing 7 mL of freshly made Lewis medium (modified from reference31; 1 L triple distilled H2O, 6.1
g agar, 93.6 g brown sugar, 68 g maize, 18.7 g instant yeast, 15 mL Tegosept anti-fungal agent) in incubators at 25 ± 1 °C, in a 12 h:12 h
light:dark cycle with ~60% humidity. Plug the vials with non-absorbent cotton wool.

2. After every 14 days, transfer 20–30 adults to a new food vial, with instant, dry yeast added to the surface, for 2–3 days to allow egg-laying to
occur. After this time period, ensure that the eggs are visible on the surface of the food. Remove adult flies.
NOTE: This keeps flies in the vials as single generation, age-matched populations.

3. Leave the eggs to develop.
NOTE: At 25 °C, adult flies start to eclose from pupae on day 11 and continue over days 12–14.

2. Prepare Experimental Flies

1. Collect the eggs of the parent generation in a population/embryo collection cage on a 75 mL apple-agar plate (1 L triple distilled H2O, 30 g
agar, 33 g sucrose, 330 mL apple juice, 7 mL Tegosept anti-fungal agent) with a yeast paste spread (mix dry yeast with water to a peanut
butter-like consistency). Add water-soaked cotton wool to the cage to provide moisture.
NOTE: To avoid confounding effects caused by differences in larval rearing density, it is important that experimental flies in different vials are
reared in similar densities. The above step is performed to avoid confounding effects.

2. Incubate for 24 h at 25 °C in a 12 h:12 h light:dark cycle until egg-laying has occurred. If there are too few eggs after 24 h, provide a longer
habituation period. Replace apple-agar plates and allow egg-laying to occur for a further 24 h.

3. Take egg-laden apple-agar plates from the population cage. Remove the remaining yeast paste and any dead flies from the agar’s surface.
4. Submerge the agar in 20 mL of 1x phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and gently dislodge the eggs from the apple-agar with a fine paintbrush.

While suspended in PBS, transfer the eggs to a 50 mL centrifuge tube and leave for 5 min so the eggs sink to the bottom.
NOTE: Most eggs are found on the outer edge of the agar.

5. Remove by cutting the bottom 4 mm of a p1000 filtered pipette tip and use the pipette tip to draw 1 mL of solution, taken from the bottom of
the 50 mL centrifuge tube. Transfer this to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and allow it to settle.
NOTE: When pipetting up eggs, snap-releasing the plunger is more efficient than a gentle release.

6. Remove by cutting the bottom 4 mm of a p20 filtered pipette tip. Set the pipette to a desired volume and draw from the bottom of the
microcentrifuge tube.
NOTE: With practice, a volume of 5 µL contains roughly 100 eggs.

7. Dispense the collected eggs onto the food and leave them to develop for the required amount of time.

3. Bacterial Culture

1. To grow P. entomophila and P. aeruginosa cultures, inoculate 10 mL of Luria-Bertani (LB) broth with 100 µL of a frozen bacterial stock at
30 °C (P. entomophila) and 37 °C (P. aeruginosa), respectively. Shake at 150 rpm overnight. Ensure that the bacterial culture reaches the
saturation phase.

2. To ensure the bacteria used for inoculating the flies are in the exponential phase and rapidly replicating, inoculate the overnight culture into a
new subculture, of a desired volume, the following morning. Ensure that the pre-inoculum is 10% of the total volume of the subculture culture.
NOTE: Oral infection requires high . It is therefore necessary to grow a substantial volume of bacterial culture so that enough inoculation
culture can be produced for the desired dose and experimental size. Calculate how much subculture is needed to produce the required
infectious doses using the equation MsVs = MiVi, where M represents a culture’s optical density measured at 600 nm (OD600) value and V
represents its volume. Subscript letters refer to whether the culture is used as a subculture (s) or an infectious dose (i).

3. Grow this subculture in a 2 L conical flask in a volume such that the subculture’s surface falls (at most) just above the beginning of the flask’s
slope. Do not fill above this mark as it will stunt the growth of bacteria.

4. Ensure the bacteria in this subculture are in the exponential growth phase by measuring the OD every 30 min.
NOTE: This occurs after 3–5 h, where the subculture reaches an OD600 between 0.6–0.8.

5. Pour equal volumes of this subculture across 50 mL centrifuge tubes and spin the subculture at 2,500 x g for 15 min at 4 °C to pellet the
bacteria. Once pelleted, remove and then spin the supernatant again at the above conditions to confirm the removal of the vast majority of
bacteria.
NOTE: A pellet of negligible size (smaller than 1 mm in height) confirms this.

6. Combine the bacterial pellets of the separate tubes by re-suspending them in 5 mL of subculture supernatant and recombining these
solutions in a single 50 mL tube. Spin this concentrated culture at 2,500 x g for 15 min at 4 °C to pellet the bacteria.

7. Remove the supernatant and re-suspend the final bacteria pellet in 5% sucrose water solution. Check the OD and adjust to the desired
infectious dose (OD600 = 100 for P. entomophila8 and OD600 = 25 for P. aeruginosa16,28), by re-suspending the pellets in 5% sucrose water
solution to the required volume.
NOTE: The amount of 5% sucrose water solution to be added can be calculated using the equation in step 3.2.1 (MsVs = MiVi).
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4. Orally Infecting Flies

1. To ensure oral infection, starve the flies for 2–4 h before exposure to bacteria by transferring the flies to standard agar vials (1 L triple distilled
H2O, 20 g agar, 84 g brown sugar, 7 mL Tegosept anti-fungal agent).

2. Prepare infection vials while flies are being starved. Make a Pseudomonas infection vial by pipetting 500 µL of standard sugar agar into the
lid of a 7 mL sample tube and leave it to dry. Place a disc of filter paper in the lid and pipette 100 µL of bacterial culture directly onto the filter
disc. For control infections, replace the bacterial culture with the same volume of 5% sucrose water solution on the filter paper.

3. Add single flies to the sample tube and leave for 18–24 h.
4. To confirm oral infection, first surface-sterilize the flies immediately after bacterial exposure, by placing them in 100 µL of 70% ethanol for

20–30 s. Remove the ethanol and add 100 µL of triple distilled water for 20–30 s before removing the water. Add 100 µL of 1x PBS and
homogenize the fly.

5. Transfer the homogenate to the top row of a 96-well plate and add 90 µL of 1x PBS to every well below.
6. Serially dilute this sample to distinguish a range of CFU values. Take 10 µL of the homogenate in the top well and add this to the well below.

Repeat this step with the second well, transferring 10 µL to the third well, and so on, for as many serial dilutions as required.
NOTE: It important that new pipette tips are used for each set of dilutions.

7. Plate the serial dilutions on an LB nutrient agar plate in 5 µL droplets, to ensure all droplets remain discrete.
8. Incubate the LB Agar plates overnight at 30 °C and 37 °C for P. entomophila and P. aeruginosa, respectively and count visible CFUs.

NOTE: While Drosophila gut microbes require distinct anaerobic growth conditions, selective medium, for example Pseudomonas Isolation
Medium (PIM), may be used to make sure only Pseudomonas CFUs are counted.

9. Calculate the number of CFUs per fly by counting the number of colonies present at the serial dilution where 10–60 CFUs are clearly visible.
Then multiply by the dilution factor present to calculate the number of bacteria per fly.

10. Perform statistical analysis. Where necessary, transform the CFUs per fly to a normal distribution. Do this by log-transformation. Once
transformed, use Generalized Linear Models (GLMs)30,31,32 to test how treatment groups differ in CFUs per fly (using commonly available
statistical software packages such as R33).
NOTE: The remaining fly homogenate can be used for measuring gene expression through quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-
qPCR) analysis. Fix the homogenate in 50 µL of RNA isolation reagent, extract RNA, and quantify specific immune gene titers by RT-
qPCR (see e.g., Gupta and Vale16 for a detailed protocol). The expression of specific immune gene transcripts should be normalized to the
transcript levels of a housekeeping gene (i.e., rp49) and expressed as a fold change relative to control flies using the 2−ΔΔCt method31,32,33,34.

5. Recording Survivorship Following Infection

1. Infect flies orally as described in step 4.2.
2. Transfer the infected or control flies from their respective infection vials into standard Lewis vials and keep in an incubator at 25 °C in a 12

h:12 h light-dark cycle (or desired conditions). Keep flies until they are dead.
3. Count the number of living or dead flies in each vial every day, or as often as required.
4. Transfer the flies to new vials every 5 days to avoid the flies getting stuck in the food.
5. Present these data as Kaplan-Meier (KM) survival curves or Mean ± SE proportional survival plots. To analyze the effect of several factors

and/or their respective interactions with one another use a statistical package (for example, the package “survival” in R33) to run a survival
analysis such as the Cox Proportional Hazards model35.

6. Measuring Bacterial Load

1. At the desired time point, transfer a single infected fly to a sterile 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube.
2. Surface sterilize the flies as described in step 4.4.
3. Homogenize the fly and quantify the bacterial load using the protocol described in steps 4.5–4.10.

7. Measure Bacterial Shedding

1. Measure the shedding alongside the internal load.
2. After infection, transfer single flies to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes containing ~50 µL of Lewis medium for 24 h.
3. Remove the flies for the internal load measurement (see step 6) and wash the tubes with 100 µL of 1x PBS by vortexing heavily for 3 s.
4. Measure the CFUs in this wash by plating on LB nutrient agar using the same protocol as described in steps 4.6–4.8.
5. After infection, transfer single flies to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes containing ~50 µL of Lewis medium for 24 h.
6. Transfer the flies to new microcentrifuge tubes containing ~50 µL of Lewis medium for a further 24 h. Wash the contaminated tubes with 100

µL of 1x PBS by vortexing heavily for 3 s.
7. Measure the CFUs in this wash by plating on LB nutrient agar using the same protocol described in steps 4.6–4.8.
8. Repeat steps 7.2 and 7.3 and record fly mortality at every transfer.
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Representative Results

Here, we present illustrative results from experiments where D. melanogaster was orally infected with P. aeruginosa or P. entomophila. Figure
2 demonstrates the successful oral infection of flies following a 12 h or 24 h exposure period to bacterial cultures of OD600 = 25 and 100 for P.
aeruginosa (Figure 2A) and P. entomophila (Figure 2B, C), respectively. Figure 2B illustrates the importance of using a more concentrated
culture of P. entomophila, shown by the increase in bacterial load when flies are exposed to bacterial cultures of greater optical density. Male
and female Oregon R (OreR) flies clear P. aeruginosa infection at the same rate (Figure 3) and shed the same number of P. aeruginosa CFUs
(Figure 4A). When infected with P. entomophila however, male and female OreR flies differ in the number of bacteria shed, in a manner that
changes over time (Figure 4B). Males and females die from P. aeruginosa (Figure 5A) and P. entomophila (Figure 5B) at different rates. We
also see that Dcy mutants (which lack the protective peritrophic matrix in the gut epithelium) and Relish mutants (which lack a functional IMD
immune pathway), show decreased survival following P. entomophila and P. aeruginosa oral infection (Figure 5C).

Figure 1: Schematic overview of protocols for measuring survival, shedding, and internal bacterial load following oral infection in
Drosophila melanogaster. An illustration of 3 potential experiments following the oral infection of D. melanogaster. Measure the 'survival' by
transferring single flies to vials and recording their infected lifespan. Measure 'shedding' by transferring single flies to 1.5 mL microcentrifuge
tubes with 50 µL of Lewis medium in the cap. After 24 h in the tube, remove the fly and vortex the tube with 100 µL of 1x PBS. Remove and
plate this solution on LB nutrient agar to calculate the bacterial shedding. Measure the shedding in the same fly longitudinally, by transferring
flies to fresh tubes with Lewis medium in the cap after 24 h, and washing and plating the now contaminated tube. A fly's 'internal load' can be
measured by taking an infected fly, surface sterilizing it, and homogenizing it before finally plating the homogenate on LB nutrient agar. This
can be performed after shedding has been measured to calculate how the 'internal load' and shedding correlate. The fly illustration used in this
figure was originally drawn by B. Nuhanen36. The authors have modified it to accompany the example Kaplan-Meier curve which is taken from
Wikimedia Commons37. All other illustrations are original. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 2: Infectious dose of bacteria following oral infection. (A) Infectious dose of male and female Oregon-R flies following exposure to a
P. aeruginosa culture (OD600 = 25) for 12 h. The mean and SE were calculated from 3 males and 3 females. (B) Infectious dose of outcrossed
wild-type females following exposure to one of four P. entomophila cultures (OD600 = 100, 75, 50, and 25) or control 5% sucrose solution for 24
h. The statistical difference of (F3,76 = 18.567, p <0.001) in the infectious dose between exposure treatments is denoted by differing letters above
bars. The means were calculated from 5 flies for the OD600 = 0 dose, and 18-20 for all other doses. (C) The infectious dose of male and female
Oregon-R flies following exposure to P. entomophila culture (OD600 = 100) for 24 h. The mean and SE were calculated from 20 males and 20
females. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 3: Internal P. aeruginosa load in flies after oral infection. Mean ± SE bacterial load of male and female Oregon-R flies following oral
infection with P. aeruginosa (OD600 = 25) up to 168 h post-infection. The mean and SE of each time point are calculated from 3 individuals. A fly's
internal bacterial load significantly changes over time (p <0.001). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
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Figure 4: Bacterial shedding following oral infection. (A) P. aeruginosa shed by the same flies used in Figure 3, up to 120 h post-infection.
The mean and SE were calculated from 3 males and 3 females. (B) P. entomophila shed by male and female Oregon-R flies following oral
infection with P. entomophila (OD600 = 100) up to 120 h post-infection. The mean and SE were calculated from 34 males and 38 females. For
both P. aeruginosa and P. entomophila, the number of CFUs shed by a fly significantly changes over time (p <0.001). Please click here to view a
larger version of this figure.

Figure 5: Survival of flies following bacterial oral infection. Kaplan-Meier (KM) survival curves of (A) Oregon-R male and female flies
following oral infection with P. aeruginosa (OD600 = 25) or control 5% sucrose solution. The KM survival curve was calculated from 4 vials of
20 flies per treatment group. (B) OreR male and female flies after oral infection with P. entomophila (OD600 = 100). The KM survival curve was
calculated from 4 single control flies and 34 infected flies for both males and females. (C) Immune mutants: Dcy (Drosocrystallin-peritrophic
matrix mutant) and Rel (Relish-IMD mutant), exposed to P. entomophila (Pe), P. aeruginosa (Pa14), or a control 5% sucrose solution. All infected
groups die significantly faster than the control flies (p <0.001). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

We present a protocol for reliably orally infecting D. melanogaster with bacterial pathogens. We focus on P. aeruginosa and P. entomophila,
but this protocol can easily be adapted to enable infection of other bacterial species, e.g., Serratia marcescens7. Key aspects of this protocol
will vary between bacterial species. Accordingly, the most efficient infectious dose, corresponding virulence, and host genotype susceptibility
should all be considered and ideally tested in pilot studies. Exposing flies to bacterial cultures of a range of optical densities and measuring their
infectious dose and survival is an appropriate starting point when working with new bacterial species or fly lines.

Protocol steps such as fly starvation prior to feeding and re-suspending bacterial pellets in 5% sucrose solution are commonplace in oral
infection and increase the reliability of bacterial infection during exposure7,8,9,10. However, it is important to note that during exposure, flies
essentially live on a surface of bacterial culture. In the process of walking on this culture, bacteria will become lodged on the fly's surface,
especially on the cuticle or around the bristles24. These epicuticular bacteria, do not reflect a successful enteric infection but would still be
detected by the fly homogenization and plating. To reduce the potential for false positives, it is essential to surface sterilize flies through
immersion in 70% ethanol for up to 1 min.

When considering bacterial shedding rates, oral infection is essential. The number of pathogens a host releases into the environment is often
difficult to measure and the internal load is often taken as a proxy for the severity of infection and therefore transmission26,27. Measuring bacterial
load alongside bacterial shedding allows an examination of the relationship between these two important components of disease severity and
spread38. One limitation of the method presented is that assaying the internal bacterial load of flies requires destructive sampling. This makes it
difficult to investigate longitudinal trends of pathogen growth and clearance within the same individual. However, it is possible to overcome this
limitation by destructively sampling cohorts of individuals at different stages of infection, under the assumption that the average microbe load in
each cohort reflects the longitudinal pathogen dynamics within any given individual. Bacterial shedding does not suffer from the same limitations,
and we offer examples of how shedding can be quantified in a cross-sectional sample, or longitudinally to investigate how shedding changes
within an individual over time.

Many host and pathogen traits jointly determine an individual's propensity to transmit disease25,26,39. While the significance of these traits
likely varies between host-pathogen systems, shedding is likely a major determinant of fecal-oral transmission. The ability to measure
bacterial shedding opens the opportunity to test this assumption. Having characterized host-pathogen dynamics in a desired panel of fly lines,
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experimenters could orally infect individuals, and place them alongside uninfected, susceptible hosts during their infectious periods. These
'recipient' flies could then be assayed for internal bacterial load at various time points as a way of directly measuring transmission.
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